THURSDAY ISSUE

The Courier-GazeiTTE.
EVERY-OTHER-DAY
Three Dollars a Year.

Single Copies Three Cents.

DO YOU ADMIRE A

WELL FITTING SUIT?
0
You can lupk as stylish and as smart
as thp man In the picture if you
will try on Collegian clothing ready
for service. No waiting for tailor's
measurements anil "try-ons”—the
clothes are here ready for you to
slip into. And they ate right!

R.OCKLAND. /AAINF.

BERMAN’S
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Leather Topped Rubbers...................................

$1.98

Boys’ Suits, 2 pants............................................

$5.98

Men’s Overcoats............................ ’•.................

$9.98

Men’s Half Wool Hose...................

d9

Boys’ Wool Toques............................................

*39

Men’s Union Suits............................................

-88

’ Ladies’ Felt Slippers..........................................

*88

GRANDIN’S
RED FLAG POULTRY AND

DAIRY FEEDS
✓

'

Will be on exhibition at the

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR, at the ARCADE,

Spring St., Rockland, Me., FEBRUARY 12 to 17
ARE THE CHICKS GOING TO LIVE THIS

SPRING?
Among the most influential causes of failure in
the chicken business, and there are many who fail
every year, is the inability to raise the chicks satisfac
torily after they have been hatched from the shells.
The RED FLAG system of feeding has placed many
poultrymen on the road to success.
THESE HIGH GRADE FEEDS

are on sale by the following dealers:

Rockland Grain Co.,
Dunn & Elliott,
E. H. Burkett,
J. B. Ham Co.,

Rockland, Maine
Thomaston, Maine
Union, Maine
Winslow’s Mills, Maine

"

Mr. C. I. Davis on Poultry and Mr. E. W. Bartlett
Dairy Feeds, will be in charge of the Booth

D. H. GRANDIN MILLING CO.
Jamestown, New York

THE ALL SPORT SHIRT
Made for the U. S. Navy of blanket material, with
hood, all wool, sizes small, medium and large.
Good for Hunting, Motoring, Working,
and all kinds of winter sports.
WARMEST SHIRT MADE
We have a limited amount, each...................... $3.25
U. S. Army Officers’ Dark Brown Dress Shoe
plain toe, rubber heel, I00'< leather, pair $4.25
Navy Shoes, black, pair.................... $4.00 and $4.35
U. S. Army Working Shoe, pair...................... $3.35
A few Girls’ Knicker Pants in Tweed, pair. . $3.75
Genuine Army and Navy Shirts, each............. $3.00
Heavy All Wool Underwear, double front and
back, each............................................................ $1.25
Army All Wool Long Pants, pair $2.75 and $3.25
Army O. D. Wool Breeches.............................. $3.50
Army Leather Jerkins........................................ $3.50
High Grade Honor Sweaters, V neck, brown $6.50
All kinds of Clothing and numerous other
articles at the same low prices.

SHAPIRO

BROS.

ARMY AND NAVY STORE
59 Tillson Avenue, Rockland. Opposite John Bird Co.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
OPEN EVENINGS
Th-tf

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

....

TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY
Volume 78................. Number 17.

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February 8, 1923.
DOCKING A BARGE

The Cpurier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

LOST HIS COURAGE

THE DEMOCRATS’ INNING

No Easy Task In I 5-1 nch IceDynamite Used To Move BeinS lhe Story of How Their Steam Roller fattened a
Valuable Coal Cargo.
'
“Vet”—Their Ward Tickets

Subscription $3 00 per year payable in ad
vance; single copies three’cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general inter
est are solicited.
*
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday mori.’ng, from 409 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir
culation iit second-class postal rates.

-utlier Maddocks, Manager of
Kennebec Bridge Associa
tion Now For Richmond
Proposition.

Terrific reports in Lermond’s Cove
As the result of their caucuses on only one Democratic newspaper in the
yesterday drew attention to the efforts |
Richmond, Me., Feb. 7.
Tuesday and Wednesday nights the State,” said Col. Hurley, "it might at
of M. B. & C. O. Perry to Book the
hast have said that I am a candidate, Editor ®f The Courier-Gazette:
Democrats are now lined up for the
barge Cohansey of the Philadelphia &
but it did not, and I am obliged to say
It has been quite well advertised that
March election. It is now up to the it myself.
Heading Co., with 1000 tons of stove,
Republicans to say what the opposing
"I was told that I was interfering, I have been personally identified with
egg and nut coal at their Northend
team shall be. Their ward caucuses and that the thing was all fixed, which 'he promotion of the Kennebec Bridge.
■1 ek. Two tugs, a crew of 25 men,
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
reminds me of how the Republicans
The Rockland Gazette was established in .■id a dynamite squad worked in vain are to be held tonight in various vot used to pick out their candidates for Up to Jan. 1st, I was its manager and
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
ing places, and it behooves the men governor 10 years in advance. I have ctti tided to all the work that was
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 to effect the docking on yesterday af
Tlie Free Press was established in 1855, and
and women of the Grand Old Party to lited on Summer street 52 years, and licne. 1 organized the association and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. tcriioon’s tide. Tlie heavy ice made
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
necessary a continuance to today, select tickets which shall meet the have voted with the Democratic party two years ago I presented a bill for a
ail my life. It is said that I have had charter in behalf of the organization,
when the feat will doubtless be accom- |approval of the voters. The Republi.«.
p
ie
.». •«. .«.
.< I. .«.
plished.
cans will nomlnate their mayoralty everything, but if I had been a Repub under authority voted me ut that time
The P. & R.'s big mean-going tug candidate in the City Government lican I could have sold $40,000 worth at a meeting of said organization, and
Success covers a multitude of blun- •••
ol property. I have made some loss hy
rmantown brought the Cohansey in rooms at 7.30 tomorrow night. No
there was no opposition to it. hut by
dtrs - H W. Sliaw
far as water depth would permit ctmmlttee has picked out a candidate, being a Democrat, hut there is not an some means yet unexplained the bill
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• jfg
other Democrat in the city who has
ard then the tug John C. Morrison of and there will be no steam roller provai: referred to the next Legislature.
th» Snow Marine Co. took up the task, ceedings. Any Republican who has done more for his party than I have,
This year we held our meetings in
working
days,
nights
and
Sundays.
”
THE COAL QUOTA
Iu the outer harbor 10-i'nch ice was mayoralty aspirations will have a perArose Obadiah Gardner. ”1 am pres Septi mber, October and November and
encountered but in the Cove it was feet right to go before the caucus. In
ident of the Knox Publishing Co." said created a good deal of interest in Knox
inches thick and'of the general con- I th“ absence of candidates it will be up
and Lincoln counties. It became my
Sixty Per Cent Is All That 15
sistency of granite. A crew of 25 men to the caucus to seek the man. Sev- he, “and nobody has ever been denied duty to solicit funds to pay for a sur
the
use
of
its
columns.
So
far
as
Coi.
Maine Is To Be Allowed— worked with ice saws, and a dynamite 1 eral have been especially mentioned Hurley is concerned I have never vey across the Kennebec River for a
gang repeatedly etpioded heavy char- and any one of that several would
tridge. When I had collected suffi
heard that he contemplated running
cient funds. I engaged an engineer to
Substitutes Must Be Used. gts to break up the heavy field. The make a most admirable candidate.
for
the
mayor
nomination.
If
he
ever
Morrison kept up her butting efforts I
» • • »
go the work. So far as the soundings
—
i
made application to that paper to have
Democrats Name Brown
were concerned they were taken by a
Gov. Baxter and Fuel Director Lane, as the sawyers progressed and finally
his
candidacy
announced
it
was
un

got into the dock, hut experienced
The Democrats extracted the steam
competent engineer from Boston. When
have made every effort to obtain for great difficulty in backing out because I roller from winter quarters Tuesday known to me or the hoard of di
•hese soundings were shown to me in
Maine a larger quota of anthracite there was no place to push the heavv night, and started from 55 Summer rectors."
a blue print, it showed a formation of
Col.
Hurley:
"I
talked
with
the
man
coni than was allotted the State in the pan ice that jammed the channel. By street for their caucus in the City
the bottom of the river at Bath near
I suppose is editor of that paper, and
first instance. When the strike closed this time the tide was out so far that Council rooms. In front of 49 Summer told him of my candidacy before the tlie ferries, and my courag^ left me so
the deep draft barge could not b street the "machine” ran over an elfar as building a bridge in that local
the Federal authorities apportioned to
moved, and necessarily had to remain derly gentleman, but without shedding paper came out. When the next issue ity for the reason that we had too
each state 60 per cent of their former anchor!
•hored until today. The barge it-|a tear tlie crew kept merrily on its appeared it was all extolling my op- much water and mud to contend with,
ponent, Mr. Brown.”
requirements. This 60 per cent al sSf is heavy with dee and presents a I way, and the caucus did what
ami that I considered it, and so did
"I am heartily in favor of threshing many others, an engineering impossi
ready has been received in Maine and real picture of winter's rigors. The j bosses had made up their minds to do
the matter out right here,” said Chair bility, or at least it would cost more
through the efforts of Fuel Director only worry that is felt is that till some weeks ago
Lane 35,000 tons more than was allotted freezing of the channel as already cut
A few minutes later a telegram was man Payson. "Every man has a right money than this State could afford to
the State have been given.
may hamper operations today, though sent speeding on its way to St. Peters- to his say,”
pay.
"We have in our paper,” said Mr.
Owing to the severity of the winter little difficulty is expected in com- burg, Fla., and swinging contentedly in
the State authorities felt that an ef pleting the job. Once the Cohansey is his hammock, eyes upturned to the Gardner “a column known as The
Then I was requested by Mr. Carlfort should be made to get the allot docked she will discharge her cargo in Southern Cross, Edwin L. Brown of Open Forum, where everybody is ,ton to give up any further work and
ment increased and so have been in order not to be frozen in. The Ger- 55 Summer' street, read that he had given a chance to express his views.” leave it all to him, which I gladly did.
“I didn't think anything like that
communication with the senators from mantown goes to Bar Harbor today to been the recipient of the local Tam
I was not seeking for fame nor gain,
was necessary,” rejoined Col. Hurley,
Maine hoping they could accomplish get one of the Philadelphia & Read- many’s favor,
but 1 simply wanted a bridge some
something through the Federal Fuel ing barges frozen in there. She will
The details of the tragedy at 49 "but I did notify the editor, and when where across the Kennebec river. Re
Administration and through the In pick up the Cohansey on the return Summer street will probably remain he refrained from even making the cent events have made it plain to me
terstate Commerce Commission. All trip.
| unknown to him until he reads this Tic- slightest mention of my name, it seem- that we are only wasting time trying
these efforts have proved in vain and
court. The occupant of 49 Summe; to me as if I were receiving harsh to get an appropriation for a bridge
the authorities in Washington are not
MAINE’S BANKING LAWS
| street, the elderly gentleman who fell treatment."
where Mr. Carlton wants it. He ex
"if you had written the same kind pressly stated before ex-Governor
able to increase Maine’s allotment.
under the Democratic steam roller, is
of
a
communication
that
you
did
to
Mr. Lane is responsible for having Being Brought Up to Date By a Special I William P. Hurley, whp is vested witli
Cobb at a restaurant in Bath, that un
obtained the extra 35,000 tons referred
Legislative Committee
| the title of Colonel by virtue of having The Courier-Gazette it would have less he could have it where he wanted
been
published,"
said
Mr.
Gardner
to, and for the rest of the winter the
served as • governor of the National
it he would "work like Hell against it."
people of the State will be obliged to
Banking laws, of the State will un- I Soldiers’ Home at Togus.
If I remember correctly these were his
This
closed
the
controversy.
Col
use soft coal and other substitutes to dergo a complete revision and will be
*r,or ‘° lh,e ,a<J?nt, 7
St<T
werds. Now he has had the whole
roller the genial colonel had been the Hurley said that his name would not field and the Legislature to himself,
eke out their hard coal supply. Sev
hi
ought
up
to
date
in
every
respect
if
;dol
of
the
Democratic
leaders
and
be presented, but that he was a candi and no one has bothered him. If he
eral barges of hard coal are on the
Smoke from hls choicest date, and would be grateful to any has strength enough In this Legislatway to Maine at the present time, but the recommendations of the joint spe- masses.
tfiese are figured in the regular 60 per cial committee on hanking appointed cigars has blackened the ceiling of the one who saw tit to vote for him,
?rrr to e-rrtv it through; all welt and
Mr. Brown’s nrfme was presented by good, but I want it distinctly under
cent quota.
bv the Stith legislature hr cVhlch Hon. Owl c,ub headquarters on Oak street
Gov. Baxter and Mr. Lane felt that Rupert H. Baxter of Bath is chair- many a time, and whenever there was E. C. Moran, Jr., whose speech was stood that I do not recommend a threegrave injustice was being done to the man, are adopted. Opinion that the cr0UP in the Democratic family the both an oratorical and literary gem, million dollar appropriation for the
people of the Northern States by rea present hanking laws are inadequate man with tlle cape andI the d stlnguish- deserving a place with the standard purpose of building this bridge, simply
son of the shipments <rf great quan and unsuited to present business con ir.g white beard was the doctor. Many fiction as exemplified by the Demo to enhance the value of Mr. Carlton’s
cratic text book. He declared that the property and accommodate a few citi
tities of anthracite coal into Canada, ditions. that some of the provisions of | a J’™ ?„asJhe,
and hoped that the authorities in the statutes are obsolete and that re Togus roads in order that he might “best minds of the Republican party zens of Bath. A large number of them
Washington would do something to vision of the law on this important reach Rockland in time to avert a had been unable to cope with either have expressed themselves opposed to
our foreign or domestic affairs.” He
Some letters have been printed
check anthracite coal going across the subject is desirabile and necessary, is threatened revolution.
* * * *
charged the Republicans with inef which will confirm this statment and
border when the people of Maine and expressed in the committee’s report,
Hurley, the diplomat, was right in ficiency in handling the coal situation, if I were a citizen of Bath I would not
other states need it here. It is un presented in the Senate Friday morn
mt my harbor barred up with a
fortunate, however, that
probably ing by Snator Eaton of Oxford, mem his element when it came to mending and said that “the prohibitory en
Steve, Nick, forcement had weakened the moral bridge. I have said this many times,
nothing of this sort will he done be her of the committee. The report was, fractured dispositions.
accompanied, hy a bill embodying the R als. could always count on him to fibre of the nation.” The speaker paid and see no reason to modify the state
fore Congress adjourns
proposed changes, and 1,000 copies of Pt'escrtbe just the right salve for a fine tribute to the late Mayor ment. I feel confident that a bridge
each were o-dered printed.
wounded feelings. And everybody Thorndike, whose administrations had an be built at Richmond Ferry cheaper
CAPT. BENJAMIN AREY
Laws affecting savings banks, trust agreed that there was an excellent fla been "splendid milestones in .the city’s than at any other place that would
municipal progress," and he paid a accommodate a majority of people. If
Death of Well Known Mariner, Who companies and Ioan and building asso- vc,r and a Pr°Per draft to his cigais.
But be?n& on ‘be ins‘da- "ok ng out, compliment to the work of Mayor the contemplated road is put through
Had Commanded Sail and Steam ciations, each class in order, are taken
vp in the report of the committee ia °Ile tbln»- _ "ben c°'- H«rley "as Daggett in the brief period which he to Lewiston and Auburn from Rich
Vessels.
which consisted of Senators Baxter of governor at the Home, lavishly enter- has served. The five graces of his mond it will certainly turn that travel
The death of Capt. Benjamin Arey, Sagadahoc and Bates of Oxford and ta*nln8 every Rockland man who candidate were cited as personal char in a direct course to Wiscasset and
save 20 miles of travel.
the well known steamboat man, oc- Representatives Murchie of Calais, falled- and wi,h ch(Wce c>Sara t0 smoke- acter, executive ability, intelligence,
It is the opinion of people who well
Fagan of Puttland and Dodge of Port- he was what Purveyors of slang would co-operation and progressive tenden
urred Saturday at Chipman’s cross jdn(j
I call The Real Cheese.
understand the situation that $1,000,000
cies.
But bein^ on tbe outside
t«
ing, Bucksport, where he and Mrs. ' In'submitting the report for the conThe nomination was qulekly second would build a good substantial bridge
anotb*r Proposition. Col. ed by a representative from each of which would accommodate all classes
Arey were spending the winter. He sideration of the Legislature the com- R1 "• ls
the seven wards. If there had been 53 of travel, and be operated for one
had been in impaired health for the mittee expressed the hope and belief | Hurley*came. Jtome^from ^be__Yar;
rather from the home of the warriors, more wards there would have been 60 quarter of the amount that it would
past three years and had failed rapidly that its provisions are plain and rea- and asked the boys for a final favor—
cost to operate a iiridge down to Bath.
seconds—all in a minute.
sonable and that, if adopted, it will
in the last year.
The tellers tackled their job, and it So it seems to me that if we tye going
prove satisfactory in its workings and if the mayoralty can be considered
Capt. Arey was born in Bucksport justify the somewhat extensive chan svcli. He went up Oak street to the was found that 175 had voted. This to have any bridge legislation,' we had
better have it on a sound, wise propo
65 years ago, the son of Capt. Benja ges which have been made in the tat- Owl Club, and eouldnt see in for frost. is how the tally sheet stood:
He went in and Eddie Egan had let
min Arey. He went to sea when a lad ute law.
Edwin L. Brown ......................... 158 sition, and build a bridge that the
the fire go out. At least that's how it
and at 17 lie was skipper of the coast
William P. Hurley .......................
17 State can afford to pay for. that
seemed to Col. Hurley, He laughed
ing schooner Alexander.
Later he
Not being quite unanimous, it was would accommodate the present and
LIKES GODFREY’S WRITINGS
one of his infectious laughs, and there made so by Col. Hurley, and the hall future travel. After due consideration,
commanded the • schooner Peucinian,
the Mexican, and others, his last being
Writing from Boston, Alton H. Biack- was no echo. He looked carefully shook with applause. Chairman Pay- I feel justified in recommending this
the schooner Josie Hook. He was fa ington, staff photographer of the Her around and could see no undertaker. son congratulated Col. Hurley on the Richmond bridge in preference to any
mous for his quick trips and his re aid and whose artistic work his Rock Neither was it 2 p. m. Couldn’t be a splendid spirit he had shown, and up other location, and I trust that the
on motion of Mrs. Carleton F. Snow Legislature will take this view of it.
cord in the Mexican, a run from Ban land friends find frequent occasion to funeral. And yet—
Col. Hurley strolled up to the office the news was broken to Mr. Brown in Everybody seems to want a bridge, but
gor to Gloucester, discharged and back ^’Wcou’rXTread everything in The | °£.?,
bL ^"^7
they do not want to put out tljree or
Florida by wire.
to Bangor in three days and nine
The axeman had made a thorough five million dollars for a bridge when
hours, was never beaten.
He w#s Courier-Gazette, hut I get the most en mystified, and his effervescent mood
not effervescing as it should if all eyba one million dollar bridge will do the
job of it.
called the smartest skipper sailing out joyment out of C. D. E. F. G. IL God
it ders were running. He read the lat
same work.
of Bangor in those days.
frey's letters from Waterman's Beach, est installment of the St. Lawrence
Luther Maddocks.
Leaving sail for steam he owned and because he deals with things just as river controversy, and finally came
Ward One
operated steamers for the rest of his they are.”
back down along the coast to the sub
Alderman, Arthur L. Andrews; counlife, the Welcome, Hector. Little But
Mr. Blackington stands high in his jcct of the mayoralty. He hinted deli
BEATS JONES’ RECORD
eilmen, Mervin E. Flanders, Ibra L.
tercup, Ruth, Tremont, Marjorie and profession as pietcriali.t. He is a cately to one of the Three Musketeers
Ripley and Clyde V. Robinson; ward
others, his last being the Anne Belle. member of the Royal Photographic Sonext to being governor of the Sol- en, Fred W. Gray; city committeeman Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
He operated at times between Bangor ciety of Great Britain, Craftsman of I cUers' Home the mayoralty of Rock1 noticed in your Saturday issue the
Herbert L. Moon.
and Hampden, Bangor and West the Boston Society of Arts and Crafts hand was the juiciest plum on the tree.
t ecord of Mr. Junes' hens, which would
Ward Two
Brooksville, on the Bar Harbor and and member of the Boston Y. M. C. U. The vaccination didn't take. The gal
give an average of nearly 22 eggs per
Alderman, Harry F. Smith; council- lien for the month of January. I have
Winter Harbor route, at Boothbay Camera Club.
lant Musketeer looked sadly out of the
Harbor and in other places, and in la
window into the gloomy northern sky. men, Guy C. Douglass, Harold W. Da six Rhode Island Red pullets which laid
ter years between West Brooksville
He saw the white snow, the blue firma vis and Alvin E. Small; warden. Her 139 eggs in the month of January, giv
and Belfast. His last route was in the
ment and the green waters, but some bert L. Churchill; ward clerk, Mrs. ing me an average of 23 1-6 eggs per
Corinne Edward; city committee, I' hen. How is this for eggs?
Anne Belle in Portland harbor, to the
how everything looked Brown
Parker H. Spear.
forts.
And Col. Hurley came away—the R. Keene and Mrs. Clara Johnson.
Have you ordered your
Warren, Feb. 6.
Ward
Three
astute
politician
awakened
to
the
fact
Boston Sunday Globe?
that while the Southern Cross was
Alderman, Everett A. Davis; counOwing to the increasing de shining
down on one candidate, it was eilmen, J. F. Burgess. Clinton Bowley
mand, to be sure of your copy another kind of a cross for Hurley, and Harrison MacAlman; warden, Mrs YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Gertrude Tibbetts; ward clerk, Mrs.
of the Sunday Globe it is nec- | retired,
Maggie Paladino; city committee, Pe
Whatever your occupation may be and how
essary that you order the
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
paper regularly from your I With this preamble in mind, come tei D. Lynn and Mrs. Josie Knowlton fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
Ward Four
WARD CAUCUSES
for lefreshment of your Inner life with a bit
newsdealer or newsboy.
"0WT.t0 Tu7ty nifht’s cau?,u,8' Pe7
—Charles Eliot Norton.
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby
tv
j ii. n
i r> n
D. Lynn of the city committee reads
Alderman, William R. Erskine; coun of poetry.
notified lo meet In Caucus in their severil
Read the Frank G. Carpen- ;he eaucug can, an<i the party’s best oilmen, Mrs. Lucia F. Burpee, Frank
ward rooms
OLD CASTILE
ter story in next Sunday’s bet, Edward C. Payson, is enthroned in S. Marsh and Chester W. Munro;
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1923,
Tawny browns of the uplands high.
bis
familiar
position
as
presiding
offi
warden,
Edward
M.
Tollman;
ward
Globe Magazine.
Purple ot fields that In slumber lie.
At 7.30 o’clock p. m.
cer. “This is not a new honor,” said clerk, James M. Sullivan; city commit Rivers reflecting the gray of the sky
for the purpose of nominating in each ward a
iudge
Payson;
“
it
’
s
an
additional
In curves of steel
teeman,
John
T.
Berry.
full ticket of ward officers; to elect tor each
MIstr that swirl from the distant sea.
honor, for 1 am always glad to pre
ward a member of the city committee for the
Ward
Five
Mists
from
the hills creeping stealthily,
ensuing year; and tq transact such other bus
tide over the deliberations of a Demo
Alderman, Charles H. McIntosh; A gloom- a silence—a mystery—
in ess as may legally come before said Caucuses.
To have your films promptly ] cratic caucus.” Scenting danger he eouncilmen,
That
’s Old Castile.
Charles M. Lawry, Mrs
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
recommended that the caucus approach Julia Huntley and Willium J. Sullivan;
Winds
that
breathe
of the ages gone.
The Republicans of Rocklayd are hereby noti
its duties with care, thoughtfulness und warden, Lewis C. Smith; ward clerk Of the Christian hate and the Moslem ‘•■corn,
developed and printed
fied to meet in Caucus at City Council Room,
fairness.
When
the
fields
were
trampled and scarred
Spring* St.
Mrs. Emma Harvey; city committee
and torn
City Clerk E. R. Keene was cJtosen man, A. S. Niles.
Friday, February 9, 1923, at 7.30 P. M.
By
hoof
and
heel.
send or bring them to
secretary and the chair appointed ex
Always an echo of ghostly feet
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Ward Six
mayor Frank C. Flint, Mayor Marshall
As the hosts advance and the hosts retreat.
Mayor and to transact such other business as
Alderman, George A. Achorn; coun- Ar.d a muffled shout as the squadrons meet,—
may legally come before said Caucus.
M. Daggett and Dr. F. O. Bartlett as
Per order
That’s Old Castile.
tellers—the burden of their duty being cilmen, Thomas J. Fleming, Richard
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE,
F. Saville and Raymond Smail; ward
to receive Mr. Brown’s votes,
Emerald green of the uplands high,
WALTER H BUTLER, Chairman,
en, John Buttomer; ward clerk. Nellie Shimmering gold of the meadows nigh.
And then it came to the nomination
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Secretary.
Williams; city committeeman, O. E. (Plants of white ns the storks flash by,
of
a
candidate
for
mayor.
Dated at Rockland, Jan. 30, 1923.
With clamorous zeal.
Flint.
"Mr. Chairman!”
Wlnci-tossedLseas of rhe yellow grain.
V/ard Seven
Fin ot popites that blow amain,
Two voices said it at exactly the
Alderman, Charles K. McWhinnie Stamping the land with the colors of Spain,—
same moment, and two men were
That’s OKI Castile.
standing—Col. Hurley and E. C. Moran, eouncilmen, Freeman S. Young, Millard
Weymouth and Walter S. Tripp Skies as blue as a sapphire's gleams,
Jr. The ehair recognized the colonel.
P.tbbons of azure where wind the streams,
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Col. Hurley made it very plain that warden, Reuben H. Cushman; ward Arrows
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
of flame as the red sunbeams
he didn’t feel as if he had been well clerk, Mrs.‘Jessie M. Young; city com
Thtough tlie forests wheel.
Th* Famou, Sheet M.jle you eee adver
Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
mitteeman,
Clarence
E.
Ulmer.
Pert
times
that wander amorously
treated.
He
said
that
he
had
been
re

tised in all the leading maguinet. Over
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
The mark down sale at the C. M Frott flowering orange to cassia tree,
'2200 eelections—eend for catalogue.
quested last October to take the nom
A
glow
—
«
brilliance—an ecstasy—
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment ination, and it was pretty well known Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great
\
That’s Old Castile.
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Mo.
bargains.
—
adv.
151^
nets
that
he
haxl
agreed
to
stand.
“
We
have
Telephone!: Residence, 41-4; Office 149

EVERYBODYWANTSIT

REPUBLICAN
CAUCUSES

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

SHEET MUSIC 15c

\
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THREE-TIMES- A-WEEK

1

BURPEE FURNITURE

HERE’S A NEW TEAM

Rowland. Maine. Feb 8, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co.. and that or
the issue of The Courier Gazette of Feb 6.
1923, there was printed a total of 5.975 copies
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

ROCKLAND
ROLLER

vs.

WESTERLY

POLO AT THE

ARCADE

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY NIGHT
All new faces in the Rhode Island lineup. Including Lovegreen, the
sensational goal tend

BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—

NO POLO NEXT WEEK—FOOD FAIR

Bible Thought® rnerrorraed, will prove a •
priceless heritage in after years.

LIFE AND GOOD DAYS:—He that
will love life, and see good days, let
him refrain his tongue from evil, and
his lips that they speak no guile.—1
Peter 3:10.

ROCKLAND
ive

CAME

BACK

Whirling Dervishes Were Portland’s Undoing
Second Game—New Team Here Tonight.

In

THE KENNEBEC BRIDGE

Now for a new deal. Local polo fans
First Period
There is to be introduced into the have enjoyed the season's games im
Rockland—Skinner,
1.35
Rockland—Skinner.
10.26
Maine Legislature today a bill provid mensely, but there has heen an al
2.34
Rockland—Therrien.
ing for the building of a bridge over most universal demand to see a new
' Second Period
the Kennebec River by private capital. earn, and that's what Manager PaekRockland—Skinner.
2.21
The incorporators named In the hill rd has in store for tonight and Fri
1.04
Rockland—St. Aubin,
5.51
Rockland—Therrien.
are men of well-known business stand day night, when Rockland faces the
Portland—Bouchard,
.!•
ing in various parts of the State. The Westerly, Rhode Island, team. The
Third Period
three from this section are Elmer S. omplete lineup was not available when
8 Rockland—Skinner.
1.12
9 Rockland—Therrien,
Bird, William S. White and S. T. this paper went to press hut at least
'
5S
2.36
Kimball.
three of the players are "big league1 10 Portland—Yale,
11 Rockland—St. Aubin,
2.06
The Courier-Gazette understands it stuff." Including Lovegreen, the fa
3.21
12 Portland—Yale,
to be the case that tlie gentlemen mous goal tend who has been kicking
Score. Rockland 9, Portland 3.
associated with this measure are in them away from the Lowell cage. It Rushes, St. Aubin 7, Yale 2, Bouchard
full sympathy with the efforts in will he the last chance to see polo for 5. Stops, Purcell 41. Buker 38. Ref
eree. Winslow. Timer, Davies. Scorer
augurated by Senator F. W. Carleton nearly two weeks, as the Arcade is White.
to obtain the bridge through State aid, leased for the Cpmmunity Food Fair
• • ♦ •
as set forth in the bill introduced and next week.
Polo Pointers
... *
supported by that gentleman and his
The Portland Express says: With
Portland Outclassed
Bath back on the polo map, the little
friends. In the event that for what
Rockland cam" h-efc strongIn the
tgd apple hunt will lake a great boom
ever reasons might enter into the sit
,
: East of Portland. With Rockland alqulnte.
uation the Legislature should conclude second game of the Portland senes! rea(Jy red hot oypr hpr
to render an unfavorable verdict upon Tuesday night, and piled up six goals, aume inter-city battles may be exthat measure, it is the hope of these before the amazed delegation from the pccted. Bath has signed three recent
State metropolis knew what was hap big leaguers in Tony Welch of New
incorporators that authority would not pening. The visitors were never a Bedford; and Cusick and Jolly of
be denied private capital to go forward dangerous factor ih the contest, al- Providence,
with the enterprise. It is asserted though they fought desperately to the
Jette, who tended goal for the Paw
that such capital stands ready to em last ditch, with the ball admittedly
tucket team in this city last week, has
rolling against them.
brace the undertaking and begin action
Bouchard, the professional star used Joined the Lowell team in ihe National
upon it at once.
all the skill and strategy at his com League. He is a sterling cage artist,
The introduction of this bill will not mand. hut did not find it quite so easy and his conduct on the Rockland sur
face was above reproach.
affect the arguments advocated by to fool the locals as he had in the
• « • e
opening engagement. He is a mighty
Senator Carleton, who all along has clever player, however, and the local
When Rockland appears in the new
contended, from data in his possession, fans will be very much gratified to see' Bath rink next Tuesday the Shipyard
that the building of the bridge by the him on the Arcade surface again. City fans will see a contest that will
State will be a safe and wise piece of Billy Y'ale also worked his hardest, but start their red blood In circulation.
Rockland was determined to break its Manager Pinault has a team that Bath
investment, based upon principles to string of defeats, and was not to he may well feel proud of, and Rockland’s
which conservative business men will Stopped.
Tabbutt, who had "chap-' reputation is certainly such as to enreadily yield support. The fact that eroned" Skinner so effectively in Mon- ' title it to an audience anywhere. If
private capital stands ready to con day night’s game, found it a rather im- Bath is the live town it used to be, the
possible task in this game, for Rodney 1 sports over there will pack the rink,
struct the bridge materially strength was cutting loose in the whirlwind
.
•• , ,
I Mr’ Tabbutt, the Portland center,
ens the Senator’s position and puts style that he is so well capable oL
St. Aubin and Therrien raced up-and > doubtless discovered that Rodney Skininto his hand along that line an entire
down the western front like a couple j ,.er is sometimes an elusive personage.
ly convincing argument.
of frisky colts, and Buker’s fences 1
»« • •
were always in danger when they lift- j The Hounds took another fall out of
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
ed their heels. Wrighty and Jimmy j the Rabbits before the big game Tues
turned back the invaders time and! day night, the score standing 4 to 3
In the various wards tonight, and at again. The score:
! Chaples had 34 stops and Ward 31
Rockland—St. Aubin lr. Skinner 2r.: The teams lined up thus: Hounds—
the city council rooms Friday night
Therrien. Wright hb, Purcell g.
I Huntley lr, Sullivan 2r, Mitchell c, D.
the Republicans through their cau
Portland—Yale lr. 2r. Bouchard 2r, Sullivan hb. Ward g; Rabbits—Stevens
Shaughnessy
hb, lr. Robishnw 2r, Kenney c, Oney hb
Tabbutt
cuses are to put in nomination their lr,
Buker g.
Chaples g,
several ward tickets and a candidate
for mayor to be carried at the head of
them.

The Courier-Gazette shares in

the opinion generally held by the citi

zens that party organization is both
wholesome and necessary, and while

the Democrats of the city enter into
these municipal contests with care
fully organized forces, it becomes a
height of political unwisdom for those
citizens who believe in the principles
that the Republican party stands for
not to select with care its candidates
and then give to them a support to
which by every rule of honorable
politics they are entitled. The names
of several
gentlemen
are
being
mentioned with respect to the mayor
alty nomination. It will be for the
caucus to make selection, having in
view two or three facts that are par
ticularly pertinent. We want a con
servative man of recognized business
ability, familiar with municipal affairs,
whose election will be a guarantee
that the laws bearing upon the city’s
general welfare are to be impartially
administered, and that in particular
there will be put into practice a rigid
economy in the expenditure of the peo
ple’s money. In the face of an alarm
ing growth in the tax rate of the city
during recent years this comes home
to the citizens with appealing force.

The throngs that have toured the field
in the last two years have dispelled this
belief. Not since records have been
Gettysburg Battlefield One of kept here—excepting only in 1913. when
the veterans of the North and South
the Nation’s Greatest Show met together to celebrate the 50th an
niversary of the battle—have there
Places.
been as many' visitors as last year.
The commission estimates that 800.
Increasing interest in the historic
000 automobiles toured the 22 miles of
battlefield at Gettysburg, where the de Government highways which wind
cisive conflict of the Civil War was about the rolling fields, along Seminary
fought July 1. 2 and 3, 1863, has been Ridge and from Round Top to Culp'
developing among Americans since the Hill. Figures for 1919 and 1920 show
World War, in the opinion of members approximately 1,500,000 persons came
of the Gettysburg Battlefield Commis here each year.
On July 4 last, during the encamp
sion.
Estimates compiled in the commis ment of United States Marines and
sion’s office in Gettysburg, which place! while President Harding was at Gettys
the number of visitors to the Held in I burg, the guards estimated there were
1922 at more than 4,000,000. form the 50.000 persons on the field, and the
basis of this belief. These figures show average Sunday during the summer
Automo
an increase of approximately 1,500,000 brought 12,000 sightseers.
over the number who came there in biles from every State In the Union
were noted, among them motor busses
1921.
For two years after the close of the bringing school children and members
European war the smallest crowds in of patriotic organizations from five ad
20 years visited the field, and it was joining States.
The year 1523 brings the 60th anni
thought the interest of Americans had
been turned from their own historic- versary of the battle, and new record
spots to the battlegrounds of Europe. are looked for,

The full text of the new City Charter
as passed by the City Council Mon
day night will be printed in The
Courier-Gazette in two installments,
the first of which appears today, the
second to follow in Saturday’s issue.
We recommend to citizens its careful
perusal, with view to a full under
standing of its provisions. It will
scarcely be expected that there shall
be no division of opinion upon certain
parts of the document here and there,
but the chief point will be, Does the
charter as revised on the whole make
for efficiency and progress in the ad
ministration of the city’s affairs? If
on careful study an affirmative answer
can be returned, then the measure,
after its return from the Legislature,
may safely receive acceptance by the
voters, with the knowledge that any
changes needful to its complete func
tioning can be brought to pass at a
later time. The chief thirg is that
it makes a forward step that we be
lieve will recommend itself to citizens
generally.

Secretary Mellon in his annual re
port declares that the value of Liberty
bonds has increased $2,500,000,000 since
the low levels of 1920. And since the
cost of Government upkeep has de
creased another $2,000,000,000 it would
appear that the people have something
for which to thank the Republican |
party, even if the large amount of con- i
structlve legislation which that, party,
has put through is utterly ignored. If
money talks these facts are eloquent.1

MILLIONS VISIT IT

In the year 1922 the U. S. Government
turned out 105,996,175 coins with a
value of $145,712,742.
For just a few dollars of this “coin of
tho realm,” you can buy Suits and
Overcoats that will mean a big saving
and the quality will appeal to the man
with the right idea of economy.

$13.00 Suits,
$12.50
$19.50, $20.00 Suits, $16.50
$22.50 Suits,
$18.50
$25.00 Suits,
$20.50
$27.50 Suits,
$22.50
$29.50, $30.00 Suits, $24.50
$32.50 Suits,
$26.50
$37.50, $35.00 Suits, $29.50
$39.50, $40.00 Suits, $33.50
$42.50, $45.00 Suits, $37.50
25 Men’s Overcoats now sell
ing at $12.00 each; sizes 35,
36, 37, 38.
Boys’
Mackinaws
marked
$6.80 and $9.60.
J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

per Week
delivers a
cedar chesllo

YOUR HOME
LARGE, BEAUTIFUL CEDAR CHEST, NOW ONLY S 18.50
A HANDSOME,
CARD TABLE,
FOR ........................

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

DURABLE
$3.25

MAINE LEGISLATURE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ing this change. The report came in
to the Senate, Tuesday.
♦ ♦ • »
The com. Judiciary reported ought
to pass In i new draft on the act
relating to the appointment of probation officers, providing for women
as well as men probation officers.

Ten bills establishing closed time on
lobsters along the Hancock. Knox and
Washington county coast were intro
duced Tuesday in the Senate by Sar8
gent of Hancock. These acts providt
the following close times:
Ail act abolishing the present Sea
In any of the waters of Winter Har- and Shore Fisheries Commission of
bor in Hancock county Inside of a di-] three men. and repealing ail the law
rect line from Schoodic island whist -1 under which it operates and at the
ling buoy, thence northeast by north's-anie time re-enacting the one mat
o Jordan’s Island bar, from the first fish commission law repealed In 1917
day of July to 9 a. m.. Aug. 31.
j H nr all its provisions, was offered in
In Pigeon Hill Bay, in the town of the House Wednesday.
Mllbridge and Steuben, from the first j
....
day of July to 9 a m.. Aug. 31.
Knox County Measures
In the towns of Cutler. Trescott| Rogers of Rockland—Resolve approand Lubec, from Township Rock to ’ printing $2300 for 1924 and a like |
West Quoddy Head, from the first day! amount for 1925 for medical and surgiof July to 9 a. m.. Sept. 14.
| cal treatment and cart or children and
In the bays in the towns of Goulds-i adults at the Knox County GenertJ
boro, Eden, Trenton, Lamoille, Han-I Hospital at Rockland,
cock. Sullivan and Sorrento, from thel Rowel! of South Thomaston Resolve
first day of July to 9 a. m., Aug. 31.
J appropriating $500 for free High School
In the waters of Machias Bay,!°f the town of Souki Thomaston from
Holmes Bay, Camp -Island. Fan Island July 1, 1923. to June 30, 1924.
and Hickey’s Island in the county of
Rowell et South Thomaston—ReWashington, between July 1 and 9 a.ls°lve appropriating $212-> to reimburse j
tlie town of Thomaston for money ex- !
.. Aug. 31.
In the waters of Jonesport and Ad periled in rebuilding Its half of South >
dison. Washington county, between Warren bridge on trunk line highway I
II.
July 1 and 9 a. m., Aug. 31.
In the waters of Jonesport and Ad
dison. Washington county, between
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
July 1 and 9 a. m., Sept. 1.
In the waters of Jonesboro and
JUDICIARY
Roque Bluffs, in Washington county,
The Committee on Judiciary will give a nubbetween July 1. and 9 a. m.. Aug. 31.
lie hearing in Ils rooms at the State House, in
In the waters of Pigeon Hill Bay. Augusta, on
between July 1 and 9 a. m., Aug. 31,
TUESDAY, February 13, at 2 P. M , on the
Gott’s Island and in the waters of following:
Resolve, proposing an amendment to the Con
Great Duck Island, to Egg Rock Light
stitution of tbe State of Maine providing tor
in Hancock county, from the first day the election on the Tuesday next after the first
Monday in November biennially ot Governors,
of July to 9 a. m., Aug. 31.
All of these acts carry a penalty of Senators, Representatives and other officers
now required to be elected on the second Mon
$5 for each trap, or other device set day of September biennially.
15-18
within the prescribed limit, except in
TUESDAY, February 13, at 2 P. M , on the
the waters of Pigeon Hill Bay, which following:
An Act to unite the Preachers’ Aid Society 1
Carries a penalty of $10.
of -he Maine Conference of the Methodist
* * * *
Episcopal Church and the Preachers’ Aid So
ciety of the Eastern Maine Annual Conference ;
Knox County Measures
15-18 j
Rogers of Rockland—Act to extend of the Methodist Episcopal Clyirch.
THURSDAY. February 15, at 2 p. m.. on the i
the charter of the R & T. Cement Rail
follow ing :
road to be extended for a period of two
An Act relating to adoption.
An Act to regulate the practice of the .sys
years.
>
t
tem.
method or science of healing known as
Rowell of South Thomaston—Re
Ch’ropraillc, and registration for those desir
solve appropriating $1,000 to gain in ing to practice same, and providing penalties
improving from Weskeag to Spruce for violation of the act.
An Act to amend section 58 of chapter 87
Head in the town of South Thomas
of the* Revised Statutes relative to the setting
ton.
aside of jury verdicts by a single justice
Overlock of Washington—Resolve
An act in relation to compensation <•. juices
appropriating $2,000 to aid the town of of the Supreme and Superior Courts upon re
tirement.
17-19
Union in the construction of a bridge
WEDNESDAY, February 14, at 2 p. in. on
on the road leading to the fair grounds the following:
An Act to amend sections four and five of
of the North Knox Agricultural Sochapter one hundred eighty-eight of the public
siety.
»
law? cf 1919, relating to the regulation of the
Overlock of Washington—Resolve j..«.ct!ce of the system, method or science of
appropriation $2,000 to aid the town of healing, known as Osteopathy.
An Ac’ to amend section fifty-two of chap
Uniop in regarding and resurfacing the
ter one hundred seventeen of the revised stat
county road leading from Walcott’s uses as amended by Chapter thirty-four of the
corner in the town of Union to the public laws of 1919, relating to the Board of
Warren town line, providing that the Osteopathic Examination and Registration.
17-19
town of Union appropriates $1,000.
WEDNESDAY. February 14. at 2 P M., on
The bill introduced by Representa the following: •
tive Overlook of Washington, relating
An Act relating to Commissioners of Phar
to the exemption from taxation of the macy, Apothecaries and sale of Poisons.
An Ac; to amend Section 3 of Chapter 111 of
estates of war veterans, contrary to the Revised Statutes as amended by Chapter
first published reports, does not af 180 of the Public Laws of 1921. relating to the
ford further exemption from taxation selection of jurors, providing for exemption ol
dentists.
16-19
of such estate. The Overlock bill, instead
W T GARDINER, Sec.
of increasing the exemption, repeals tiplaws passed by the Legislatures of APPROPRIATIONS fi. FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
1919 and 1921, exempting from taxa
The Committee on Appropriations & Financial
tion estates of soldiers and their Affairs will give a public hearing at the State
Hi
use. In Augusta, on Friday, February 9,
widows, up to $5000, and leaves the’ 1323,
at 2 p m , on the following resolve:
law as it was prior to 1919, providing
Resolve in favor of Home for Aged Women.
Rockland.
that polls of war veterans are exempt.

• « * *

Pendleton of Islesboro:—Resolve ap
propriating $5,000 to be expended on
the unimproved portion of the road
running from the State highway to the
Prospect-Bucksport ferry.
* • * •
Tilden of Hallowell—Act to amend
the law relating to commitments to
the State Reformatory for Men, pro
viding that all persons committed must
be under 36 years of age. No man
committed to the Reformatory shall
be held for more than five years if
sentenced for a felony nor more than
three years if sentenced for a mis
.demeanor after a prior conviction,
otherwise for pot move than one year

• • « •

SOFT
COMFORTABLE
COUCH AND DAYjBED IN
beautiful
<528.00
CRETONNES.......

15 17

THOMAS A. SANDERS. Sec

INLAND FISHERIES A. GAME
•

The Committee on Inland Fisheries & Gann
will give a public hearing in its rooms at tht
State House, in Augusta, on
THl RSDAY, February 15, 1923, at 2 p. m
on
No. 21. An Act to amend Sections 38, (’hap
tei 219, I*. L 1917, as amended, relating to
protection of deer.
17-19 t
THURSDAY. February 15. 1923. at 2 P. M
on
No. 15. An Act relating to the protection ot
deer in the eight southern counties of tht
State.
Ml
THURSDAY, February 15, 1923, at 2 I’. M
on
No. 5. An Act providing for a yearly limi'
of one deer in all counties of the State
B-19
ART 111 R A (HAFTS, Sec.

ARTHUR L. ORNE

State Commissioner of Education as
the title of the head of Maine’s school
Insurance
department instead of State superin
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
tendent of schools has been approved
by the committee on Education by a
" 417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND, ME
report “ought to pass" on a bill mak

’ S..

YK

When you come into the Food Fair next week
be sure to come in to see us. That will make us
glad. We shall be twice glad if you want to buy
some of our good merchandise.
Boys’
Beys]
Boys’
Eoys’
Boys’

Riding cr Army Pants, wool
$3.98.
Golf Stockings
............................ 50c, $1.00,
Heavy Cotton Stockings, 3 pairs for .......................................
Leggings ................................ .................................................. $1.00,
Shirts and Blouses ................................................. $1.00, $1.50,

....................................... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $3.00

Boys’ Pants ...............

Boys’ Mackinaws

$4.50
$1.25
$1.00
$1.25
$2.00

........;....r........................................................................ $5.00

Boys’ Union Suits ...... •..................................................,.............. $1.00, $1.50

Work Suite—wear like iron ....................................................... $7.59
Work Shirts ................................................................. i..................... 98c
Flannel Shirts ......................................................... $1jOO, $1.75, $2.98
Wool Pants ........................................................................ $3.98, $5.00
Wool Stockings—work ...................................................................... 25c
Army Pants—wool ............................................................ $3.98, $5.03
Golf Stockings
....................................... $1.25, $1.50, $2.00
Ladies’ Knickers
$5.00
Ladies’ Silk cr Wool Stockings ................................ ............................ $1.50

Men’s
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s

LiS AYER
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

JklK IB Bk
The 1923 series Studebaker Big-Six Touring Car is
essentially the same splendid automobile that has
proved its merit in the service of fifty thousand owners.
The 1923 refinements and betterments enhance its
value and make its ownership even more desirable.
The Big-Six Touring Car is comparable to the finest—
and highest priced—cars built.
Studebaker manufactures all vital parts in its own
plants which means the elimination of parts-makers’
profits. These savings are reflected in the ’23 series
Big-Six Touring Car - the finest open car and the
greatest value Studebaker ever offered.
After seventy-one years of service the name Stude
baker enjoys public confidence and respect more than
ever.

1923 MODELS AND PRICES-/. 0. b. factories
LIGHT SIX
5-Pass.. 112* W. B.
40 n. p.

SPECIAL-SIX
S-Pats., 119' W. B.
SO U. P.

BIG-SIX
7-Paas., 106* W. B.
60 H. P.

Touring_________ $975
Roadster (3 Pass ).. 975
Coupe-Roadster
(2-Pass.)______ 1225
Sedan__________ 1550

Touring.-------------- $1275
Roodster( 2-Pass.)..1250
Coupe <4 Pass )__ 1875
Sedan
2050

Touring................. $1750
5peedater(5-Pasa.) 1835
Coupe (4 Pass )_ 2400
Coupe (5-Paas.)— 2550
Sedan------ ,----------- 2750

Terms to Meet Your Convenience

ROCKLAND

GARAGE

CO.

DISTRIBUTORS
PARK STREET.
TELEPHONE 700
THIS»IS

A

STUDEBAKER’YEAR

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Osteopathic Physicians

Dealer in Pianos

38 UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS ^SUNDA^S^ APPOINTMENT l75

’

Fine Tuning
57^
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Calk of tbe town

F. B. Crockett, factory representative
of Apperson Motors, Inc., wan in the
city yesterday to sign up the local rep
resentative for the 1923 season.
At the Congregational church Sun
day morning. Mrs. Storer, contralto,
und Raymond Greene, barilone, substi
tuted for absent members of the quar

tet.
The American Legion Auxiliary is
serving another of its popular fort
nightly suppers at the Legion hall on
Limeroek street from 5 to 7 Saturday.

Mrs. Lillian S. Copping who suffered
a tall on the icy street Jan. 15, has so
far recovered the use of her broken
tight arm that she purposes to resume
teaching this week, Saturday.

The handsome silk (lags to lie given
away by the Food Fair committee are
on exhibition in the window of the
George W. Roberts insurance office,
Limeroek street. They are dandies.
'Friday will be past matrons' and pa
trons' night with ((olden Rod Chapter,
<). E. S. The 6 o’clock supper will be
in charge of the regular officers, with
Mrs. Millie Thomas as chairman.
The Eastern Steamship Lines an
nounce, that on account of ice condi
tions in Penohkcftf Bay, their serviep
in this section will he discontinued un
til further notice. Steamship Camden
of the Bangor line is at India wharf.
Loston, and the steamer Westport of
the Bar Harbor and Bluehill lines is
tied up at Rockland. Both steamers
will be held in readiness to resume their
routes as soon as conditions permit.

BEEF

I PAIR LOTS AT HALF PRICE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Tlie Business and Professional Wom
Claremont Commandery will have
en's Cluli is an aspirant for the silk ■ work on the Order of the Temple
(lag which is to be given away at the Monday night. Entitled to the order I
Community Food Fair next week to re Yeaton It. Robinson of Thomaston
the organization receiving the most and John II. Holbrook.
votes.
The Rockland Band will give a con
Warren High School was led to the cert in Camden Opera House next
slaughter in Spear hall basketball last Sunday afternoon at 2.30 p. m. A sil
i ight. Rockland boys scored until the ver collection will be taken. A num
: pi tators lost count. The girls' game ber of local music lovers wfll be in the
between R. H. S. 2d and Warren wbs audience.
somewhat closer, Rockland winning
You can't realize exactly what a flash
hy iibout six baskets.
is until you look in the northern win
O'.ho Hatch was in charge of the dow of the Soott Tea Co. where some
Methodist choir at this week’s reheasai of the handsome gifts to be given away
featuring enthusiastic practice of at at tiie door of the Food Fair are dis
They are articlejs of real
tractive new hymns. Tlie choir in played.
parting Sunday evening with Miss Ma quality and value.
rianne Crockett, their director for the
last 13 months, in token of their ap
This is generally the slack period in
preciation of her faithful and devoted the lime business, but the Rockland
endeavors, presented to her a gift of and Rockport Lime Corporation is not
gold.
resting on its oars by any means. The
nine Pet kilns and Five gas kilns are
The Camden & Rockland Water Co. alire. and two of the Point kilns will
has arranged with Poor & Thomas of be fired in the near future. Two barges
Portland to prepare plans and speci- are loading, and bulk orders from the
lications for the remodeling of the Lind westward indicate a new spurt in the
sey House property on Lindsey street. line of construction work.
John P Thomas, surveying member of
The members of the classes at the
that firm, has the work in charge and
the plans will be ready for the com- Baptist Church Friday evening are in
isiny Shortly. Work will commence vited to remain to the Valentine Social
as early as possible in the splng, and immediately after. Only members of
during the summer tihe citizens will the classes will be admitted. Go in
have the satisfaction of seeing a valu costume. A good time is assured.
able improvement made.
At the monthly business meeting of
the Epworth League of the Methodist
church Tuesday evening, the depart
ment of social service, under the dilection of Mrs. Thelma Stanley, showed
itself very active. During the month,
20 garments and two pair of shoes
were given to the needy, two stran
gers were assisted to employment, food
was furnished for several families, 28
< alls were made on the sick, and flow
ers, jelly nnd ice eream were carried
to the shut-ins. This department of
the league would he pleased to be in
formed of needy cases; also would like
to receive garments for distribution.

A LIVE ROOSTER

The mark down sale at the C. M.
Blake Wall i’aper Store is giving great
bargains.—adv.
15-tf.

FOOD FAIR

TUESDAY

There will be a cooked food sale at
W O. Hewett's Saturday afternoon.—
adv.

NIGHT

LEGS OF GENUINE LAMB.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 29c
SIRLOIN ROAST OF BEEF, no bone.. .. .. .. .. . 35c
SIRLOIN STEAK, no bone.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 37c
Fancy Stock—Boned By Us
BEST BARGAINS THIS

YEAR

SALTED GREENS—Our own salting—and
SMOKED SHOULDERS, 4 to 6 Lbs., 15c LB.
or CORNED SPARERIBS, or HAM ENDS or CANNED DANDELIONS or
CANNED SPINACH or FRESH SPINACH, or FRESH BEET GREENS or SALT
MACKEREL or SALT SALMON
or BONELESS LEAN BEEF, 15c for
POT ROASTS, STEW BEEF, CORNED BEEF, PIE MEAT

We have the Best
POTATOES
$1.00 bushel

STRAWBERRIES
BRUSSELL
SPROUTS

SAUSAGE MEAT
25c

1! tvi

tv'ftWiVfiV/ lii1

nipnii

25c

BAIUN

WHOLE,
SLICED,

30c

SMOKED SHOULDERS, 15c

FANCY NATIVE FOWL, 38c
Two hundred bags of flour and 300
packages of coffee were received yes
terday as extra gifts to be given out
at the door ait the Food Fair.

YOUR WIFE

,

YOUR FRIEND

‘X

f

THE SICK AND THE SHUT-IN

To the flower lover blossoms speak cloquentfly.

*
" ' ’

They express Joy,

sympathy; they ease pain, relieve tedium and loneliness.
be your messengers.

/V

YOUR HOSTESS

YOUR MOTHER

Let them,

Get the flower habit.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

SILSBY’S

/

399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

. /
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I

t

/
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WHO WILL GET THE DISHES?
Next Friday morning, the ninth, we shall place in
our window a 9et of China Dishes that we are going
to give away to the person who guesses the nearest
to the time that a watch will stop. This watch will
be wound by Mr. Davies, and placed in a box and
sealed by him and v/ill be in his possession until the
day set for this contest to close. Any person pur
chasing goods from us at different times to the
amount of fifty-nine cents will be entitled to one
guess The
P e r s o n
the nearest
gues sing
that the
to the time
will be giv
watch stops
es. The peren the dishthe largest
son makrtig
guesses
number of
given a
will be
of dishes;
smaller set
making the
the person
nearest
second
be given
guess will
goods to the amount of two dollars, In case there
should be two or more guesses alike, the person mak
ing the earliest guess will be the one to get the dishes.
This contest will close March 29 at nine minutes past
nine A. M.

Ghe PAYSON CO.
Raymond Eaton of the Rockland
Wholesale Grocery Co., has bought the
Eugene M. Stubbs residence on Lin
coln street, and will occupy it. Mr.
and Mrs. Stubbs are making their
home in Union.

The best cooks of the city are out
doing themselves to provide cakes fi r
the iee cream and cake booth at the
Community Food Fair. These cakes
will be sold either cut up or whole nnd
will not b ; high in price.

The masquerade ball given by the |
assistant engineers of the fire depart- !
ment in the Arcade last night was one
of the most successful events that local
firemen have given for many years, j
There was a great variety of costumes,
A cooked food sale will lie held at
A cooked food sale will be held at
and most of them showed a great deal Palmer’s jewelry store Saturday after Cobb’s
store Saturday
afternoon.
of ingenuity. Prizes for worst dressed j noon.—adv.
16-17
were awarded to Miss H. B. Doten and |
F. A. Curtis, while Mrs. Ada Huntley!
and D. E. Crouse were credited with
having the best costumes. The Judges)
were Charles Green, James Walker, C. j
E. Tibbetts, Leon A. Halstead and|
George M. York. Harry Phillips was
floor director and Boynton Shadie was
aid. Music was furnished by Mad-j
Socks’ Orchestra. Lively interest was
displayed by the large number of spec-;
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
tators. The assistant engineers worked!
hard to make their party a success, and
are well satisfied with the results.

Mark Down Sale
MEN’S AND BOYS’

MARTINSVILLE
Velma and Granville Cook were visit- .
ing their relatives here over the week.!
end.
Mrs. Edward Chaples, 18th birthday!
was celebrated in a very pleasing man
lier at her home Friday evening.
TI.- Ladies' Sewing Circle will meet!
with Mrs. M. E. Wheeler, Thursday !
afternoon (today).
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beals have!
been the recent guests of her s'.sler, j
Jilrs. Clarence Freeman.
"What a fine supper!" everylxidy ]
said, utter the last one. The American
Legion is doing it again at the Legion |
hall Saturday evening from 5 to 7.
Supper menu: Baked beans, fruit and I
cabbage salads, coffee, pastry, \etc. 35
Cents.—adv.

BORN
Fuller—(Montreal. Canada. Feb 7, In Mr,
mil Mrs Klehard S. Fuller, a son—(Richard,
Ji.'ior
Hardy—Hoim*. Feb. 2, to Mr. and Mr3 Her
bert Hardy, a son
Ixefrsl North Washington, Feb. 3, to Mr I
and Mrs. H. M. Lenfest, a son.
Miller—Appleton, Feb it. to Mr. and Mrs J
Harry Milter, a son—Leland Karl
Esaney—-Union, Feb. —. to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Esaney, a son—Kenneth.
Jones—Thomaston. Feb. 6. to Mr. and Mrs. |
I’erley Jones, a daughter—Charlotte Virginia
weight 8 iiouuds.

SUITS, OVERCOATS and MACKINAWS
UNTIL FEBRUARY 12

We Shall Sell

Men’s $40. Overcoats and Suits, $^2®®
Men’s $38. Overcoats and Suits, $30’4®
Men’s $35. Overcoats and Suits, $28*®®

Men’s $30. Overcoats and Suits, $2^-00
Men’s $28. Overcoats and Suits, $22*^®
All our BOYS' OVERCOATS AND SUITS AND
MEN’S AND BOYS’ MACKINAWS

We Shall Sell At

20 PER CENT BELOW REGULAR PRICES

MARRIED
Cobh-Milter Searsmont, Feb. 2. by Rev E !
E. Harrison, Maurice E. Cdbb and Miss Vena
M. Miller, both of Searsmont.
Malstroni-Kayinond—Vinalhaven, Feb. 3. by |
D. H (Hidden, J. I', Arthur E. Malstrom and I
Miss Virginia V. Raymond, both of Vinalhaven

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOUSE

DIED
Herrick—Belfast, Feb. 3, George F. Herrick !
a native of Rockland, aged 76 years. 7 months (
Rogers—Rockland. Feb. 7, Kllza, widow of ],
Samuel Rogers, aged 91 years. 11 months, 7,'
days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock.
Watson—«en4ervillc. Mass., Feb. 3, George j
W Watson, formerly of Union, aged 73 years ,
Barrdtt—Brockton, Mass.. Feti. 5, Allen A
Barrett, aged f8 years Interment in Cumden
Lniett— East Appleton, Feb. 5, Mrs. Arabiue
Lovett, aged 83 years
Lovett—Appleton. Feb. 3, Aroltne B Lovett,
aged 83 years, ti months, 8 days.
Donohue- Rockland, Feb. 7. WIIBain Domi
lwie, aged 69 years. 10 months, 13 days. Fit
iterat sorvicea Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock

iiiiiitHM»iillii'i|iii!iitiiWii|i"li'i!;

A SAVING OF $10.00
ON

A

MADE-TO-MEASURE SUIT

A Good Lot of Woolens Direct from the Mills
THREE-PIECE SUITS, $30.00—regular $40 value

17-lt

Mrs. Jennie Hafvey Percival an
nounces the second half time of her
classes In social and irsthetic dancing,
beginning Thursday, Feb. 8th, in Tem
ple l-Iall, Rockland, 4 p. m. and 6 p. m.
All pupils wishing to take part in the
annual spring recital must enter on
above date. An unusually attractive
program Is planned.
15-17

Suits made from Customers' Goods, $18.00

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

/

- x;.

.

No Extra Charge for Styles

FIRST CLASS COOKING

*v/»?

'

YOUR SWEETHEART

Peter Ferguson, who has managed
the barber shop of Frank C. Powers on
Tillson avenue, fell afoul of some
hootch Tuesday, and thus emboldened
he hit the proprietor's wife a clout in
the eye. This little deed of vator cost
him $25, plus costs, amounting to
$32.46 in all. Mr. Powers appears to
be provided with a very forgiving dis
position, for he paid the fine. Mrs.
Powers watched the court proceedings
(with a pair ot keen eyes, one of which
was much blackel than nature ever in
tended. Ferguson, shook the dust of
Rockland from his feet yesterday, hav
ing enlisted in the Army and started
for Georgia.

f|otu residence, 123 Pleasant street.

Congregational Eaeter Club
tv /AVftvv

with flowers—

An important business meeting of the
R. V. F. A will be held tomorrow night.1
All the officers, including the board of
directors, are asked to be present. The!
committee which has charge of the af- j
fairs of the new Maine State League,
and which will probably journey to
Rockport tonight, includes Albert R.!
Havener, Charles M. Lawry, Harold A. I
Thomas, Albion S. Niles. Charles H. 1
Nye and Herbert L. Oxton.

Now and then sctnebody shows up
at this office with what is considered
an old newspaper. But they all look
like the latest spring styles when
placed beside the copy of The New
England Weekly Journal, which has
been placed on the editorial desk by
I'. F. Collamiire. The iiaper was pub
lished Monday, April 8, 1728, and wi
consequently be 200 years old in live
years. The paper is a single sheet,
end was published in Boston by S.
Knee land and T. Green "at the printing
house in Queen street, where adver
tisements are taken in." Thfe paner is
advertised to contain “the most re
markable occurrences foreign & dor.iestick.” One of the advertisements
reads; “A very likely Negro girl, about
13 or H years of age, speaks good En
glish, has been in the country some
years, to he sold. Inquire of the print
er hereof."

Saturday

SERVICE

yet it is a fine time to remember

This is the last call for those who
will want tickets to the Chamber of
Commerce banquet at the Thorndike
Hotel tomorrow evening. Supper will
be served at 0 o’clock, and the address
of Philip W. Blake on "Chamber of
Commerce Development Along the
Lines of Industry and Agriculture," will
follow.

The polo games between Rockland
and Westerly tonight and tomorrow
night, will not only introduce a brand
new team to the local fans, but wfll
furnish the last opportunity to see
polo here for nearly two weeks, on ac
count of the Food Fair. The Westerly
team is a Rhode Island aggregation
which has in its lineup such well
known professionals as Lovegreen,
Kehoe and Allard. The fans have been
calling for a new outfit. Here she is

COBB’S

to more chivalrous days than ours—■

Tomorrow night is past matrons’ and ip
past patrons’ night with Golden Rod!
Chapter, O. E. S. The committee Is'
arranging an extra good supper, and
those who have not been solicited for
it, will kindly take sweets.

Further plans are in progress fur the
Valentine social at tlie Baptist oburch
Friday night after the regular classes
from 9 to 10 o’clock. A lot of fun is
promised. Everybody is welcome. A
The upsetting of a kettle of doughnut
slight admission fee will be charged, in
fat at the home of Mrs. James Welch
a very unique mannor.
e
yesterday resulted in her being severely
Were coming with a big strong burned on the arms, face and hands,
team, including both Ixivcgrecns," was and the scalding liquid even landed in
the despatch received by Manager her hair. Mr. Welch, who was in his
Packard this morning. Everybody will new store, adjoining the house, heard
want to see this new Westerly team her screams und hurried 'to the rescue,
otherwise the accident might have re
tonight, at the Arcade.
sulted fatally. Mrs. Welch’s eyes were
Food Fair tickets next week cannot ulso burned.
be punched back. If the date has
Jean, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
passed the admission, power ceases.
There will he no afternoon session S. March, was eight years old yester
Monday, but the fair will open in the day, and 10 of her young girl friends
evening in a blaze of glory. Daily ses helped her to properly celebrate the
sions (after Monday) begin at 2 and anniversary at her home 93 Park
street. The guests were Alzada North,
7 p. m. Stay as late as you like.
Mary Stockbridge, Lois Nash. Cleo
Miss Mabel Spear of Portland, with Tibbetts, Virginia Connon, Bertha
Winslow,
Nathalie
a kindly interest, always, in her home Knight, Merle
town, has presented, through the in Jones, Ruth Hanscom and Dora Mestrumentality of Miss Annie Blacking- Mann From 4 until 6, constituted a
ton, a beautiful and valuable doll to period made happy by the playing of
lunch
the Business and Professional Wom games, and partaking of a
en's Club of this city. The doll stands which consisted of sandwiches, cakes
three feet high, and will he presented and ices. At the end of it all the
to some fortunate person at the Food happy children were given a sieighridc
Fair next \#cek. Miss Spear has been home by Daddy March. The young
president of the Business and Profes hostess was pleasantly remembered
sional Women’s Club in Portland.
with birthday gifts.

s : AT : :

OYSTERS

< li'ii tf,''tw4v eivy tiv »v,

25c
25c

COOKED FOOD SALE

HADDOCK—FRESH NATIVE, SCALLOPS, HALIBUT,

COBB’S

BEEF LIVER, 2 lbs.,
PIGS LIVER, 2 lbs.,

In its serious sense perhaps belonged

Monday will be Lincoln Day at the
Food Fair in honor of Lincoln's birth
day. Many of the martyred President’s
favorite songs will be sung by the full
High School chorus.

Ex-Senator Luther K. Maddoeks of
Boothbiiy Harbor is in tlie city today,
sizing up local sentiment as to the
building of the Kennebec Bridge at
Richmond, instead of Bath. His com
munication to thut effect is published
in another column. Mr. Maddoeks was
formerly manager of the# Kennebec
Bridge Association and since released
from that responsibility has trans
ferred his affections to the Richmond
proposition. "I do want a bridge and
don't care where it is built,” Mr. Maddocks told a Courier-Gazette reporter
this morning. “We don't want to sac
rifice our chances hy advocating a
place which is an engineering impossi
bility. We simply want what is best
for the whole people. Are the voters
justified in favoring a proposition
which costs millions where the same
objective can he accomplished wtth
one-third of the expenditure?”

MONARCH COFFEE
None Better, 45c
BELGIAN ENDIVE
The best allround
3 pkgs. $1.00
FLOUR—COBB’S
SPINACH
$] .00 per bag
RIPE TOMATOES
FLORIDA
GRAPE
FRUIT
ICEBERG LETTUCE
Small Native
3
for
25c
BOSTON LETTUCE
ROAST PORK
DELICIOUS
CAULIFLOWER
25c pound
SWEET PICKLED
GREEN PEPPERS
HAM
Largest Size
CELERY
NAVEL ORANGES
SMOKED HAMS 29c
SLICED
Wonderful
4 for 25c
ALL SIZES
POP CORN
FLORIDAS
FOWL & CHICKENS
4 lbs. 25c
4 for 25c

CLAM S AND

In Somerset county this week a di
vorce was decreed to Edna M. Cottrell
from Carl E. Cottrell of Rockland.

The Republicans begin tonight the
selection of their municipal election
ticket. The ward caucuses will be held
in the seven voting places at 7.30. and
the party will doubtless follow its
usual policy of naming candidates who
are capable of givng the city the kind
of an administration it ought to have.
The mayoralty caucus will be held in
the City Council rooms at 7.30 Friday
night.

ON LY-----------------

SATURDAY

—

ROASTS,
8c, 10c, 12c
CORNED BEEF, 8c, 10c, 12c
BONELESS CORNED BEEF,
16c, 18c, 20c
BONELESS ROAST BEEF,
♦
20c, 25c
BONELESS SIRLOIN
35c
STEAK,
20c, 25c
POT ROAST,
15c, 20c
STEW BEEF
HAMBURG STEAK, 2 lbs.,
25c
ROUND STEAK,
25c

COBB’S SPECIALS

QUALITY

21c
25c
35c
SHOUL
18c

To roast or corn

Saving you........................................ $3.00

will be given away at the

THE

~

HOME MADE SAUSAGE, 30c

Women's and Men’s Overshoes at
H. Morey’s, 286 Main St.—adv.
Don’t miss the Friday night dances
at I. O. O. F. Hall. Emma Harvey's
• rchestra.
»
16-TfeTh-tf

$5.00

Closing out Price . .

/

Polo tonight.

PORK ROAST,
PORK CHOPS,
PORK STEAK,
FRESH PORK
DERS,

EXAMPLE:

2 pairs—regular price ..................... $8.00

Feb. 16—Rockland Lodge of Periectlon meets
in Temple ball
Feb. 16—Address on “City Government,” 1>>
W. B. Moore of Portland before Woman’s Ed
ucatonal Club
Feb. 16 (7.15)—Address on “Home Demon
stration,” by Miss Rosalind Jewett, University
or Maine, auspices Woman’s Educational Club,
Methodist vestry.
Fob. 19—Community Ball at the Arcade
Feb. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s j

March 12-22—State conference. D. A. It..
Waterville.
Feb. 22—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men's supper at 6 30, followed by auction.
Feb. 22—'Washington s Birhday.
Fob. 26—Portland Automobile Show begins
March 26-30—Fanners' Week, University of
Maine.
March 4—Observance of State Sunday School
Day.
March 2—Partial eclipse of tne moon, begin
ning 8 13 p. m
March 7—Country Club, ladies’ auction at
12 30, followed by auction.
March 16—Country Club, dance
March 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
in Temple hall.
March 30—Country Club, ladles’ and gentle
men's supper at 6.30 followed by auction.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 30—Good Friday.
April 1—Easter Sunday.
April 13—Country Club dance.
April 19—Patriots' Day.
Aoril 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets in Temple hall.
April 26—Country Club, ladies’ luncheon at
12.30, followed by auction
May 11—Country Club dance.
May 2ft—Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men’s supper at 6.30, followed by auction.

PORK

St. Valentine’s
Day

There will be a cooked food saile at
W O. Hewett's Saturday afternoon.—
adv.

TELEPHONES 796—797

Small Lots At Small Prices
FOR

One week from Friday is the tenta
tive date for opening of the new
Strand Theatre.

THEWRNER GROCERY

CURTAINS

Feb. 12-17—The Community Fouu Fair at
the Arcade

League.

PEBRY'S

FULLERC0BB-DAV1S

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 7—-Democratic ward caucuses
Feb. 7—Annual masquerade gift ball of the
Assistant Engineers of tbe Fire Department, at
the Arcade.
Feb.8—Republican ward caucuses.
Feb. 8-9 (Polo)—Rockland vs. Westerly (It.
I) at the Arcade
Feb 9—Republican mayoralty caucus In Citj
Council Rooms.
Feb. 9—Banquet and Open Forum of tin
Chamber of Commerce n't the Thorndike Hotel
Feb 12—Open meeting of the Shakespeare
Society with Mrs. R. J Wasg<itt.
Feo. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine’s day.
Feb. 14—Ash Wednesday—'Lent begins.
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CHAPTER XVII

s

ORE THROAT.

QUARRY AND KILN

z

Every-Other-Day
SEARSMONT

A MIGHTY HUNTER

Complications.
The annual Installation of Rosewood
tonsilitis or hoarseness, What’s Going On In Various Chapter,
“Either you are working too hard.
O. E. S„ was he’d Thursday Sherman Ames of Appleton
gargle
with
warm
salt
Alexander," said I.ady Erythea, in
Departments, According To evening. Feb. 1. with Mrs Nettle Mar
Only 12, But Has ’Em All
water. Rub Vicks over
riner as installing offleer. assisted by
specting her nephew- through her
Mrs. Lilia Miller ns marshal, and Mrs.
Vigilant Bulletin Man.
throat and cover with a
“Skun,” Including His
lorgnette, ns they rose from the
Hattie Wing as chaplain. Tlie follow
hot flannel cloth. Swal
luncheon table, “or the burglary has
Game.
QUARRIES.— Nine derricks are in ing officers were installed: W. M., Ruth
been a greater shock to your nerves
low slowly small pieces, operation.
—John Burns i.s working at Packard; W. P., Chas. Andrews: A. M.,
than I should have suspected. I do
A champion Maine hunter at 12 years
the crusher.—Census, raids for ihe ara Plaisted'. secretary. Alice An
not like to see you wearing that pal
uarry section are ail completed.— drews; treasurer, I-illa Miller: con —an Appleton youth—challenges any
lid and constrained expression. Your
red Winslow and Austin Young of ductress, Grace Higgins; assistant boy in New England to meet him In
sister will be quite concerned about
rockett 3 are back at work.—Robert conductress, Francella Moody; chap a given time in bringing down a cer
you. She arrives, you remember, by
Adams of hardrock 3 returned Mon- lain, Charles Plaisted: marshal, Hattie tain amount of game, in similar ter
ay after an absence of two weeks with Mairiner; organist, Elizabeth Hills; ritory.
the evening train.”
Otter 17 Million Jan Uled Yearly
Sherman Ames is only 12, yet he haa
grippe cold.—Icy rocks are pretty Adah. Nettie Marriner; Ruth. Mattie
"Diana!” said Mr. Lambe. “I had
ard things to handle. One of them Hook; Esther, Ina Moulton; Martha. made a record in killing game which
quite forgotten that she was due here.”
Alice Hunt; Electa, Fannie Cobb: lew boys can equal, and has a list ot
Georgina started slightly, and looked an iceberg fresh from the Pole. This oiled onto Frank Leblanc's leg the winder, Emma Hills; sentinel. Orrin skills as trophies which any boy In
French vicomte won’t stand the slight other day. causing a cut good lor a
perturbed.
ew days out.—Things look pretty nice Tibbetts. The work was interspersed New England would be proud to boast
"She Is coming," said Lady Erythea. est chance.”
n the dispensary building. Supt. Ad- with musical selections by Ruth Rob cf. Young Ames is the only child of
“
Do
you
know
him.
too?"
“to Investigate the Jervaulx ghost.
ms’ office in this building has been bins, Helen Plaisted. Elsie Plaisted ar.d Mi. nnd Mrs. Clarence J. Ames and Is
“I’ve heard of him. They say lie’s •quipped with a new roll top desk and Elizabeth Hills. Mrs. Ruth Packard, ai "all-outdoor boy” spending all the
Certainly, she might have done It be
tiling cabinet.—Hardrock 2 is the the incoming matron, in behalf of the leisure time that he has in the open
fore. But I believe she has only re rather a—a rip. I expect that means
cently become a member of the Psy- he’s a good sort. But Diana—heaven only hardrock quarry in full opera chapter, presented Mrs. Alice Andrews, and enjoying the woods and country.
preservq us!
Well, she probably tion. No. 2 is working on "flat” orders the retiring matron, with the past ma From early youth he lias taken to
Berners. You have more thnn piety— chical Research society. She Is quite won't know- me ln this rig, but she'll nd when not busy on these the crew tron's jewel. Remarks by visitors, and hunting and while this fall he has
SYNOPSIS
made a record that will he hard to
you have charity. It Is one of the enthusiastic about It—so far as Diana know you're the wrong horse. And
ork on bank nnd in No. 2.—The tix- a fine banquet followed.
can be enthusiastic about anything.
beat, he has always been more or lesa
ng up of the fence at Limeroek street,
Cobb-Miller
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect of sweetest qualities In a woman."
then
zizz!
boom!
—
up
we
all
go
In
the
a month's visit to her austere aunt. Lady
nd the new sun awning which Allie
A quiet wedding took place at the res successful in the various trips he has
Georgina turned to him with swim Indeed, her letter Is so technical as,to air! You and Billy, and mt—an,
Erythea lambe, at Jervaulx abbey, and
be
unintelligible
to
me,
bepman
has
added
to
his
hoist
house.
idence
of Mr .and Mrs. Fred Miller made in the territory round about hia
her cousin. Alexander Lambe, Aimee. vi ming eyes.
Alexander!”
“
I
did
not
know
there
was
a
ghost
gives
that
vicinity
an
up-to-date
ap
Friday
evening, Feb. 2, when Maurice home.
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend .
“Oh. Mr. Lambe!” she murmured
Georgina sat down nnd pressed hei
When asked about the stunts he haa
Viscount Scroopp, is In a rebellious mood.
earance.—Patsy Rometo did not re Eben Cobb and Vena Minnette Miller
here,"
said
Georgina,
wide-eyed.
with delicious confusion.
done in trapping and shooting game,
hand
to
her
forehead.
iume
his
position
in
Blackington
farm
were
united
in
marriage
by
Rev.
E.
E.
“I should not like to say that there
CHAPTER Il.-She wanders into the
Alexander answered her with a hol
Aimee,” she said faintly, “the hur U’arry as stated in the Bulletin. His Harrison. The double ring service was he produced the many skins which ho
park, there encountering a strange youth
Is. But it is a tradition in the family,
In trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh low groan. She wns startled at the
glnry; nnd all the rest of it, has upset ecent shoulder injury would not allow used and only tlie intimate relatives l as also cured to prove hls prowess as
and has been well vouched for. I
ingly introduces himself as •'Billy.” Amer sudden distress in his face.
me. I don't feel well. I—1 have head the strenuous quarry work, so he is at were present. The bride is a graduate a hunter. A Stevens single barrel, 20ican. The two cement the acquaintance
have never seen it. Diana seems to
gauge shot-gun is the. weapon with
The
question
is
not
what
I
think
of
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, “Flying
ache, and I can’t come down to dinner the little crusher and on other ligfft of Coburn Classical Institute. The which he has been so successful and
.ork until he gets ‘Toughened."
Sphinx,” and part. With Georgina Ber you,” he said bitterly, “but what you imply,” added Lady Erythea a little
groom a graduate from Belfast High
I
shall
go
to
bed."
with this he has this fall brought home
ners, her cousin. Aimee sets out for Jer
acidly, “that only those who are ad
MILLS.—Operation of mill 2 resumed School and a student at Colby College
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor think of me! You know the prin
“What a trump you are!” said Ai
two fox, eight rabbits, five partridge,
gina shall Impersonate her at Jervaulx. ciples I profess, and that I Impressed vanced, and in tune with the infinite, mee. kissing her with intense affec Monday with nearly full crews. Car the past two years. He is now in the
and trapped ten skunks. This record
while she goes on a holiday. Georgina's
see such things. If she thinks she If
hortage and embargoes prevent full employ of Conant Patrick Co., Port
on
you.
Out
of
my
own
mouth
I
am
tion. “It's the very thing. I’m si
horrified protest is unavailing.
land. The young couple left on an he plans to increase before the close
condemned. How can you feel any more spiritual thRn I, she is welcome sorry, Georgie. It'll be beastly dull peration.—Frank Griffith resumed du early train for Portland, where they of the present year, with a liberal num
y as night watchman Sunday after an
CHAPTER III.-Happy tn her new free
to
try.
She
will
discover
nothing
ber of other pelts, for he is now tho
dom. Aimee again meets "Billy.” He tells thing but contempt for me! I have
bsenee from work nine weeks, two of have furnished apartments. Best wishLady Erythea turned ti for you in bed. dear.”
her hls name is Spencer, and she gives consented to connive at this mad esca whatever.”
i s are extended from a hosi of friends envy of every boy for miles around.
“
I
shall
like
a
little
dullness,
”
said
vhieh
he
spent
in
Portland,
lie
has
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest "out of a
He attends the country schools of
her nephew. “Bertrand de Jussac 1
Georgina pathetically, as she left the ntirely recovered from an operation
Job.” Billy offers to take her Into part pade of Almee's and all its conse
Appleton and takes part in the sports
nership in selling the Sphinx. In a spirit quences. To keep silent. To—to bol coming also.”
or appendicitis and other troubles.
room,
“
it
will
he
restful.
Ooodby.
LIBERTY
of the young people of the town. He is
of madcap adventure, she accepts. The ster it up.” he said with a gulp. “I
"De Jussac?” cried Alexander, star
dear. Y'ou will have to keep out of Harry Winkworth who has been sub
proficient in his school work. Sher
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe, tak
ing
at
her.
stituting
for
him
returns
to
the
da.v
have
passed
my
word.
”
ing separate lodgings ln Ivy cottage.
Mrs. Rex l’reshott has been ill. Much man does not bother with the small
Diana's way as best you can."
“
Yes.
You
know
him,
I
think.
s)
ift.
Georgina’s eyes shone.
sickness is reported here.
game nd counts the squirrel and small
CHAPTER IV—That night Aimee visits
“I'll take Jolly good care I do," mur
“I have met him, of course," said
L. R. R. R.—John Howard has joined
Mrs. John Light called on Mrs. S. T. birds as his friends.
“You have done that!” she cried
Georgina and learns that the deception
mured
Aimee
fervently,
ns
she
put
her
has not been discovered. By her dominant eagerly. “Why, now that you are on Mr. Lambe dryly.
“I should have
he repair shop day crew.—Mike Halli Overlock recently.
In addition to his prowess as a
cap straight “Even Billy can't helj gan. Jr., who has been on the section
personality she cofnpels Georgina to con
Mr. and Mrs. E. Leigher were in hunter he is also a mechanic, building
her side, she may be saved from ex thought this was the last house that this time!"
tinue the subterfuge.
fcr a long time, severed his connection Eurkettville Saturday.
almost anything he wishes to play
so frivolous a person would wish to
CHAPTER V.-On a trial spin next day posure after all! I think It is splen visit. Why Is he coming? Surely he
iith the crew last week.—One of the
with, such as wagons, autos, airplanes
A. F. Light has been ill.
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Aimee almost did of you—absolutely splendid!"
(To Be Continued)
pring jobs contemplated i.s the laying
S. T. Overlook is still making axe and boats. In these home made things,
Is
not
interested
ln
the
ghost?
”
collides with a carriage in which are her
“How can you think of me, but as
of cue-half mile of heavy steel rails, to handles.
l.e never loses interest until they aro
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pair
“In the ghost—no,” said Lady Erv
itclude section from the diamond to
escape unrecognized.
a hypocrite? You do not mean. Miss
Mrs. R. R. Sukeforth, who has been finished, once started and his work is
VINALHAVEN
then, with a faint yet serene smile
onnect with heavy rail up the line.— ill. is much improved.
indeed creditable for a boy of his
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina learns that Berners, that you feel any respect for
“but possibly hls interest may arise
The new offlee in the machine shop is
Lord Scroope is coming to visit Lady Ery me now?"
School has closed after a very suc years. Both as a carpenter and me
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Brown,
who
ompleted. It has been painted in cessful term taught by Mrs. Charles chanic, he is successful and as a hunt
thea and. realizing what will happen on
“Sir. Lambe, when I first knew you. I approve him. A young mnn of excel lave been guests the past week of Mr
hls arrival. Is in hopeless bewilderment
vhite and tan and with three large
I thought you my Ideal as a church lent standing and Irreproachable de ,nd Mrs. Russell Whitmore, returned windows, electric lights, a corner cup Overlock, who has taught several er lie is high line.
Sherman tells the reporter that ho
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee 1s secretlj
terms here, giving the best of satis
o North Haven Sunday.
I think so more than ever. scent."
board and a roll top desk, will make a faction. Mrs. Overlock tries very hard is game for contest with some other
visiting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place It man.
“
Descent
is
the
word,
”
said
Mr
The
Silent
Sisters
will
give
a
Neckburglarized. Aimee escapes.
When I was in trouble, and consulted
very cosy little apartment for Fore to make the school work as interesting boy of his own age for a eertain numyou. I seemed to find you a little hard. Lambe rather curtly, and left tht ie and Ai>ron Ball at the Armory on man Blackington who did the finishing as possible.
ler of weeks and he i.s positive •,that in
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, witi
he
evening
of
February
14.
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
ff himself.—The repair shop crews are
Poor Aimee had enough to bear. But room,
Bernard Leigher visited his parents. that time he will break hls Own record.
C.
I..
Upman.
who
has
been
at
home
"How long is—Diana going to staj
ill humanitarians and more than that
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Panki now,” gasped Georgina, quite carried
or a few days, returned Wednesday —they are what might be called cat- Mr. and Mrs. E. Leigher, Sunday.
decides that the robbery is the work ol away, "I consider your conduct noble here?” Georgina asked anxiously.
Mrs. S. T. Overlook has just com
APPLETON
o Augusta.
“Jack the Climber” and “Calamity Kate,'
tarians. Many a cold and starving
“Two days—but It is possible sht
—really noble! I a’dmire you more
pleted a large rag rug. She has sev
The Kodak Club were recently en
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy
at
has
been
picked
up
by
them
and
may be persuaded to prolong hei ertained by Mis. H. A. Davidson. Re
eral on hand, which she has made.
cle.
thnn ever."
Mrs. Aihibin Lovette is very ill with
brought to the shop, no less than nine
resh ments were served.
pneumonia.
“Miss Berners," said Alexander, visit,” said her ladyship placidly.
CHAPTER X.-Billy, aware of hi
aving been there at the same time.
“What Is the Vicomte de Jussa
Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S., held ’, me have been taken to homes so
Tobias Wadsworth is quite sick.
“partner's" nocturnal jaunts. Is troubled husky with emotion, “if only you knew
WEST LIBERTY
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer
ts annual installation at Masonic hall here are only four residents at present.
Mis. Blanche Brown and children
like?"
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at once what a relief it is, that I have not
.’onday evening. The officers were in- ■Veil fed from crew lunches and
“D’Artagnan—ln the flesh. With
suspects burglary, and follows two figures forfeited your regard! I have onlyThis place is dug out again with have returned from a visit In Rock
.tailed by the retiring matron, Leah
land.
on a motorcycle who are apparently in s
known you a few days, but your kind touch, perhaps, nf Porthos. The typt inowman, assisted by past matron warmed by heat from the new hot air snow from four feet on the level to 10
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair, Billy
Ernest Dav|s of South MontviHe
knocks out a man who attempts to shooi ness, your sympathy—” hls hand closed which it Is a good woman’s mission ti Blanche Hamilton as marshal. The squliter the shop has rightly earned feet in drifts. We have been thinking filled the pulpit at Community church
he name of "Cats' Snug Harbor."
seriously of denning up like the bear.
him. picking up a package the fellow hau
reform.
But
this
Is
outside
your
prov

tficers are: Worthy Matron. Agnes
Sunday.
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive almost convulsively on hers—"Miss
GREGORY.—Charles Saunders of On some roads for weeks the only
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her. she Berners, may I call you Aimee—I—I ince, Aimee,” she said abruptly, am Smalley; worthy patron. L. E. Wil
Frances Fogg is at work for Mrs.
passing
is
someone
on
snowshoes.
Warren
is
back
in
the
trimming
erew.
strikes him with a stone, rendering him mean Georgina—!” '
laid a hand on the girl’s shoulder iams: associate matron, Christine
Harry Miller.
The Liberty Lumber Co. which has
unconscious, and the pair escape.
•
—
No.
4
kiln
filled
out
Tuesday
of
last
“Go, my dear child, and get youi 'hristie; secretary, Mary L. Arey
The Owl Club had one of their fa
•Toot!”
been cutting and sawing the lard wood
reasurer, Lena Davidson; conductress week for repairs, with 11 barrels: No. on the Fields lot into novelty wood, mous oyster suppers Wednesday even
CHAPTER XL—Recovering, Billy dis
cousin away from his books. Tak
A
stifled,
explosive
sound
caused
Mr.
11
went
afire
same
day.
—
A
letter
from
covers the package he had picked up is s
:eulah Drew: assistant conductress
ing. They speak very highly of the
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz
Lambe to start violently and look him for a drive and some fresh air,'
Rosario (Frank) Timpone to Foreman finished the job Feb. 3 and are looking High School principal.
Ing they must be part of the loot from round him.
Georgina left the room obediently •urana Rossiter: Adah, Alice Ray Upham states that he will be unable to over other wood lots in this section.
nond; Ruth. Georgie Roberts: Esther
Jervaulx, he starts for the abbey. On tht
Mrs. Rose Bagley, who has been at
“What was that? A dog7" he said But instead of seeking Alexander, sht ilargaret Bernie; Martha. Lillian Lib return before July 1 on account of
way he meets Aimee. with the police it
EAST APPLETON
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave confusedly.
hunted, with an agitated face, foi y Electa. Lizzie Greenlaw: warder Italian emigration laws.—All previous work at Taunton, Mass., is at home
among the crag pits. Aimee tells him the
caring for her mother-in-law. Mrs.
lorence Gilford; sentinel. Frank Itos records of No. 3 kiln were broken last Clara Bagley, who is sick with the
Georgina, pink to the ears, had risen Aimee.
whole story. He urges that she make a
The Golden Rod Rebekah Circle was
frank confession to her father, but on re
“Hullo! What’s the trouble now? ■ iter; marshal. Gertrude Hall; pianist week by a production of 1207 barrels.
to her feet; her eyes shone somewhat
entertained
fhe Monte' bf Annie Mc
No. 6 came next with 1139, then No. 5 grip.
flection both realize Almee's good name
iddie
Merrithew;
chaplain.
Nellie
exclaimed
Aimee.
“
I
say,
Georgie
viciously.
Bert E. Cunningham has purchased Lain at its, last meeting. A dandelion
has been compromised by her two nights
with 1101%. Full week records for
vilson.
The.
ceremonies
’
were
inter
•tay at Ivy cottage.
recently a lumber lot of E. L. Bailey green dinner and all the fixings was
“It sounded to me more like a eat!” dear, I'm beastly sorry about beini
persed with the following program eight kilns averaged 1004% barrels cf Knox.
served. It was a very enjoyable af
ach. For the week ending January 27,
CHAPTER XII.—Assuring Aimee ht she said in acid tones, and walked! ln the arbor. I couldn’t help—1
election by Eastern Star Orchestra
Mrs. Florence Harlow, who works at fair.
has a plan to save her, Billy leaves her ln away down the path.
“Oh. never mind that now!” brok
No. 6 was high line with 1136 barrels.
eading.
Cora
Abbott
Peterson:
selec
the cave and, proceeding to Jervaulx, re
in Georgina distractedly. "A mucl ion. orchestra; vocal solo. Oscar
Mrs. Arohine Lovett passed away at
No. 5 next with 1045%, then 4 with Augusta is spending her vacation with
Mr. Lambe followed her.
stores the emeralds to the astounded
hei- sister, Mrs. Helen Brown.
her home at the village Feb. 5, at the
Lady Erythea.
When they were, out of sight, the worse thing’s happened. I knew hov ane; reading. Evelyn Manson: selec 1035.
We were certainly interested in S. advanced age of 83 years. She leaves
ROCKPORT.—Lighter Berwick is at
ion, orchestra: reading. Florence Gil
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re parlor maid emerged from the little It would he. Lady Diana Lambe 1
T Overlock's account of his school
ward, after explaining how the emeralds arbor, her face crimson, her shoulders coming; she'll be here in an hour o
ord Past matron Linda A. Jones ii lhe wharf frozen in with a cargo of days at the old school house. It brings three daughters, Mrs. Eva Haskell of
came Into his possession. Billy accepts the
few well chosen words in behalf of No. 1 for Rockland.—Foreman Larra back to memory many happy days of Boston. Mrs. Joseph Ames of Appleposition of chauffeur to Lady Erythea, shaking, a handkerchief pressed to two.'
ton and Edith Lovett who has always
Rapidly she repeated the news con darguerite Chapter, O. E. S., present bee returned on the Job Munday. Bert youth.
seeing In the situation a promise of a way her streaming eyes.
lived at home with her mother.
d a past matron’s jewel to the retiring Carver has been receiving and meas
out of the embroglio.
cerning
the
two
expected
guest;
“Poor old Georgie!” she gasped. “I
aatron. After the ceremonies supper uring wood during his absence.—The
Aimee received It with consternation vas served in the banquet hall to abou dispensary in otlice building is now
THORNDIKEVILLE
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Begun in January 25th issue, Back couldn’t help It. I should have burst
“Cold Lambe!" she exclaimed fO members. The supper committee ■ompletely equipped and ready for
In another minute.”
numbers can be supplied.
“
Coming
here?
As
If
I
hadn't
ennugt
business.
—
The
Enterprise
kiln
went
Elmer
Young
of
East
Union
is
visvere: Addie White. Laura Sanborn
She squeezed the handkerchief and'
A large numlier attended the installifire last Thursday after a suspension i'mg his sister. Mrs. Winnie Pushaw.
to bear without that! It’s the worst v'ellie Williams, Maude Winslow, Mu
controlled her emotion.
etion meeting of the Grange on Jan. 23.
CHAPTER XVI—Continued.
of
several
weeks.
The
crew
in
charge:
Leo
Howard
of
Rockland
spent
Sun

iel Black and Hilda Straehan. The
Deputy Stanley Winslow of North
“They'll have a Jolly old tangle to news yet.”
Aitnee retreated out of sight Into j
■rogram was in charge of Albra Vinal Joe Cox and Charles Childs days, Orrin day the guest of his father, R. E. How Nobleboro acted as installing offleer.
“Wh-what did you call her?"
unpick, too, when Aunt knows!” sht
the arbor.
,
(Pop)
Wellman
and
Weston
Wall
ard.
imith.
The following officers were installed:
“It's what everybody calls her
Mrs. Abbie Merrill, Mr. and Mrs Master, Frank Jackson; overseer, Her
Georgina came slowly along tbe ! said thoughtfully.
Mrs. Ralph Claytor and Mrs. Fred nights. Chas. Lane and Ki Weed are
London—Cold Lambe. It fits her like
“
No
use
stopping
here.
I
suppose
wooding
the
kiln.
Lester Merrill and Madeline Childs at man Burns; lecturer, Nellie Wallace:
'urns gave a dancing party Saturday
path, her countenance pale and down- |
a glove. A beautiful, frigid beast!”
vening at the Armory. Music by the
BY-PRODUCTS.—Two cf the Point tended Pomona Grange at East Union L. A. S., Gladys Wotton; steward,
cast, like a recalcitrant novice who 1 I’d better finish my dusting.”
“
Aimee!
She
knows
you,
doesn
Aimee made a circuitous Journey to
{nickerboekers.
kilns will probably be started in a few Saturday.
Floyd Wotton;
assistant steward.
fears the Lady Superior. Mr. Alex
she?"
Mrs. John Pushaw, Mrs. Harry Gor Charles Wallace; secretary. Ethel WinMrs. A. U. Patterson gave a spa Jays.—Barge 701 is loading lime at the
ander Lambe, looming through the , the deserted drawing room, and dusted
“Of course. She lives in town ;hetti dinner Wednesday to the Silent Gregory wharf and will finish at that don and daughter Blanche were in chenbach; treasurer. Geo. Palmer; Po
forest of standard roses, quickly over- f with the energy of a hlgh-power ma
place.—Barge 702 docked Tuesday with, Union Thursday.
mona, Mrs. Arminda Hoffses; Ceres,
chine. The room was not much the She's the only one of the Lattibes I do listers and their better halves.
took her.
Linley Merrifield who has been suf Sadie Winchenhach; Flora, Delia HoffMrs. Kate Coombs and Mrs. May coal and will load lime as soon as disknow. And Diana hates me, and—
better
for
it.
She
was
only
Just
in
fering from an attack of tonsilitis. has srs; chaplain, Ruby Burns.
“Miss Berners!’’
well, I've never pretended to like her, •awry gave a card party Tuesday at barged.—Ralph Doherty a former em
he home of Mrs. Frank Jones. At the ploye is running a locomotive at the recovered so far as to be able to be
Georgina turned to him with fright- i time, for the housekeeper appeared either. She’s perfectly pitiless; she’’
Capt. Soloman Simmons went to
and after some sour comments, stood
nd of the games a New England Clark Island quarries, having recently out of doors.
ened eyes.
Woodfords Wednesday, where he is re
"I wish to speak with you,” said by her while she did a good deal of «ive me away like a shot and flatter. ■oiled dinner was served.
Mrs. Raymond Crabtree and son ceiving medical treatment.
been promoted from a stationary en
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lawry recently gine to that position.—A planer and a Richard visited Mrs. Lester Merrill
Mrs. Oliver Studley has been visiting
Alexander with suppressed agitation, the work over again. Then Aimee was
•
r ,'
breath
eceived a box of fruit from F. 8. Mill splitting machine have been installed Friday.
"Shall we he seated?” He led her to
marshaled Intothe library, to
dust
'
- °P . nl(1^eorglna
her daughter Ruth at the village tho
Mrs Evander Wentworth and son Ar past week.
lessly, that Monsieur de Jussac will .? Hayward. California.
in the carpenter shop. Motors and
a rustic seat close against the arbor, that.
Mrs. Ambrose Peterson entertained wiring have been put in and when belts thur were recent guests at F. A. Crab
Ail schools closed In this section till
“It distresses me,” said Mr. Lnnibe I The library
overlooked the path
he Sewing Club Feb. 4. The hus and pulleys arrive everything will be tree’s.
after the funeral of the late Dr. V. V.
earnestly, “to see, as 1 cannot help i leading to the garage. It was some
Jonsie Dunbar of Camden spent Sun Thompson.
ands were guests for the evening and ready for operation.—A telephone is to
,11 enjoyed a radio concert after a de be installed at the gas producer in the day the guest of S. P. Crabtree.
seeing, the effect this has had upon forty minutes later that Aimee caught
Mrs. Caroline Winchenhach and Elicious supper.
gis kilns. It's a long, long way from
di n O. Bornheimer made a business
you. The shock to your sensibility. sight of the chauffeur approaching.
W.
J.
Billings
made
a
trip
to
North
the
offlee
to
that
joint
making
night
trip to Rockland Thursday.
Let me set your mind at rest, as far She flung down her duster and ran
LAWRY
laven Tuesday.
service very
inconvenient.
Harry
Mrs. Grace Hemtningway has gone
os I can. I hardly dare to think how to the vviiMow, giving a cautious
Canton
Vinalhaven
wifi
hold
an
in
Walsh
is
erecting
a
booth
for
it.
Evangelist E. W. Stebbins com to Newton, Mass., for an Indefinite
it will all end. But your cousin Is as whistle, as a poacher who calls hls
tallation and drill Friday evening at
menced a series of evangelistic services stay. *
innocent ns an infant of any real in dog.
.lemorial Hall. This will be followed
By a unanimous vote of the grange,
at Lawry Jan. 26. The attendance has
MATINICUS ROCK
Billy made sure that the coast was
tent to deceive. She has behaved as
>y a dance. Music hy the Knlcker
been unusually large from the very first Mrs. Nellie Wallace recently appoint
.ocker Six.
inconsequently as a child—that is all. clear, and came to her window. He
ed and Installed as lecturer of Waldo
This winter has been pronounced by one of the most notable features being
The Juanita Club met Jan. 31 with
One—one must try to make allow looked at her and laughed joyously.
the large attendance of men who came boro grange was sent to the State Re
lhe people living here a tough one.
ifrs.
John
Gross.
Music
was
the
feat
“The clouds have rolled by, part
ances for her. She should be still at
The men folks are busy working every evening and listened with the port meeting which was held in Au
ire of the evening and refreshments
burn.
school. That is what I think of her.” ner!” he said.
around the station. They haven’t had closest attention. The evangelist him
vere
served.
The
next
regular
meet
The many friends of John Wallace
“What has happened? Have you
“Yes,” murmured Georgina miser
ng will be held at the home of Mrs. i i shovel snow, because the wind Wows self is a man of more than ordinary will be glad to know that he is rapidly
sf hard all the time the snowflakes are ability, being a wonderful preacher as
ably, “but what must you think of— seen Alexander?”
la vid Duncan.
“Sure. Just had a pow-wow with
obliged to keep traveling; however, well as soloist and chorus leader. The improving from hls recent serious 111me!”
titss.
sermons each evening are very point
there is work to do without snow.
“Of you!” said Mr. Lambe with him in the garage.”
Miss Delia Hoffses, who has been at
School
has
kept
every
day
this
term
ed
and
forceful,
carrying
with
them
GREEN
’
S
ISLAND
“
What
did
he
say
to
you?"
asked
strong feeling. “Your loyalty—your
her home the past week suffering from
excepting
one.
The
teacher
and
pu

the
arrow
of
conviction.
On
Sunday
tlie prevailing epidemic will resume
unflinching attachment to that young ■ Aimee quickly.
pils ventured out one morning when evening. Feb. 4, the evangelist preached
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Bray i
Billy eyed her thoughtfully.
he work at the button factory Mon
madcap, stirs my admiration. It is I
I
hey
found
it
hard
work
to
stand
behis
supposedly
farewell
sermon
.to
i
isitors at the lighthouse Wednesday
day.
"Never you mind.
The game’s
dreadful to think of what you must j
latise
of
iqe
and
wind.
Some
were
large
congregation
and
closed
the
ser
Bradford Bray, Charles Chandler and
have suffered.
Purely to protect square. The padre's all wool and a
obliged to sit down to avoid a fall, but vices expecting to go to new fields of
ior, Lewis and Winfred Lord were
You’re all right now.
JEFFERSON
lieir courage was good and they got labor, but the people were so interested
Aimee. You faced m.v aunt.” Mr. yard wide.
.’Inalhaveu last Thursday.
Lambe clasped hls hand and drew his Unless—”
Light Keeper Fred Robbins is en to the schoolhouse with smiling faces. and stirred that they went to his board
Letters have heen received from ing place next day and asked him if
Mrs. Bessie Fraser went Saturday
"But the police! Suppose they trace
breath In sharply. "Yes, you risked
oying the hikes he takes over the is
Henry T. Conary who has gone to he could not possibly change his plans tc visit her mother. Mrs. Davidson at
and on his snowshoes.
the displeasure of my aunt! And— us and come back here?”
February has handed out two fine 1 ynn, Mass., where he is engaged in and stay another week as they felt it Jamaica Plain, Mass.
"They may not. 1 b'lieve I see a
of course, the police. For days this
Mr. Meservey, whd has been driving
lays
if the lest have been stormy and work for the General Electric Com would be decidedly wrong to close the
way
through
It.
And
I
’
ve
all
the
time
sword of Damocles has been hanging
pany. This is' liis first adventure so services while such a deep interest team for Erwin Spear, has returned, to
.•old.
over your blameless head. You—you off. this evening. You sit tight."
far Horn home and he likes and is was felt, which, after consideration, he 1:1s home at Livermore Falls.
The Reach is fasL freezing over.
"But if they come here!"
have not been guilty of deceit. No. no! J
Mrs. Raymond Tilson spent a few
consented to do, therefore the meet
The thermometer at Heron Neck very contented.
Geo. A. Hilt wishes to thank his St. ings will continue indefinitely as the days recently with her sister. Mrs.
“Then they'll get me,” said Billy,
Only of silence. I think you have;
.iglit .Station registered two degree
George friends for the shower of 24 Lord may direct.
Bertha Wellman.
“but they won't get you; you're safe
behaved, on the whole, admirably.”
.bove zero Feb. 4, the coldest so f;
birthday postcards he received Feb. 2.
Frank Watts and son Francis were
“Oh!” gasped Georgia faintly, hard from the cops, anyhow. I promise you
or the winter.
in Augusta last week on business.
Exploded With Laughter.
Mail is very irregular on account of He enjoys sitting down each day and
ly daring to believe her ears, “you can that.”
PALERMO
reading them.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Peaslee spent Sat
Aimee leaned out of the window, —er—distract her attention ; keep hei mow and ice conditions.
not mean it!”
Mrs. F. O. Hilt got up a surprise
urday and Sunday with his sister, Mrs.
with
flushed
cheeks,
and
caught
hls
“I do mean It!” exclaimed Mr.
W. W. Wood has finished lumbering. Wm. Jackson.
party for Grandpa Hilt last Friday
occupied. Lady Erythea says—"
Lambe warmly. “Miss Berners, from1 hands In hers.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Fuller of Weeks
evening in honor of his 73il birthday.
Mrs. Percy Itamsdell closed a very
Aimee sat on the bed and explode,
SOUTH
SOMERVILLE
"Billy,” she said breathlessly, “how with laughter.
We were all invited and made quite Mills were Monday guests at LeRoy successful term of school here Feb. 2.
the first hour I saw you. I was con
a gathering when everybody rushed in. Howard’s.
Frank Watts is hauling lumber for
vinced of your—your essential good good you’ve been to me. How good
"That aunt of mine is incorrigible!
Charlie Hopkins of Cooper’s Mill
Oscar Turner was in Union recently. Erwin Spear.
'bhis was a complete surprise to the old
\
ness! It betrays itself In all that you you’ve been! I want—”
she gasped. "I tell you it's perfei .vas the guest of Harris Day last week gentleman and he was a wee bit ex
Roy Trask recently purchased a
Mrs. Flora Tilson spent last Thurs
“I’d be flayed alive for you!” said rot. You might as well try to me!
do. Anything that Is underhand or
eturning to his home Friday.
cited, especially when package® were horse of Rex Prescott of Liberty.
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Bryant of Somerville called o
questionable, glides away from you—” Billy suddenly. “There isn’t anything
Several schools have closed on ac Lem. Cooper.
presented for him to open, the last
Merle
Day
Saturday
evening
on
his
I
wouldn't
do
—
and
I
’
ve
done
nothing,
proclaimed Mr. Lambe, with a sweep
being a pocketbook containing 73 pen count of sickness and bad weather.
SOLD EVERYWHERE
.vay to .Jefferson.
ing movement of his hand, “as the yet You've got the grit of twenty.”
Wales Howard has gone to Boston
hies which he counted to make sure
Telephone that Item ol news to The
Sam
Bartlett
’
s
eow
that
had
the
ust how many were there, ('ake and where he will receive treatment.
turbid stream flows over the river He held her hands tight In his.
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
•roken leg had to be killed which is
There are several cases of influenza readers will see It.
ice cream were served and all joined
bed of white marble, leaving Its pur “Aimee—”
i great loss to him.
in wishing him many more happy in town.
“(Hi! Look out!" exclaimed Aimee,
ity unsullied. My admiration for you
Miss Dorothy Day has g‘»ne to
Harry Morse anil Norman I’elden
lilrl hdays.
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Is greater, if that Is possible, than darting hack. There was a heavy step
Thomaston to stay with her sister, Mrs.
filled their ice houses last week.
on
the
gravel
and
Mr.
Tarbeaux
came
Annie
Day,
foi
an
indefinite
time.
ever.”
Diseases of the Eye;
you
use
/ess
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
Mrs. Jane Hewett and two little
Georgina's heart fluttered delight round the corner. Billy walked briskly
—————______
2. Medicated air is the only treat
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
«ons
were
guests
of
Mi
’
s.
A.
A.
Bart

Refractions, Etc.
forward.
fully.
ment for catarrh.
Breathe Hyomei
—and—
Those small ads in The Courier- lett last week.
Mr. Tarbeaux bent a suspicious and
“I think,” continued Alexander, with
407 MAIN STREET
and obtain immediate relief. At all
X-RAY
OPERATOR
The
dairymen
in
this
locality
got
Gazette are read by every body. That
Hoars. 9 ta 12 A. M.; I ta I P. M.
growing enthusiasm, “that you exist accusing eye upon him.
druggists. Money back if it fails.—
SUMMER
STREET,
ROCKLAND
Residence,
21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-1
heir
ice
houses
tilled
last
week,
for
Is why they are so popular and
to sacrifice yourself for others, Miss
adv.
Offlee Telephone 493-W
Telephone 123
which they are very thankful.
effective.

VICKS
*> V
R
apo

of Living
Sidney Gowing O

Ryzon

BAKING POWDER

i
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Estate of Julia D. Farrington
KNOX COUNTY. In C ourt of Probate held at
Rockland on tlie 16th day of January, A. I).
1923
Clyde W. Farrington. Administrator on tbe
estate of Julia D. Farrington, iate of Warren,
in said County., deceased, having presented his
first nnd final account of administration of said
estate for allowance:
Ordered. Tli.it notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in Tiie Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland, in said County, that ail
persons interested may airtend at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland, on tlie twentieth
day of February next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
be allowed
ADELBERT L MILER, Judge.
A true copy,—At'.est:
11 Tli 17
HENRY II PAYSON, Register.

THE PROPOSED CITY CHARTER
Full Text of Legislative Act Which Will Be Submitted
To Rockland Voter* At Special Election in September.

rr

(First Installment)

Be it enacted by the Senate and fice until others shall be elected and
House of Representatives ih Legisla qualified in their places.
ture assembled, as follows:
Biennial Elections Provided
Sect. 8. On thc first Monday In
Sect. 1. The Inhabitants of the city
of Rockland, ln the County of Knox, December, bi-annually, the qualified
electors of each ward shall ballot for
shall continue to be in a body politic | a mayor, one alderman, one member
and corporate by the name of the citv of the school board, and a warden and
of Rockland: and, as such, shall have, ward clerk, on ono ballot. All the
exercise and enjoy all the rights, im votes given for the said several of
munities, powers, privileges and fran ficers respectively, shall be sorted,
chises, and be subject to all the duties counted, declared and registered in
and obligations now appertaining to, open ward meeting, by causing the
or Incumbent on said city as a munici names of the persons voted for, and
pal corporation, and may ordain and the number of votes given for each,
publish such atts. laws and regu to be written on the ward record^ at
lations, not inconsistent with the con length. The ward clerk within twen
stitution and laws of this State, as ty-four hours after such election, shall
shall be needful to the good order of deliver to the persons elected aidersaid body politic; and may impose men, members of the school board,
fines and penalties for the breach wardens and ward clerks certificates
thereof, not exceeding one hundred of their election, and shall forth-with
dollars for any one offense, which may deliver to the city clerk a certified
be recovered by said city ln an action copy of the records of such election;
HOWEVER, that
if
of debt or on complaint before the po PROVIDED,
choice of alderman, member of thc
lice court ot said oity.
school board, Warden or ward clerk is
One Be-'d Of Seven
not effected on that day, the meeting
Sect,. 2. The aipnipistration of all shall be adjourned from day to day,
the fiscal, prudential and municipal until a choice shall be effected. The
affairs of said city, with the govern city council shall, as soon as conveni
ment thereof shall be vested 1n one ently may be, examine the copies of
principal magistrate, to be styled the the records of the several wards, cert
mayor, and one board of seven to be ified as aforesaid, and shall cause the
denominated the city council; all of person who shall have received the
whom shall be qualified electors of greatest number of votes given for
aaid city; and all of whom shall swear mayor in all the wards, to be notified
Or affirm to faithfully perform the in writing of hls election; but If it
shall appear that no person shall have
duties of their respective offices.
been so elected, or if the person elect
Salary Of Tha Mayer
ed shall refuse to accept said office,
Sect. 3. Thc mayor of said city the said city council shall issue their
shall be the chief executive officer warrant for another election; in case
thereof; It shall be his duty to be vigi of the death, resignation, disqualifica
lant and active in causing the laws tion. removal from office of the mayor,
and regulations of thc city to be exe more than six months prior to the next
cuted and enforced; to exercise a gen regular election, the vacancy for the
eral supervision over the conduct of Unexpired term shall be tilled by a
all subordinate officers and cause vio special election, the warrant for which
lations Of neglect of duty to be pun shall be issued by the city council.
ished. He may call special meetings Whenever the offlee of mayor becomes
of the city council, when in his opinion, vacant within six months prior to a
the interests of the city require it, by regular city election, whenever the of
a notice in one or more of the city fice of mayor Is vacant pending elec
papers, or by causing a summons or tion, or whenever the mayor for any
notification to be given in hand or left reason Is unable to attend to the du
at the last and usual place of abode of ties of hls office, the permanent chair
each member of the board, at least six man of thc city council shall perform
hours before the time fixed for such thc duties of mayor. The oajh or af
meeting. He shall, from time to time, firmation prescribed by this act shall
communicate to the city council such be administered to the Qavor by the
Information and
recommend such city clerk, or any justice of the peace
measures as the Interests of the city in said city. The aldermen elect shall,
may requlrt. He shall preside at all on the first Monday In January, at
meetings of the city council hut shall ten o’clock ln the forenoon, meet, when
have only a casting vote. The mayor the oath or affirmation required by
shall receive for his service, such com the second section of this act shall be
pensation as the city council may al administered to ti»e members present,
low.- which shall not be less than fif by the mayor or any Justice of the
teen hundred dollars per year, payable peace.
monthly, and he shall not receive from
Duties ef Ward Officers
the city any other compensation for
Sect.
9.
The warden and ward clerk
any service by him rendered in any
other capacity or agency, Bach mem shall be sworn or affirmed to the faith
ber of the city council shall gecelve as ful performance of their duty, by any
compensation not exceeding five dol Justice of the peace of eaid city or by
lars per meeting"" for each (fleeting the person presiding at tbe ward
which he attends and shall not be meeting, as heretofore provided, or by
eligible to any office of profit dr emolu the clerk of said ward, and a certifi
ment the salary of which Isi payable by cate of such oath or affirmation having
been administered shall be entered by
the city.
the clerk on the records of said ward.
Th«" Mayor's Approval
The wardens shall preside at all ward
Sect. 4. Every law, act. ordinance, meetings, with the powers of modera
resolve or order, requiring the consent tors of town meetings; and if at any
of the city council, excepting rules and meeting the warden shall not be pre
orders of a parliamentary character, sent the clerk of the ward shall call
shall be presented to the mayor for ap the meeting to order and preside till
proval. If not approved by him, he a warden, pro tempore, shall be
shall return It with Ms objections at chosen.
If neither the warden nor
the next stated session of the city ward clerk shall be present, any legal
council, which shall enter the ob voter In the ward may preside till a
jections at large on its journal, and clerk, pro tempore, shall be chosen.
proceed to reconsider it. If upon such If neither the warden nor ward clerk
reconsideration it shall be passed by shall be present, any legal voter in the
a two-thirds vote of the city council, ward may preside till a clerk,
It shall have thc same effect «s if pro tempore, shall be chOsen and
signed by the mayor. If not so re qualified.
The clerk shall record
turned, or in case of vacancy In the all the proceedings and certify the
office of mayor, when said law, act, votes given, and deliver over to his
ordinance, resolve or order be finally successor in offlee all such records
passed, the same shall be valid with and Journals together with all other
out approval.
documents and papers held by him in
Sect. 5. The executive powers of said capacity.
The Inhabitants of
said city generally, and the adminis each ward may choose two persons to
tration of police and health depart assist the warden in receiving and
ments, with ail the powers of select counting the votes.
men, except as modified by this act,
Special Election For Mayor
shall be vested ln the mayor and city
council. All the powers of establish
Sect. 10. After the organization of
ing watch and ward, now vested by the city government, and the qualifi
the laws ot the State in the Justices cation of a mayor, and when a quo
of the peace and municipal officers or rum of the city council shall be pre
inhabitants of towns, are vested lri the sent, said board, the mayor presiding,
mayor and city council so far as re shall proceed to choose a permanent
lates to said city; and they are au chairman, who, in the absence of the
thorized to unite the watch and police mayor, shall preside at all meetings of
departments Into one department and thc board, and iu case of any vacancy
establish suitable regulations for the ln the office of mayor, lie shall exer
government of the same. The oflcers cise all the powers, and perform all
of police shall be one chief, to be styled the duties of the ofllce, so long as such
the city marshal, and one deputy vacancy shall remain, and when the
marshal, and so many watchmen and mayor shall be absent from the city,
policemen as may, from time to time, or is prevented by sickness, or other
be appointed. All other powers now cause from attending to the duties of
or hereafter vested in the Inhabitants his office, shall possess- all rights and
Of said oity, arid all powers granted by powers of the mayor, during such ab
this act. as well as all powers relating sence or disability: he shall continue
to the fire department, shall be vested to have a vote ln the city council but
In the mayor and city council. The shall not have the veto power. The
bvaFfl ahatl keep a record of its pro city council, in the absence of the
ceedings, and jufiRri trf 'the election of mayor and permanent chairman, shall
its members^ and in c^se of vacancies, choose a president pro tempore, who
new elections shall hb ordered by thc shall txerc'se all the powers of a per
mayor and city council. A quorum for manent chairman.
the transaction of business shall con
Whenever by reason of death, re
sist of a majority thereof: all meet signation,
disqualification,
removal
ings of the city council shall he open from ofllce or any cause, a vacancy in
und public; and -the presiding officer thc city council shall occur, and if
shall have the power of moderator of such vacancy exists more than six
town meetings. At any meeting, when months prior to thc next regular city
any two members shall request it. election, the vacancy shall be filled
the votes shall be taken by yeas and for the remainder of the unexplred
nays, which vote shall be recorded by term by a special election which shall
the clerk.
be held in the ward from which such
vacancy occurs and the warrant for
Ward Divisions
Sect. 6. For election purposes said such election shall be issued by the
City shall be divided into seven wards, mayor.
The Mayer’s Appointments
tq contain, as near as conveniently
may be, an cquiil number of legal vo
Sect. 11. The mayor shall bl-annuters; and it shall be the doty of the ally, on the first Monday In January,
city council, once in ten years, and not or as soon thereafter as may be con
oftener than flve years, to review, and, venient, appoint for the ensuing term,
If it be needful, to alter said wards, In subject to confirmation by thc city
suoh manner as to preserve as nearly council, the following officers; a city
as may be, an equal number of voters clerk, a city treasurer, a chief of po
in each ward: All regular ward meet lice, who shall he styled the city mar
ings shall be notified and Called by shall, and who shall exercise all the
the mayor linu City council In the powers and perform all the duties of
manner provided in the laws of this a Constable: one overseer of the poor,
state, for notifying and calling town one assessor of taxes, a commissioner
meetings hy the selectmen of the sev of public works, a collector of taxes
eral towns.
and one or more city constables. All
said officers shall hold office for a
Sehoolbeard By Wards
Sect. 7. The mayor shall be elected term of two years subject, however,
from the citizens at large, by the In after a hearing, to removal at any
habitants of the city voting ln their time by the mayor, by and with
respective wqrds. One alderman, one thc consent of the city council for.In
member of the school board, a warden efficiency cr other cause. The com
and a ward clerk shall be elected by pensation cf al, officers shall be fixed
each ward, being residents In the ward by the city council. Ail moneys re
where elected. All- said officers shall ceived and collected for and on ac
be elected by ballot, by a plurality of count of the city by any offleer or
the votes given, and shall hold their agent thereof, shall forthwith be paid
office two years from the first Monday Into thc city treasury. The city coun
ln January, except as to wardens and cil shall take care that moneys shall
ward clerks, who shall hold their of not be paid from the treasury uhless

If you were given a tire for nothing and

it failed to deliver service you’d feel that

you’d been stung.
YOU WANT.

SERVICE IS WHAT

You want tires that run

on and on and on and make you forget
BUY DIAMOND

their very existence.

CORDS—there’s the service answer to
the tire question.

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CAMDEN AUTO SALES CO.
CAMDEN, MAINE
TeL 333

Ford Sales & Service

D i amottd

Hires
granted or appropriated: shall secure
a prompt and just accountability byrequiring bonds with sufficient penal
ties and sureties from al! persons
trusted with the receipt or custody of
the public money; shall have the care
and superintendence of the city public
buildings and the custody and man
agement of all city property, with
power to let or sell what may be le
gally let or sold, and to purchase in
the name of the city such real or per
sonal property as they deem of public
utility. And the city council shall, as
often as once a year, cause to be pub
lished, for the information of the in-,
habitants, an account of.receipts and
expenditures and a schedule of the |
city property, and no money shall be ■
paid from the city treasury unless the i
same lie appropriated by the city:
council and upon a warrant signed by I
the mayor, which warrant shall state |
the appropriation under which the
same is drawn.

ten o'clock a. m. on the first Monday
in January follow ing the regular city I
election. The members-elect shall be I
sworn to the faithful discharge of theii j
duties by a justice of the peace or the|
city clerk and a record made thereof. |
A majority of the whole number
elected shall be a quorum.
The superintending school commit- |
tee shall have all the pow-ers and per
form all the duties in regard to the
care and management of said public
schools of said city which are nowconferred and imposed upon the super
intending school committee by the
laws of this State, except as ofherwise
provided in this charter. They shall
annually, and whenever there is a va
cancy, elect a
superintendent of
schools for the current municipal year
who shall have the care and super
vision of said public schools
under
their direction and act as secretary of
tlieir board. Subject to the approval
of the city council they shall fix his
salary at the time of hls election which
Assessors and Overseers
shall not be increased during the year
Sect. 12. The term of office of each for which he is elected, except by the
assessor of taxes and overseer of the consent of the city council, and may at
poor in office at the time of the adop any time dismiss him if they deem it
tion of this charter shall continue for
proper and expedient. They shall an
the balance of the term to which he nually, as soon after the organization
Was elected, and until his successor is
of their board as practical, furnish to
appointed and qualified; at the ex
the city council for its approval a bud
piration of said term and annually
get estimate in detail of the several
thereafter, the mayor shall appoint,
sums required during the ensuing mu
subject to confirmation hy the city
nicipal year for the support of pulilic
council, an assessor of taxes and over
schools, and shall not increase the
seer of the poor who shall hold office
salaries of the superintendent and
for * term of three years unless sooner
teachers, or any other expenditures
removed under the provisions of this
beyond the amount specified in such
charter. If for any reason a vacancy
estimate as finally approved, except
occurs in the members of the board
by consent of the city council. No
of assessors or overseers of the poor,
member of the committee shall receive
the vacancy shall be filled forthwitir
any compensation for his services.
by the mayor subject to confirmation
All powers, obligations and duties
by the city council for the unexpired
in regard to said public schools, not
term. The assessors and overseers of j
conferred and imposed upon said com
the poor appointed as above pre- |
mittee hy fhe provisions of this act,
scribed shall exercise Ihe same powers
shall he and are hereby vested in the
and be subject to the same duties and
city council of said city.
liabilities that similar oflicers of the
Whenever from any cause a vacancy
several towns and cities in the state
in the superintending school commit
may exercise and may now or hereaf
tee shall occur, the city council by a
ter ire subject to under the laws of th<majority vote of all the members, shall
stute.
elect a rosident of the ward where the
Assistant Assessors
vacancy exists and the term of offlee
Sect. 13. The assessors of taxes of the member so elected shall con
shall execute and be subject to tlie tinue until the next election and until
same powers, duties and liabilities hls successor is elected and qualified.
that the assessors in the towns in this
Clerk To The Council
stute may exercise, and lie subjected io.
Sect. IS. The city clerk shall he the
Provided, however, that the mayor
may appoint one person in each clerk to the city council; he shall per
ward, whose duty it shall he to fur form such duties as shall lie pre
nish the assessors with all necessary scribed by the city council, and shall
information relative to persons and perform all thc duties and exercise all
property, taxable In his ward, and who the powers by law incumbent upon or
shall swear or affirm to faithfully per vested ln town clerks; he shall give
form his duty. All taxes shall be as notice In one of the papers printed in
sessed, apportioned and collected in the city, of the time and place of regu
the manner prescribed by the laws of lar ward meetings: but the place of
this state relative to town taxes; regular ward meetings, and also the
provided, however, that it
shall day and hour, when not fixed by law,
be lawful for the city council to es shall be determined by the city coun
tablish further and additional regula cil.
Citizens’ Meetings Authorized
tions and provisions for the collection
Sect. 1B. General meetings of the
thereof.
citizens, qualified to vote in city af
School Committee Powers
fairs, may from time to time, be held
Sect. 14. The superintending school
to consult upon thc public good; to in
committee shall consist of the mayor,
struct their representatives and to
president ex-officio, and the member
take all lawful measures to obtain re
elected from each ward by the quali
fied voters thereof. They shall hold dress of any grievances, according to
the right secured to thc people by the
office for a term of two years and until
constitution of this State; and sucli
their successors are elected and quali
meetings shall be duly warned by the
fied. The superintending school com
mayor and city council upon the requi
mittee shall meet for organization at
sition in writing, of thirty qualified
voters. The city clerk shall act as
clerk of such meeting and record the
proceedings upon the city records. «
(To be concluded in Saturday issue.)
Estate of Ellen F. Ayer

Amazing How
“Gets-K” Peels
Off Corns
Stop* All Hurting Instantly
It’s Just wonderful how ’’Gets It’’ ends corns
and callouses. Put a few drone of-“Gcts-It on
a hurting core and Presto! The pain stops at
once, forever. Soon the com loosens from tne
true flesh snd you just lift the corn off w ith the
Ongers root and all complete. Money back
goarantee. Coats but a trifle—everywhere.
Lawrence A Co., Mfr., Chicago.

B.

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
tbe sixteenth day of January, 1923, be was duly
rppelnted administrator, with the will annexed,
ot the estate of Ellen F. Ayer, late of Rockland
it- the County of Knox, deceased, and on Jan. uary 16th. 1923, was qualified to All said trust
by giving bond as tbe iaw directs
A’i persons having demands against tbe es
tate are desired to present tlie Same for sett.emrnt, and all indebted thereto are required
ta make payment Immediately to
RICHARD A RHODES.
(Portland, Maine
February 5, 1923
Feb 8-15-22

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.

Estate of Timothy Donohue
KNOX ('OUNTY. in Court of Probate held at
Rockland on tlie sixteenth day of January,
A. D 1923.
Mary A Donohue, Executrix on Ihc estate of
Timothy Donohue, laie of Owl’s Head, in said
County, deceased, having presented her first
and final account of administration of said
estale for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given. tlir;c
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
a newspujier published in Rockland, in saj<l
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
the twentie.il day of February next, and sIhav
cause, if any they have, why tlie said account
should not be jiitowed.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
A true copy,—Artest:
11 Tli-17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
«s
Eastern Standard Time
4
Trains Lemve Rockland

for

I

F Augusta,
A,
A {7.00 a. tn. 17.30a.m., tl.10p.ru.
Bangor A 17.00 a. m. 17.39 a.m., fl.lOp.m.
Bitli A J7.00 a. m., t7.3O a m.. fl.lOp m-.
t5 30 p. m.
Boston A $7.00 a. ra* 17.30 a. in.. 11. 10 p.m.
Brunswick A57.00 a. in., 17.30 a. m.. 11.Id
p. in . 15 30 p. in..
Lewiston. A§7.00 a. m.. 17.30a.m., 11.10 p m.
New York 11.10 p. ra.
Portland. A$7.00 a. m , t7.30a. in., 11.10 p.m.,
15 30 p ir..
Waterville A57.00 a tn..+7.30a.m. ii. 10p.m.
Woolwich. 57.00 a. ra., 17.30 a. m., fl.10 p.m.,
15.30 p. m.
1 Daily, except Sunday.
j Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.

I). C. DOUGLASS.
M. I.. HARRIS.
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger AgL

Eastern Steamship Ldne*, Inc.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
6.00 I’ M for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Friday!
at 5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays nt 5 00 A M ; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
Belfast 7 15 A M. ; Bucksport 9 00 A. M;
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M. for Boston and way
landings, due the following morning about
7.00 A M.

Estate of John H. Brix
KNOX COUNTY In (ourt of Probate held at
Rockland on thc sixteenth day of January,
A. I» 1923.
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
Frank B Miller, Executor on the estate of
BAR HARBOR LINE
John II Brix. late of Rockland, in said County,
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
deceased, having presorted liis first account
of administration of said estate for allow North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
ance :
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three bor 11 A. M.
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
a newspaiier published in Rockland, in said A. M. for Rockland and way landings.
County, that all person* interested, may attend
BLUE HILL LINE
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
Lqave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
-tlie twentlch day of February next, and show Dark
Harbor
Eggemoggin, South Brooksville
cause, if any they have, why the said account Sargentville. Deer
Isle, Brooklin, South Blueshould not be allowed.
hill,
due
Bluehlll
11.45 A M
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
Return—Leave Biuehiil Mondays at 8.00 A.
A true copy.—Artest:
M. for Rockland and way landings
ll-Th-17 HENRY II PAYSON’, Register.
At Boston connection Is made via the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
Estate of George Warren Smith
New
York and points South and West.
STATE OF MAINE
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
Portland-New York Freight Service
for said County of Knox, on the sixteenth d i\
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
of January, iu the year of our laird one thou New York is resumed from the New State
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
Pier, Portland. Me.
Through rates and direct track connection!
A Certain Instrument, purjiorting’to he the
last Will and Testament of George Warren with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
Smith, late of Rockport, in said County, hav roads
F. 8 SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland, Maine.
ing been presented for probate, and application
R. S SHERMAN, Agent, Rockland. Maine.
having been made that no bond be required of
the executor named in the will
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to a!’
persons interested by causing a copy of this
Vinalhaven & Rockland
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper publirfheu
Steamboat Co/
at Rockland, in said County, that they niav
appear at a Proba'ie Court to be held at
Rockland, in and for said County, on tne
The direct route between
twentieth day of February, A. D, 1923, at nine
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
they have, why the prayer of tlie peti'tioner
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLANO
should not be granted.
ADELBERT L MILES.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Judge of Probate.
(Subject to change without notice)
A true copy,—Artest:
11 Tli 17
HENRY II PAYSON. Register.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan's Island daily except Sundays
Estate of Boyd S. Condi n
at 5 39 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
STATE OF MAINE
Vinalhaven
and Rockland
Knox, ss.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.39 P M., for
At a Proba’e (’ourt held at Rockland iu and
Vinalhaven.
North Haven, Stonington, aud
for said County of Knox, oil the sixteenth day
of January, iu the year of our Lord one thou Swan's Island.
W. S WHITE,
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
General Manager.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
Rockland,
Maine,
Jan
’y 6, 1923.
Last Will and T.‘s:.tiiifnt ot Boyd s. Condon,
late of Kockkind, In said County, having been
presented for probate, and application having

Wl &WLU tfuL fivm:
ova Upson (fooa/id
wjuA&aduvdiMd
mi the Aatu/idaU’
* ' MJ
AWWUMd.
amd

Mmu, (or pwuAOJnd
difortnation.
Sh. ncw.tfu Jmm;Udntd jfaadvt amvma
vjoj&bowtds

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Rockland, Me.
ISK-Th-tf

A RELIABLE

COMMISSION HOUSE
DRESSED

CALVES

LIVE AND DRESSED
POULTRY

EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

PROMPT RETURNS

T.H. WHEELER CO.
93-101 Clinton Street

BOSTON

Estate of Sarah Abbott
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
January 16, 1923, ho was duly appointed
Guardian of the estate of Ba rail Abbott, ol
Thwuaston. In the (’ounty of Knox, aud on
January 29, 1323, was qualified to HU said
trust by giving bond as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the es
tate are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indeb.ed thereto are required to
make payment inunedtately to
W J. JAMESON,
Thomaston, Maine
January 29. 1923
Jan 25. Feb 18
•
Estate of Edna B. Moore
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
January 16, 1923, he was duly apixunted ad
ministrator of thc estate of Edna B Moore,
lute of Thomaston, in the County of Knox
deceased, and on this date was qualified to fill
said trust by giving bond as lhe kaw directs
All persons having demands against the es
tate are desired to present the same for settle
ment, mid all indeb;ed thereto are reijuired to
make payment immediately to
STANLEY R CUKHING.
Thomaston, Maine
January 16, 1923
Jan. 25, Fob 1-8

Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
reader* will see It.

heen made that no bond be required of the e\ecunor named in the will.
Ordered, that no.ice thereof be given to til
persons interested by causing a copy of Mils
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court tto be held at
Rockland, in and for said’ County, on the
twentieth day of February, A. I), 1923, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted.
ADELBERT L MILKS.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest.:
11 Th 17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Estate of Charles W. Graham
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said Coun.y of Knox, on the sixteenth day
of lanuiiry. in the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to ai!
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper putdished
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
'appe;ir at a Probate Court to be held at
Rockland, in and for said (’ounty, on the
twentiedi day of February, A. I), 1923, nt nine
o’clock In thc forenoon, and show cause, if Jtny
they have, why the prayer of the peMk’loner
should not be granted.
ADELBERT L MILKS,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy Art est:
ll-Th-17
HENRY Jl PAYSON, Reglsie*-.
Estate of Fred B. Robbins
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
For said Counity of Knox, on the sixteenth day
of January, in thc year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-ibree.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
las: Will and Testament of Fred B Robbins
lave ot Rockland, In said County, having been
presented for probate, and application having
been made that no bond be required of tlie
executor named in the will.
Ordered, that notiice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy of tills
Order to he published three weeks successively
iti The Courier-Gazette, a. newspaper published
at Rockland, in said (’ounty, that they niav
appear at a Probate Court to bo held at
Rockland, in and for said County, on the
iwen!loth day of February. A. I) , 1923, at nine
o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted.
ADELBERT L MILIkS,
Judge of Prolmte.
z\ true copy All est:
ll-Th-17 HENRY It PAYSON'. Register
Estate of Franklin B. Achorn
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss
At a Probate (’ourt held at Rockland in and
for said Couiuty of Knox, on the sixteenth day
of January, in the year of our Lord oile thou
sand nine l.undrol and twenty-three.
A Certain Instrument purporting to he the
last Will anil Tewtoment of Franklin B Achor'i,
late of Rockland, in said County, having bee 1
presented for probate, and application having
been made that no bond be required of the
executor named in the will.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to .ill
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks succwssively
in The Courier-Gazette, a nowspajier putbLishcd
at Rockland, in said (,’ounity, that they may
appear at a Probate (‘ourt to he held at
Rockland, in and for said County, on the
twenties Ii day of February, A. D, 1923, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, and^liow cause, if any
they have, why thc prayer ot the petitioner
should not be granted.
ADELBERT L MILER,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:
11 Tli 17
HENRY If PAYSON. Rcgis’er.
Estate of Henry 0. Allen
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court, held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, on ihe sixteenth day
of January, in tlie year Qf our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and twenty-tlirec.
A petition asking for the appointment of
Frank B. Miller as adniiirtotrator on thc estate
of Ifei.ry D Adieu, late of Thomaston, in said
County, having been presented
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to all
persons interested, hy causing a copy of this
Order to he published three weeks successively
in The Courier-Gazcrte. a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Prohato Court to be held at Bock
land, in said Couniy, on the twentieth day of
February, A D. 1923. at nine o’clock in thc
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner sliould not be
granted
ADELBERT L MILER.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Artest :
ll-Th-17
HENRY II PAYSON', Reg's, er
Estate of William W. Southard
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
At a Prolate Court held at ltocklund, in and
for said County of Knox, on the sixteenth <h«y
of January, in thc year of our Lord one thou
sand, nine hundred and twenty-three
A petition asking for the appointment of
Joshua N. Southard as Administrator on the
estate of William W. Southard, late of Rock
land, in said County, having heen presented.
Ordeied, that notice thereof be given to all
persons hr:erested, by causing a copy of tills
Ord?r to be published three weeks successively
in The Courier GazoMe, a newspaiier published
at Rockland, in s:rid County, that they may
appear at a Probate Count to be held at Rock
land. in said Coumy, o:i thc twentieth <Lay of
February, A D. 1923, at nine o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted
ADELBERT L MILER,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:
ll-TU-17

HENRY H. PAYSON, Register

Estate of Mary H. Allen
STATE OF MAINE
To the Honorable the Judge of the Probate
Court, in and for the County of Knox :
Respectfully represents Frank B Miller of
Rockland, in suld county of Knox, administrator
of the estate of Mary II Allen, late of Thom
aston, in said County, deceased, intestate, that
sai.l Ni.iry H Allen, at the time ot his deoeise

was the owner of certain Real Estate, witii
the buildings thereon, being an undivided half
part thereof, situate in said Thomaston, bound
ed and described as follows, to wit: Boginfiing at un iron holt driven into the ground
at tiie nortiieast corner of land of Charles
Rokes; thence N. E parallel witii tiie highway
135 feet to land of Frank W. Morse: thence S.
E ixirallol witii the hind of su4d Morse 299
U the '.and of said Morse; tlicii'-e N.. 12
feet to stake and stones; thence S. E to stake
and stones 33 feet ; 1 hence N E . 84 fed fo
the hind of said Morse: tlienee S. E parallel
with tlie land of said Morse 239 feet to the
land of said Morse; thence S 39 feet <o tho
land of said Rokes; thence W parallel by snid
Rokes' land 529 feet to the place of beginning
Title to the foregoing described premises wis
acquired by said intestate as widow of Henry
I). Allen, late of said Thomaston, deceas.d,
who acquired title to tlie whole of said prem
ises, one undivided half from Flora E. Nor
cross hy her warranty deed dated December 19,
1909, recorded in book 119, page 268; and the
other undivided half from Jennie I) Hahn by
her warranty deer’ dated February 2, 1899, re
corded in book 111, page 232, Knox Registry of
Deeds
That the detbfs of the deceased as
nearly as nan be ascertained, amount to $239
And the cii|*tnscs of sale and admin
istration to ................................................ $ 50
Amounting in all to ............................ $289
Tiiat tlie value of the Personal Estate is 099
That the Personal Eslate is therefore
Insufficient to pay the debts of tlie de
ceased. and expenses of sale and of ad
ministration, and it is necessary for that
pur.oosi to seH some part of the Real
Estate to raise the sum of..................... $2S0
That the residue would be greatly depreci
ated by a sale of any |>oriion thereof;
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he may
lie .icensed to sell and convey the whole of
said Real Estate at private sale for the pay
ment of said debts and expenses of sale and
of administration.
Dated this sixteenth day of January, A. D.
r.'j.;
FRANK B MILLER
KNOX COUNTY —
In Probate (’ourt. held at Rockland, on the
sixteenth day of January, 1923.
On the iretitlon a-foresa-id, Ordered, That
notice be given, by publishing a <*opy of said
petition, witii this order thereon, onoc a w.-ck
for three weeks successively, prior to the third
Tuesday of February tiext, in Tlie CourierGazette, a invwspaixr published in Rockki.’nl,
that all persons interested may attend at a
Court of Prolmte then to lie held in Rockland,
and show cause, if any, why the prayer of said
petition should not be granted
ADELBERT L MILER, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
11 Th 17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Refister.

Estate of Selina C. Bond
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate f’oui-t held at Rockland tn and
for said County of Knox, on the sixteenth day
of lanuury, A I). 1923
William C. Bond, administrator of the es
tate of Selina (’ Bond, liaving presented his
petition tlial the actual market value of so
much of the estate of Selina (’. Bond, late of
Roeklaud, in said County of Knox, as is sub
ject to the payment of the Suite Inheritance
Tax, the persons interested in the succession
thereto, and tlie amount of the tox thereon may
he determined hy the Judge of Probate:
Ordered, that notice thereof lie given to tho
Stale Assessors and all jiersons interested in
the succession to said property, hy cm using a
copy of this Order to be published oucc a
week, three weeks successively in Thc CourierGazette, a newspaper published at Rockland,
in said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, in and
for said County, on tlie 29th day of February,
A D. 1923, a*t nine o’clock In the forenoon,
and be heard in reference to tlie determination
of said tax or any question that may arise
in reference thereto.
ADE141ERT L. MELES.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Atlest :
ll-Th-17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register

Estate of William W. Anderson
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at
Rockland, on the sixteenth day of January,
A D 1923
Frank B. Miller. Trustee under the lust will
and testament of William W. Anderson, hete of
Thotnaston. iu said County, deecasod, having
presented his first .K-count of aduiiuhttra/Jou of
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
Ordered, That notice thereof be given owe
a week three weeks successively, In The Cour
ier-Gazette. printed In Rockland, In said Couuty,
that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court to
held at Roekliwid, on the
'twentieth day of February next, and show
cause, if any they have, why the said account
should not he allowed.
ADALBERT L. MILES. Judge
A true copy, - Attest :
HENRY H. PAYSON.
ll-Th-17
Register of Proba'ie.
Estate of Helen N. McCurdy
NOTICE
The suhsylber hereby gives notice that on
January 16, 1923, lie was duly appointed «’Xeeutor of the last will and testament of Helen
N McCurdy, late of Rockland, In the County
of Knox, deceased, wltb/Uft bond as the will
directs, and on this date was qualified to flil
said trust.
All persons having demands against the es
tate are desired to present the qume for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are required to
make payment lmmedi-atelv to
ARTHUR W McCVRDY,
Rockland, Maine.
January 16, 1923.
Jsn. 25, Feb 18
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The Ladies' Aid will meet at 1
o’clock Monday, for a knotting.
The ladies of the St. James Catholic
Society will hold a benefit whist party
at the home ot Mrs. B. F. Frye Mon
day evening. Feb. 12, at 8 o'clock
There will be attractive prizes and
home made candies will be served.
The
Mayflower Pythian
Sisters
Circle will meet with Mrs. Hattie
Hahn Friday evening. Feb. 9.
‘The High School orchestra have or
ganized and elected the follbwing of
ficers: President. Howard Beattie;
vice president, Arthur Risteen; secre
tary, Ruth Pillsbury: treasurer. Mary
Carter; librarian, John Creighton; di
rector and leader. Luther Clark.
Edward Andrews is at home from
Boston for a few days.
The Beta Alpha will meet Mondayevening with Miss Helen Carr, Elliot
street.
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
will serve a public supper Monday.
Feb. 12, at 6 o’clock in the vestry.
The menu will consist of baked beans,
cabbage salad, cake, pies and doughuts. Price 35 cents.
Don’t forget the basketball game in
Watts hall Saturday evening. Bow
doin College All Stars vs. Thomaston
A. A., also R. H. S. Boys vs. T. H. S.
Boys.
The Wesley Forum will meet in the
Methodist vestry Monday evening.
Supper will he served at 6 o'clock. .Rev
W. S. Rounds of Rockland will speak
on “Signs of the Time.”
Dr. C. H. Jameson was called pro
fessionally to Damariscotta today.
Owing to the extreme cold weather
the boiler burst at the High School
building, and consequently the pupils
are enjoying a week's vacation while
waiting for the necessary parts to
come from Boston.
The School Building Fund shows the
amount of $3,577.50 to date. The
committee wish to thank the following
list of contributors: Melvin A. Walter.
Harris S. Shaw, Miss Helen H. Taylor
Miss Rose Merrifield, Mrs. Martha Mc
Phail Carter, W. C. T. U.. Mrs. MaryJordan Harriman. Mrs. Caroline Morse
Thomas. William McNamara, Miss
Alice Jordan, Miss Emily Pease.

Miss Ruth E. Thomas, pianist, has
r-cw a class of pupils in Rockland.
The employes of Carleton. Pascal
Co., with several guests, held a veryenjoyable dance at Heal's hall on Tues
day evening.
Miss Gladys Dougherty of Thomas
ton was a weekend guest of her cousin,
Mrs. Earl Wilson.
Invitations have been issued for a
dancing party to be given in the K. of
P. halj on Friday evening by Dr. and
Mrs W. D. Barron. Mr. and Mi's. F.
H. Calder, Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Hutch
ins and Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Tewksbury.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will meet
in the church parlor Thursday after
noon with Mrs. Chas. C. Wood and
Mrs. Margaret Ames as hostesses.
Capt. John Husby was a recent vis
itor in town.
Frank C. Manning has returned from
Knox Hospital, Rockland, much im
proved after an operation for appen
dicitis.
Mrs. Helen U. Greene has returned
from a two weeks' visit in Portland.
Rev. H. I. Holt is ill at his home on
Elm street.
The Rockland Band gives a concert
Sunday- afternoon in the Opera House
with a silver collection.
Mrs. A. H. Jones and Mrs. G. K.
Mayo of itockland are "cousinlng” with
Mrs. E. E. Boynton and Mrs. Ella
Perry today.

Miss Jeanette Taylor was the Sun
day guest of her sister, who is board
ing at W. O. Hall's.
E. L. True and family have been
confined to the house for the past week
with the prevailing epidemic.
Like everybody else Mr. Stork has
been keeping an eye on the weather,
of late. Last Friday, being regarded as
a "pretty night,” he visited the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy, leav
ing them another fine husky boy as a
souvenir.
Miss Julia Harwood has returned to
school in Camden after a week at
tome.
Last Wednesday night a few gran
ges enjoyed a sleigh ride to South
Hope Grange, where E. X. Hobbs in
stalled their officers. A very pleasant
evening was spent and it was regret
ted that on account of so much sick
ness in the community there were so
few to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tuttle have closed
their house and are living with Mr.
"uttle's aunt, Mrs. Belle Wiley, in
Lincolnville.
J. B. Marriner and family, Albion
Allen. H. B. Coose. Elizabeth Bartlett,
Carrie Quinn and the Hardy family are
victims ot the grippe colds.
Eph. Baird and Miss Annie Baird
were guests at Henry Hart's. Sunday.
Mr. Pendleton of Lincolnville has
been a guest at Mrs. Eleanor Payson's
for a few days.
Raymond Hobbs Harwood
Raymond son ot Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
S. Harwood, died Jan. 28. A semi-in
valid nearly all his life, lie was the
constant companion of his mother and
much sympathy is felt for her as well
as the others of the family. He was
18 years and 3 months old and by his
cheerful ways and pleasant smile had
endeared himself to the neighbors and
frands who knew him best. Left to
mt urn their loss are his parents, a
sister, Julia, and grandmother. Serv
ices were held at the home last Tues
day, Rev. D. M. Griffiths officiating.
Burial was in Hope cemetery.

EAST UNION
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Farm
Bureau, will hold an all-day session at
the home of Mrs. James Dornan on
Tuesday, Feb. 13 and hope for a good
attendance for there will be work of
special Interest. Box lunch.
E. M. Stubbs was home from Rock
land over Sunday.
Clifford Wellman has had a radio
installed in his home.
Hollis Watts who cut his foot while
chopping wood at West Rockport, is at
home for a few da^f.
School closed last Friday with ap
propriate exercises. Several visitors
wefc present.
Knox Pomona Grange met with
Pioneer Saturday and in spite of the
unfavorable weather there was a good
attendance.
U. S. Wincapaw is at home from
Camden this week.
Mrs. J. W. Enright who spent sev
eral days with her sister, Mrs. Wilbur
Hilt recently, has returned to her
home in Jefferson.
People about here have harvested
their usual supply of ice.

UNION
Lloyd Maddocks iu working for Lenat
Erickson.
Bert Thurston, who has been visit
ing in Jefferson, has returned home.
J. L. Erickson is ill.
Ichabod Savage is at Rockland for
a few days to visit his son, E. I. Sav
age.
Ervin Powell of West Washington
v-as at Merle Robbins' recently.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hall of New
Harbor were at Ernest Light's Tuesday
on business.
Merle Robbins is working for Ray
Dan'orCh chopping
Perley Carl of Libby is at J. L. Erick
son's.
W. L. Knowlton, formerly of Rock
land, visited relatives in this place re
cently.
Mr. and Ifrs. Nathaniel Sherman are
visitors at the home of Wm. McLain,
West Appleton.
George W. Hall of New Harbor was
at hia»old home in this place recently
or. a business trip.
Ernest C. Light has secured employ
ment in Camden and will soon move
there.
Geo. W. Watson
Geo. W. Watson, formerly of Union,
died at the home ot his son George.
E. Watson. Somerville, Mass., Feb. 3.
The funeral was Tuesday. Feb. 6, in
terment in the family lot in Union.
The remains' were placed in the tomb
at Woodlawn cemetery temporarily.
Mr. Watson was 73 years old and for
many years was in the employ of the
W. E. Little Co. of Lynn. He was a
member ot Mystic Lodge, A. O. U. W..
Lynn, and the Sons of Maine, Somer
ville. He is survived by one son, Geo.
E. Watson, and two grandchildren,
Rosamond and Florence.

NORTH WASHINGTON
Bert E. Cunningham of West Libcity was a snowshoe visitor at his
brother's here Sunday. Some snow,
he says, across the Hannon plains.
Mrs. Ellen Cunningham is caring tor
Mrs. H. M. Lenfcst, for a few days.
School taught by Miss Minnie Cra
mcr dosed Tuesday. Miss Cramer lies
taught two terms here, and is well
liked by all her pupils.
The deep snow lias stopped all ltimbtring operations here except the B.
II Lincoln Co., Otis Jones manager.

ANNOUNCEMENT
I am still in the Jitney Business.
Both Carriage and Auto. Phone or
ders to 161-11 Main Street, or 123-3
residence, Bccchwoods Street.

J. H. FEYLER
THOMASTON, ME.

15-17

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

THE LAST LEAF

[For The Courier-Gazette 1
The leaves danced to tire music of a gentle
southern breeze,
Which lured them to their sprightly steps on
all the greenwood trees;
Tiras morning, it was summer, and skies above
were blue
And song birds caroled everywhere as if the
earth were new
The cordial which spring’s hand had poured
still pulsed thro’ every leaf.
And autumn seemed so far away, witli golden
fruit and sheaf.
But time sped on—no lapse it knew,—to stay
its flight was vain.
A red leaf fluttered to die ground: ’twas
autumn time again.
Soon roadside, park and forest had known die
Artist’s hand.
And such a wealth of color as was seen o’er
all the land!
The days passed, and each gust of wind its
sltowcr of leaves flung down,
A'ld by the path and stonewall lay the piles
of russet bYown.
One afternoon I climbed a hill, lu summer
dear to me.
And on tlie maple I beheld the last leaf on
the tree:
How like a specter of the past, close-w rapiaxl
in shroud of gray,
This tree seemed in the fading light of that
November day.
«

*

•

•

fluff typical of hunuin ftfc, which iu its time
of aiming
Fr.jajs Its prime, unmindful that tlie shorten
ing days will bring
Ti.e breaking of the pleasant group, the rend
ing of home ties
And blue, which cloudless bends above, give
way to gray-hued skies
And comes a mom when we shall know—it may
he you or me.—
That one is left; his comrades gone—the last
leaf on the tree
—Bernard Aubrey Pitman.
Appleton, Jau. 3U.__________________

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav

TROUBLED WITH WORMS
6IRL HtDTWO MRVULSIORS
Signs of worms In children arc: De
ranged stomach, swollen upper lip. of
fensive breath, hard and full stomach
with pains, pale (ace, eyes heavy,
twitching eyelids, itching of the nose,
dry cougi., grinding of the teeth, little
red points on tongue, starting during
sleep, with troublesome dreams, slow
fever. The safe method for ridding
the child of worms is to use Dr. True’s
Elixir.
Mrs. Harry A. Salley. Dover. Me..
writes: “My daughter has been trou
bled with worms, had two convulsions
and all the symptoms of worms. I be
gan to give her Dr. True's Elixir and
noticed a decided change for the bet
ter.” Always have handy a bottle ot
Dr. True's Elixir, the True Family
Laxative and Worm Expeller. 40c—
60c—$1.20.

Those small ads In The CourierSPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE Gazette are read by every body. That
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
is why they arc so popular and
Telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W effective.

FRANK O. HASKELL
CASH GROCERY
TELEPHONE 316
41 OCEAN STREET
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

AT HASKELL’S

Cash Prices for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
10c
60c
23c

Extra Large Grape Fruit, each
Extra Large Oranges, dozen . .
Eating Apples, 7 for.................

93c
38c
14c
. 8c
15c
.25c
.25c

Best All Round Flour, per bag........................................
Fresh Killed Chickens, 5 to 6 lbs. average, per pound
Smoked Shoulders, any size, per pound........................
Newly Corned Beef, per pound.............................. .. .
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, per pound..............................
Pork Roasts, pound............... 22c; Chops, pound . . .
Fresh Pork Liver, pound............ 10c; 3 pounds ....
Pure Lard
pound 16c

Sliced Bacon, pound................. .......... 38c
Hamburg Steak, 2 pounds . . . . .......... 25c

Fresh Eggs, per dozen.......................................... i. .. .......... 48c
Fancy Creamery Butter, per pound...........................
... 8c

Fine Granulated Sugar, per pound.......................
Granulated Meal, 10 pounds.....................................
Whole Head Rice, 4 pounds...................................
California Pea Beans, quart.............15c; peck
Yellow Eye Beans, quart............... 25c; peck ,

.. 25c
.. 25c
$1.00
.$1.80

Log Cabin Maple Syrup, can.....................................
Pancake Flour, package............ 18c; 3 packages
Graham Flour, 5 pound packages, each.................
Large Packages Rolled Oats, each...........................
2 pound Boxes Ribbon Candy, each.........................
Peanut Butter Kisses, per pound..............................

Snow Ball
Pop Corn
4 pkgs. 25c
Cape Cod
Cranberries
quart 20c
No. 9
Wash Boilers
each $2.50

Potatoes
peck 30c
bushel $1.15

3 packages
Anchor Dates
25c

50c
,50c
25c
50c
35c
20c

Baker’s Chocolate
Cake I 5c

Sun-Maid
Raisins

Bulk Cocoa
3 lbs. 25c

I 5 oz. pkgs. 18c
3 for 50c

Cream I artar
Compound
pound 20c
10 lb. cans $ 1.80
N. O. Molasses
gallon 60c

Seeded or Seedless
Oysters
jar 40c
Finnan Haddie
lb. 15c

Pure Cider Vinegar
gallon 40c

Boneless Herring
pound 25c

Corn Flakes
4 pkgs. 25c

Bloaters
each 5c

SAME PRICES ON OTHER GOODS AS LAST WEEK

Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE

CEMETERY WORK
Mam Street

THOMASTON, MAINE
iO-tf

INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SLAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest the First of Each Month
119-tf

Pierre Cartier's

jtfs

Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey
Build

up

a

reserve power to

withstand cold and exposure.

Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.
Pleasant to take and harmless.

FOR SALE BY

C.W. SHELDON,
Rockland
WHITNEY 4 BRACKETT. Thom'tn
BOYNTON'S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Good Drug Stores
16-t-XIay 3

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
KUNL

BOB 'LOW

T>EY5

A.

HEAP O' SUFFERIN' GWINE
ON T>ESE
PEY

FOLKS

HAHI> TIMES, EN

xSHO

IS------ SOAAE.

JfcS' CAINT

USETER

GWIWE

GIT

'DOUT

SILK SHIRTS EN AUTOMOBULS

GepyrffchL 1921 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate

WARREN
Edward Payson has completed his
duties as clerk at Pelley's grocery
store.
Mrs. Nelson Moore and daughter
Frances entertained guests at a party
Thursday of last week. Refreshments
were served.
The Masonic Lodge was inspected by
District Deputy Ralph P. Lewis at the
Monday meeting. Two new members
were received into the order, Albert
Anderson and Andrew Wilson.
Mrs. Forrest Spear and Mrs. W. H.
Robinson were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. McKeliar Tuesday.
Larry Feyler of Providence, R. I.,
was called home Saturday by the fatal
illness of his mother.
Mrs. Lillian Cunningham spent Tues
day in Rockland.
George Starrett ot Pleasantville
Road is working as clerk for P. D.
Starrett.
Mrs. Winnie Jones is acting as nurse

Every-Other-Day

a’ the home ot Ralph Robin-son.
Miss M. Grace Walker is a guest this
week of Mrs. William White in Walaoboro.
Harry Robinson took up his position
as postmaster Monday morning.
Lewis Tolman who underwent a se
rious operation in a Salem hospital two
weeks ago has made rapid recovery
and hopes to leave the hospital this
week.
The Union High School will present
the drama entitled "Safety First," in
the Town hall. Warren, next Friday
night. There will be a dance in Glover
hall after the play. The proceeds is
to be divided between Warren and
Union High Schools.
On Tuesday the “Quiet Four" hud a
jolly day at the home of Mrs. W. >1.
Stetson. The day was slightly marred
by ore of the four being on a semi
diet (?), another, missing a car, and a
part ot the dinner beng torgotten. The
guests were Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts of
Bockland. Mrs. Walter Swift. Thomas
ton, and Mrs. Chas. Webb, Warren. •

WALDOBORO
E. C. Teague, who was home tor
the weekend, returned to Augusta
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. W. F. B. Feyler was in Rock
land Thursday.
F. A. Genthner of Portland was in
town last week.
Mrs. Theresa Keene has returned
from Thomaston where she has been
for several weeks.
The O. E. S. sewing circle met with
Mrs. W. tl. Labe this week. Next
week's meeting will be held with Mrs.
Fred Eugley, Feb. 14.
William Grant has been in Augusta
this week.
Miss Grace Walker of Warren is the
guest ot Mrs. W. A. White.
H. B. Fales of Rockland was in town
Monday.
Miss Josephine Storer and Miss
Maribn Storer have returned to Prov
idence, R. 1.
Mrs. Fred N. Oliver and Mrs. John
Purnheimer were in Rockland Tuesclt y.
H R. Smilh and Henry P. Mason at
tended Probate Court at Wiscasset
Tuesday.
Miss N. M. Coliison, formerly of this
place, underwent a serious operation
at Knox Hospital, Rockland, last Sat
urday. Her many friends wish her a
speedy recovery.
• • • •
Twenty-two members and guests of
the Woman's Club met in the Library
Tuesday afternoon where Dr. George
Il Coombs addressed them on his work
as Director ot Social Hygiene In the
Public Health department ot Maine.
Dr. Coombs’ talk was both impressive
and entertaining. He dwelt in some
detail on his trips to the northern part
tf the State in connection with his
work. The long drives through the
snow to the lumber camps of the Great
Northern Paper Co. were described so
tcaustically that for the moment the
listeners were transported to the big
woods. He also told of the work as
carried on through the State, telling
in a pleasing manner of his visits
among the islands. At the close ot his
talk, Dr. Coombs showed the line pict
ure. “The Gift ot Life.” on his portable
motion picture machine that he has
carried with him in his work during
the past year. The doctor was given a
using vote ot thanks at the close of
the meeting in appreciation of his
kindness in giving the Club so inter
esting an afternoon. The next week's
inciting will he held with the presi
dent. Mrs. F. A. Hovey at ,her home on
Main street.
Warm Your Blood
A poet lias said that “the owl for all his
feathers was a-cold ” Some people for all their
wiapa arc a-cold whenever they are out-ofdocri- even in normal winter wea-ther.
1. is plain that they need the warmth there
is in pure, rich, red blood, which roaches
through artery and vein, from head to foot all
over the body. They could be told by many
people, from experience, that to have this good
blood they should take Hood's Sarsaparilla
This great medicine has really made it possi
ble for many men and women, boys and girls,
to enjoy cold weather and resist the attacks of
disease
It gives the right kind of warmth,
sl'muiates and strengthens at the same time
and its benefits are as lasting as those of any
tonic possibly can be.
If there is biliousness or constipation, which
eften occurs as a result of the torpifying effect
of cold. Hood's Pills may be taken. They are
perfectly compatible with Hood's Sarsaparilla,
ar.d are gentle and thorough.

The Store Where You Save Money
Everything advertised in our adver- i Milk, fresh, sweet, per quart ............. 8c
tisement of Jan. 18 remains the same Strictly Fresh Nearby Farmer Eggs,
dozen ..................................................... 47c
low prices except the articles below
Country Butter, lb................................ 45c
which changed slightly in price:
Creamery Butter, new, fresh,'made in
Maine, lb............................................... 58c
Pot Roast, lb.......................... 15c and 18c
Round Steak, lb.......................................22c
Top Round Steak, lb............................ 30c Compound Lard, lb............................... 13c
Boneless Corned Beef, lb............ 12c. 15c Swift's Jewel Compound Lard, none
better, lb............................................... 16c
Hamburg Steak, nice and lean, 2
pounds .................................................... 25c Swift's Jewel Compound. 8 lb. pails,
each .................................................... $1.30
Pig’s Liver, fresh, 3 lbs........................... 25c
Fat Salt Pork, lb...................................... 17c i Swift's Pure Lard, lb........................... 16c
Pork Roast, very lean, lb......................19c
Pork Chops, middle cuts, lb............... 21c Yellow Eye Beans, very fancy, from
Swift's Premium Ham, sliced to fry
Vermont, quart .................................. 18c
lb..................................................................35c Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, pkg.... 15c
Smoked Shoulders, lb. ..4................ 14c Large Package Quaker Rolled Oats 25c
Baker’s Chocolate, cake ...................... 15c
Bulk Cocoa, 4 lbs...................................... 25c
Granulated Sugar is higher.
Finnan Haddie, lb. .............................. 12c
Pop Corn, every kernel pops, V/z
Pure Cider Vinegar, gallon ..................35c
pounds ................................................... 25c
Crumbled Korn Kakes, 5 lb. box ....... 45c Galvanized Iron Wash Tubs, No. 1 55c
Candy of ail kinds, 2 lbs.......................35c Galvanized Iron Tub, No. A, each. 40c
Bloaters, large size, fine quality, 7
5 gallon Oil Can, galvanized iron, full
for ........................................................... 25c
of oil, the whole thing only....... $1.75
Pink Salmon, 2 cans ............................ 25c Galvanized Iron Coal Hod large size 50c
Royal Baking Powder, largo can .. .38c Smoked Hams, weighing from 10 to
medium can ........................................ 20c
14 pounds each, skinned, nice, lb.... 18c
New Seeded Raisins, pkg....................15c j Boneless Cottage Hams, lb.................18c
New Prunes, lb........................................ 15c
Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple, large
We have a lot of odds and ends of
can ......................................................... 30c
mixed Salt Fish to clean up, while
Bulk Rolled Oats, 6 lbs........................ 25c
they last, per lb..................................... 3c
Granulated Meal, 8 lbs..........................25c Tongues and Cheeks, 5 lbs................ 25c
Large Spanish Onions, 4 lbs..............25c
We have bought an odd lot of For
Luxf 2 pkgs. .............................................15c
Rinso, pkg.......... 5c; 22 pkgs............$1.00 mosa Oolong Tea (we tried it and it is
very good) while it lasts 4 lbs..........$1.00
(Will refund money if not satisfactory)
visTt’our’booth at the
FOOD FAIR

Before you buy your weekly supply
Special Demonstration and Sale of
of greeeries be sure and look over our
SUNSHINE BISCUITS
advertisement ef Jan. 18, and eave
Tak-hom-a Biscuit 5c pkg. 4 pkgs. 19c money by trading with us.
Animal Crackers, 5c pkg., 6 pkgs. 28c
Philopena Sugar Wafers, pkg........... 10c
3 pkgs...................................................... 25c
Perfetto Sugar Wafers 10c; 3 pkgs. 25c
Assorted Sugar Wafers, pkg............... 19c
3 pkgs........ ............................................. 50c
Sunshine Specialties (Fancy Assorted
Biscuit in one pound boxes) 35c box
3 boxes .............................................. $1.00
C OuAUT//iEATS«?(jEp(?ERIES
Sunshine Biscuits (nice assortment
in one pound package) ..........24c pkg.
t
3 pkgs..................................................... 65c
Saltines (full can about 4!>2 lbs.) lb. 18c
Cream Lunch (full can about 5 lbs.)
petind .................................................... 14c
At 4 o’clock every afternoon we will
give away 250 .amples of Rinso, Life
buoy Soap and Lux. Be sure to get
yours.

ARRS
ASH amp
MARKET

S.

nj|jjr

WOMEN WANTED
Cut Fish Department

DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.
Inquire Mr. Small.

Telephone 851-W.
1C-17

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep eur second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; alto ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

18-tf

FRIENDSHIP

FOR SALE

Mertland Simmons went to Portland
Monday, where he will join the freight
One quarter of Rankin Block, section occuer Eva Wooster, substituting tor llar, plod by Pendleton Drug Store, with tenements
lar.d Wallace, who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burnham. Mrs. | on second and third floors. For further parEthel Davis and Jack Frisbie of Thom i ticulars inquire of E. J. HELLIER Telephone
13-14-16-17
aston were Sunday guests of Mr. and • 43-3.
Mrs. Van Collamore.
A surprise parly ot more than 40
men, women and children trooped in
on Mrs. Jennie Chadwick Thursday.
" here a very enjoyable evening was
spent. Refreshments were served.
Elwin Cooper of Tpgus is s|x-nding
a few days here with his family at the
Advertisements In this column not to exceed
; three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 time®
home of Elder Samuel Clark.
’
for
50 ceuts Additional lines 5 cents each
Wilma Cushman. Evelyn, Goldie and
i for c”.e t»me, 10 cents 3 times. Six words make
Lutille Burns three of our smart young ' a line
misses w ho are al tending Thomaston
High School, walked home Saturday, a
Lost and Found
distance of 12 miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Jameson have
LOST—Lower part of (’rocker fountain pen.
been .‘-.pending two weeks with Mr. and 1 Will finder please leave ut THIS OFFICE
_ _________________________ 17* It
Mrs. Foster Jameson in Waldoboro.
LOST—Wednesday, in Woolworth s store. purse
Mr. Stebbins ot Massachusetts has
•
containing
sum of motivy. Reward Return to
beer conducting evangelistic meetings
i 0 I' It I EK GAZETTE_____________
16»1H
at the Goose River school house.
LOST Pair of men’s tortoise shell glasses
James Simmons of Ixing Island came
with gold nose piece. Reward if returned to
to the mainland where he can be near , I : RANKIN STREET_________________ 16*18
a doctor as he is in feeble health. He
LOST—Bob-tailed tiger cat. four white paws,
and his daughter Lettie are occupying white under neck. FREDERICK WALTZ. . 165
rroms in Mrs. Jennie Chadwick’s rent i Broadway. Tel. 392-81.
15-tf
over Rome Collamore’s store

in Everybody's Coll

Miscellaneous

Wanted
WANTED—Girl for general housework
14
MYRTLE ST . City Tel. 73-5.
17-lt
WANTED 4’liambennald at WINDSOR HO
TEL. Cit> Tel 164-W
17-tf
WANTED—One mor^ man right away to
hiior.strate FuMer Brushes in nearby terriorv. See or Write H. P. MacALiMAN. Rockland.

$400 SECURES 100-ACRE FARM Horses,
tools. 100 bushels potatoes. 10 hu. apples, lo
tons hay. harnesses, full implements thrown in;
you would enjoy living in this beautiful fertile
district, only 1% miles depot: schools, church
es stores; level fields, 8-cow pasture; big 7room house. 36-ft barn. To settle affairs $1700
takes all. only $400 needed Details page 70
16*18
Ulus. Catalog Firm Bargains 160 pages
WANTED—Waitress, at the' Bee Hive Cafe,
Copy free STRUCT FARM AGENCY, 284 D.
Limeroek street.
8-tf
G . Water St. Augusta. Me
17-It
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, mal®
NOTICE
This Is to notify all persons concerned th.it and female. Highest prices oaid. JOHN 8.
after this date I shall pay no bills contracted RANLETT, Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14.
In niy wife, Alice Boardman
WANTED«*-Sniall farm; describe buildings
(Signed)
WALTER E. BOARDMAN
location and price. RALPH MILLER, 80 School
Feb 8. 1923.
17* It
street, Gardner, Mass.
12*23
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT Mrs John T
Berry of this city will represent the agency of
the •'Universal” Guaranteed Brand of Food
Flavors and Extracts. No better products on
the market. All parties wishing those products
FOR SALE—Correspondence Law Course of
can call In person at 15 Grace Street, or phone
458
Goods will be delivered if necessary. American Extension University, worth $299,
CHARLES V RUSS, Mfgr., 602 Main St . Rock wil; sell for $50. Transferable to buyer with
3 \ears to complete course. A. P. RICHARD
land. Me
15-25
SON. 399 Main St. RoeklatMl.
17-22
"FIRE mTn
AND
BRAKEMEN Beginners
$150 $25U monthly, no strike (which position?)
FOR SALE—'Male white Eskimo dog, 2 years
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 15*29
o.rl, pedigreed; child’s pet. 111 PLEASANT ST.
16-18
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of Tel 293-W
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
FOR SALE—Cottage on Hatborn’s Point.
NEWS CO , 664 Congress St. This will con Price reasonable Enquire of F. L. MALONEY,
venience many who want to get the paper reg South Cushing. Maine
16*18
ularly
13-tf
FOR SALE—New milch cow, 4 years old.
PALMER ENGINES—32 different models, 2 Will sell at reasonable price. A. BLOCK. Tel.
to 75 H. P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty. Thomaston 169-13.
16*18
Medium duty and high speed types. Also ac
FOR SALE—New bungalow at the Creek on
cessories and parts
Send for catalogue.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland. Main street. Th-miaston Also fully equipped
shoe repairing shop and dwelling with garage
Me.
12-37
on Green street, Thomaston Will sell the shop
PICTURE FRAMING—I carry a nice line «f with or without tools Easy Terms. CHAS. E.
Mouldings and can fill all orders promptly and NIEMI, Green St., Thomaston, Me 14*Th-29
at reasonable prices EDWIN H. MAXCY over
FOR SALE—Nickel-in-the-slot player piano.
Payson’s Store, at the Brook.________ 10*17
DANIEL MUNRO, Rockland, 105 Limeroek St
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods a; Tel
423-W
16*18
the Rockland nair Store, 336 Main St. Malt
FOR SALE—Bargains iu second-hand upright
orders solicited HBLEX C RHODES 18tf
pianos, recently tuned and regulated by factory
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY,” a verj expert Standard makes, ih perfect condition,
handy 106 page book compiled by R. B. Fill $190 to $150. Sold on easy payments MAINE
more, gives :ho offlcinl history of tbe county MUSK’ CO.
16-18
and a i»age or so Is devoted to each of the
FOR SALE—House and lot at 45 Grove St ,
towns and two plantations Sent by mail to
any address on receipt of 59c. Address R. 3 formerly occupied by D. L. SkCartey. Inquire
15-tf
of C M HAF
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.
HARRINGTON
142-tf
FOR SALE Farm in Warren threek mil’s
THE INDEPENDENT (Skownegan) Reporter from Thomaston. 93 acres, new barn, good l1^
ia oc Ml® at J. F. CARVER'S. Rockland
story house, farm all stocked. 3 cows, 1 heifer.
ati-tf
I |mir horses. 59 hens, 1.999 cord wood and
some lumber KNOX REAL ESTATE (X)., 29V
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and Main St. Tel 376-M.
15-tf
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring it In and let us print you cards lu lateat
FOR SALE—A lighting system 6 h. p. Bull
size THE COURIRR-GAZETTE
dog engine, 3 h p generator. 3-fay 60 cycle
119 voifs switclhlmard. repostat, 54 jars, shaft
and belt. Reason for selling, Gounected up
Eggs and Chicks
with electric power. For further infomwtloii
apply to W. F. McLAUGHLIN, Tenant’s Har
bor
14-19
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos.
STCDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE, 283 Main
Street, Rockland
10-tf

For Sale

FOR SALE—A home. Inquire al PEOPLE'S
LAUNDRY, Limeroek Street.
5-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand bolleTs,
19 to 69 h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops/
bolsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel

FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks
Pure bred S. C R. I. Reds; 3d in State egg
laying contest 1929. Eggs for hatching W. A.
RIPLEY. Rockland. Tel. 594-W
8tf
FOR SALE—Jersey Black Giant (Cockerels).
Pure Bred, breeding stock, $19.99 each. Big
gest, best, most profitable i«»ultry iu America-trios $25 99. Eggs for batching $5 99 per set
ting. AI/DERBRODK POCI71RY FARM. Free
port, Ma inc__________________
15*17
FOR SALE—The Magic coal burning Brood
er—deperuLble, gas proof apd self regulating
W. A. RIPLEY, agent for Knox and Lincoln
Counties. Tel. 594-W., Rockland. Me. 159-tf

DO YOU EARN
$1,000 A MONTH?
Are you satisfied with your pres
ent income? Would you like to es
tablish yourself in an interesting,*
profitable business?

The Largest Real Estate

Organization On Earth
is in need of a representative in
Rockland. Other men in the same
capacity are earning big money.
One man in a single month earned
$1150. Another received $1595 for
one month’s work. Neither of these
men had any experience before en
tering our organization. Applicants
must own auto and furnish giltedged references. For details apply
at once.

E. A. STROUT FARM
AGENCY, INC.
262 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mats.
16-17

lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phone
576 R

To Let
TO LET—Fbur furnished rooms, convenient
kbeben, at 27 Pacific St. Inquire of L.
BUI WER. 39 Park Street
17 *
TO LET—Apartment* six rooms and bath
eotiplclely furnished, at 78 MASONIC ST
(ail 413 or inquire at above address. Rent
reasonable.
16-tf
TO LET—A little gem of a five room fur
nish (I apartment. Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply to R. U. COLLPNS, 375 Main
Street, Rockland. Maine.
15-tf
TO LET 6 -room tenement; balb, electric
lights, gas and garage, at 37 f'amden street.
Apply to MRS THOMAS, 276 Main St Tol.
[51.________________________________ 19 tf
TO LET—'Store wtili cemented basement at
275 Main St. Tel. 242-4, or apply at 89 Park
S;.
4*17
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
155*tf

TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
street—on car line. R. K. SNOW, Tel. 490 or
7J-R.__
___ __________________ 148-tf
| TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel. 665-2.
________ _______________________ 145-tf
TO LET—Nine-room tenement; good loca
tion
L. F. CHASE, i5 Middle Street. Tel.
665-2.__________________________ 128-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, sfovee,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry. clean room. Terms reasonable.
J R. Flye 221 Mam St.. Rockland.
45*

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Metter,
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Know the tremendous pullling power of Courier-Gazette

7
I
Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 8, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

MICKir. SAYS

ta Social Circles
ln addition to peraonal notea recording de
rturea and arrlrala, the department especially
alter Information nt aoclal happenings, par
ties, musicals, etc. Motes sent hy mall or
telephone *111 he gladly received.

i

TELEPHONE ............................................

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
ON SALE IN OUR BASEMENT DEPARTMENT

The open meeting of the Shakespeare
Society, which was to have been held
with Mrs. George W. Smith next Mon
day night, will be held instead at the
home of Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt.

Miss Jessie Crawford of Thomaston j
will conduct the New Catechism lesson !
on the IT. S. Constitution for the Worn- I
an’s Educational Club Feb. 16. "Who
wns the President of the Constitutional
Convention? What made the Consti
tution necessary?” The preamble to
the Constitution will be given in unison I
from memory for opening. Catechisms '
for five cents may be bought from the
officers. Remember the solid reading.
A happy evening of auction was
spent with Mrs. Frances Bicknell at
her home on Summer, street Tuesday
by a group of young people. The prize '
fell to Miss Edna Wheeler, Mrs. Athleen I
McRae and Mrs. Bernice Freeman.

THURSDAY
FEB. 8

SATURDAY
FEB. 10

FRIDAY
FEB. 9

• -wam ernes

IN KNOX COUNTY?

viow ah' tush, '

AU' Evl'WBOCM ¥2>
y -VOQ3A W, D'.OJtx EhlEW. HOW26 ,
WCND
AUU
EAfiK
AH' UOLU&R., "VEX TVE
VA.VECL DO

ODD COATS AND SUITS FROM OUR STREET
FLOOR STOCK
1
1

1
1
1
4

3
1
1
1
1
1

Navy Velour Coat with fur collar, size 36, originally $35........
Long Black Plush Coat, size 43, originally $35.............
Short Black Plush Coat, size 16, originally $25. ............................
Long Black Plush Coat, Opossum collar, size 40, originally $40.
Brown Beaver Plush Coat, size 38, originally $50............................
Women's Coats with fur collars, sizes 38 to 42, originally $35.00,
$39.50 ..................................... ................................................... .................
Herringbone Tweed, brown and green, plaid back, Opossum
collars, sizes 10, 12 and 14, originally $25....................................
Navy Velour Coat, size 43, originally $29.50 .......................................
Lot of ten Coats, misses' and women’s sizes, priced at $10.00,
$1250 and $15.C0.
Navy Velour Suit, Moleskin collar, size 18, originally $35..........
Navy Velour Suit, Moleskin collar, size 40, originally $35..........
Brown Tweed Suit, size 18, originally $39.50

$15.00

r
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

Saturday P. M.

RADIO SUPPUES

C. L RAY

•E M P I R Et

PA R K

COMEDY

TRAVELOGUE

My Choice

Signature .

Signature .

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
ARCADE, ROCKLAND

JuVwroC

Mews of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Growing Steadily Worse In
Knox County.
Penobscot Bay—I he BodMcLain School
well’s Strenuous Work.

CLASS 29—M. E. CHURCH

—IN—

My Choice

The mark down sale at the C. M
souvenir. That experience is only one
of the many we hope to lake up witli Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great
the children that "nothing unrelated
bargains.—adv.
15-tf.
Is.”

$1000
$15.00

THE ICE EMBARGO

"WHILE
JUSTICE WAITS”

(WOMAN)

“POVERTY OF RICHES”
LIONEL BARRYMORE
—IN—

“JIM THE PENMAN"
TARZAN
COMEDY

There will also be a Bal

lot Box at the Fair.

FEB. 1S£-1T

AMONG THE SCHOOLS

HEWETT’S

BEAUTY CONTEST

(MAN)

Boxes at Fuller-Cobb-Davis or W. O. Hewett Co. stores.

$15.00
$15.00
$15 00
$15.00
$15.00

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
COOKED FOOD SALE

BEAUTY CONTEST

Mark your choice and mail to Food Fair Beauty Committee or drop in Contest

GARMENTS LISTED BELOW

"Conditions grow' steadily worse.”
said Agent Healey of the Vinalhaven
j & Rockland Steamboat Co., speaking
I of the ice conditions in Penobscot Bay.
At the next meeting of the Woman’s
Educational Club much interest will !
The Gov. Bodwell is bucking her way
up from Swan’s Island this morning
(•enter around the discussion of the :
17-lt
as the jzaper goes to press. Yester
retention of the direct primary law.,
day she left Itockland at 8.40, made
which is so much before the public at
present. The feature was planned for sickness. The latter, whose birthday Vinalhaven and landed her passengers,
last Friday’s meeting, but because of it was, felt obliged to celebrate it at mail and some freight about I wo miles
illness and bad weatljer had to be home, nursing a severe cold. She re off Stonington on the ice. The same
postponed. The discussion will be led ceived a rial surprise, however, when process was repeated at Swans Island
Conditions are extremely had and
by Mrs. Charles A. Creighton, Mrs. at 1G.45 p. m. she heard familiar voices
Richard O. Elliot, .Mrs. Blanche Ells beneath her window, singing “I hope lhe boat finds considerable difficulty
worth and Mrs, W. H. Armstrong.
you live to be a hundred," and Mrs. in making any progress as there is lit
tie or no open water in either bay. She
Moran added, "When dreams come
The Rubinstein Club met with Mrs. true.” She was presented with a dainty is expected here shortly after noon if
Clara D. Rounds last Friday presenting lunch and a pretty rug as gifts from she has good luck. Conditions here in
ti e following excellent program to an the club, with best wishestfor a speedy the harbor tend to make a landing dif
ficult. The able little craft and her
attendance of 42 members:
recovery.
plucky crew are doing all possible to
Sketches:
keep a semblance of communication
Manna-Zurca
The
Chapin
Class
will
meet
this
•latnes H Rogers
between the main and the islands.
' evening at 7.30, with Miss Ellen
Kurt Schindler
Capt. D. L. Haskell of the I. T
Read by Miss Erskine Cochrane, Union street.
Morse is acting as pilot on the PhitaSelections by Mana-Zucra
Vocal trio. "Top o' the Morning”
c'elphfa & Reading’s big tug German
F. A. Thorndike, who has been seri
Mrs. Veazie, Mrs. Lachance, Miss Jones
Contralto, "The Big Brown Bear" Mra. S;orer ously ill for the past two weeks, ls town as she batters her way to Bar
Harbor today to get one of the comSoprano, "Mother Dear"
Helen Lachance (guest) now on the mending hand, thougfi it I any’s barges there. One of the tow
Miss Lamb will be several weeks before he will be boat officers said that wihen the boat
Rogers: "Valse Caprice"
Contralto, "Star"
out again.
was at the hreakwiater yesterday
"At Parting”
Mrs Storer
Mezzo "The Tittle for Making Songd Has
powerful glass failed to show any open
Capt. R. L. Dobbins of the steamship water. A local coal man, who lias seen
Come"
Miss Harrington
Contralto, ' The Captain"
Agwlsea, Ward Line 3. S. Co., New many battles witli the ice, says then
"Love-note"
York, is home on a trip’s vacation, af more ice in the hay today than at any
'"War"
Miss Jones ter an absence of 17 months in south- time during the famous ice embargoes
Schindler, "The Dove”
ern waters.
of 1902 and of 1919, though it is not
Mrs. Veazie, Mrs Lachance. Miss Jones
L"fl hand arrangement of Sextet from Lu
quite as heavy.
cia for piano by Lcschetizky Mrs. Bay
Suucess crowned the efforts of the
The next club meeting will be at Mrs. Universalist men in putting on their
SOUTH HOPE
Berry's, Grove street, to be devoted en circle supper last night. More than
tirely to chorus rehearsal of the "Gol ’40 were served, and the sum of $43
The farmers are harvesting their ice
den Prince.” On account of the Food v as cleared. Much favorable comment
Fair, "Child-guest Day" has been post war given the generalship of II. H. this week, and report a rather poor
poned to the following date of iheeting. Payson, who was commander-in-chief. quality.
Several from here attended Pomona
March 2, when the regular program of Ralph B. Loring made some prize cof
that date will be presented at 2.30 with fee which went far toward making lhe Grange at East Union Saturday.
Mrs. Chloe Mil's is home from Hope,
chorus rehearsal. The young guests supper successful. A lack of waiters
are invited to a specially adapted pro- was easily overcome hy drafting sev where she has teen caring for Mrs
liaiph Pearce.
grr
at 4 o'clock at the Universalist eral from the crowd.
Barbara Mank has returned to her
Vestry.
Miss Helen Gregory was operated home in Warren after visiting a week
Mrs. F. D. Healey and granddaugh upon for appendicitis at Silsby Hos with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
ter Virginia have returned from sev pital yesterday, and was this morning II. E. Mank.
Miss Winona Go vid of East Union is
eral weeks’ visit with Mrs. Healey’s reported as resting comfortably.
the guest of he grandfather, W. A
daughters in Rocky Hill, Conn.
Miriam Sewing Circle will meet with Mank.
Among those cot fined to the house
The Six Happy Hearts met - with Mrs. Florence Nye, 23 Holmes street,
with bad colds ai d grippe are Mrs
Mary Bird, Maple street, Monday. Friday afternoon.
F. I,. Payson. W. B. Fish, Mrs. I.oren
The time was pleasantly spent with
Bowley and C. B. Taylor.
sewing and games. Buffet lunch was
Mrs. Frances Bicknell gave a de
Leo Howard of Lockland was calling
served.
lightful auction and tea at her Sum on friends and relatives Sunday.
mer street home Tuesday afternoon.
F. L. Payson is having 4i radio in
Fully 125 congenial persons sat down Prizes were awarded thus: Mrs.
stalled in his house.
to the tallies of. the First Baptist Arthur Lindsey, Maderia doily; Mrs.
Ernest Lermond and Leland Well
church circle last evening and dis John I. Snow, silk shirt, and Mrs.
mar. of the U. S. army, who are sta
cussed a supper of surpassing excel Frank A. Tirrell, Coty’s powder. Mrs.
lence. The housekeepers responsible B. B. Smith and Mrs. C. F. French as tioned at Fort Williams, Portland
have been home on a five-day furlough
for the success of the occasion were sisted in serving.
Lyman Fogler attended the orchard
Mrs. Edna Leach, Mrs. Louise Ingra
school at Union the past week.
ham, Miss Alice Erskine, Mrs. Lettie
Mr. and Mrs. Karl O’Brien enter
Mrs. Fred Merrifield is visiting her
Whitten, Mrs. Albert Gay, Mrs. Ran tained at three tables of auction Mon
brother, H. E. Woster.
dall, Mrs. Hurry Rising, Mrs. Ernest day evening, prizes being won by Mrs.
Raymond Woster of Camden ha
Butler, Mrs. Alvin Carter, Mrs. Oetch- Geo. Roberts and J. A. Jameson.
been in town for the past two weeks.
••11, Miss Eleanor Griffith, Miss Edwina
Officers of South Hope Grange were
Gypson.
Albert Grover, who has been in the Installed at the last meeting. Install
Silsby hospital for the past two,weeks, ing oflicer Everett Hobbs of Hope
Penobscot Camp-Fire Girls held their is convalescing at home.
Grange. A number of the Hope Grange
council fire at the home of Mary Syl
members were present.
vester, Camden street, Monday. The
One of the season’s largest social
ceremonial took place at 4.30 when events was the auction party held on
Evangeline Garnett, Mary Sylvester the fourth floor of the W. O. Hewett
and Virginia Bisbee received the de Co. store yesterday under the auspices
gree of Woodgatherer, under their ce of the Chapin class of the Universalist
remonial names of Wetamachek, Sah- church. There were 21 tables, with 84
xvah, and Nyoda. A delicious supper players, and souvenirs were awarded
Complete line of Parts for the man
was served by the two housekeepers. thus: Mrs. Margaret Proctor, Mrs. Hes
who wants to build his own set.
Marion Clarke was the guest of the ter Chase, Mrs. Atlileen McRae, Mrs.
Advice and assistance rendered.
evening.
Augusta Wright, Mrs. McLoud, Mrs.
Helen Perry. Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Mrs.
PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT
Mrs. B. P. Browne, who substituted Maud Eaton, Mrs. Elonia Tuttle and
as choral director of the First Bap Mrs. A. H. Jones. Buffet lunch was
tist choir following the accident to served. The committee in charge of
Mrs. Copping, who had served in that the affair comprised Miss Ada Perry,
Telephone 535-W or 700
capacity with great acceptance for the chairman; Mrs. Ethel Campbell, Mrs.
past year, has now been chosen per Ann Gay Butler, Mrs. Grace Veazie,
Th-ll»17
manently to
the
position.
Mrs. Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker, ‘Mrs. Edith
Browne, besides being a soprano Wimmer, Mrs. Carol Colson, Mrs. Car
soloist of high merit, has received a rie Davis and Miss Polly Crockett.
musical education that admirably
equips her for the position of director.
Limeroek Valley Pomona will meet
Matinee 2 P. M. 10c, 17c
She was a pupil of Miss Florence with Pleasant Valley Grange Saturday.
Evening, 6:15, 8:30, 10c, 22c
Mecum in Everett, Mass., and later of AH members of Pleasant Valley Grange
Special Feature & Prices Thursday
John O. Shea and R. M. Taylor of Bos who are not asked to furnish will
TODAY
ton. with whom she studied musical please lake either sweet food or
theory and conducting. Afterward she l.ickies.
A Gem of Screen Art
served as chorus director of the Y. W.
"CARNIVAL"
C. A. and as organist of churches in
All-Star Cast
Bath and Bangor, which positions
A First National Attraction
called also for the skill of a conductor.
“HABIT "—with
The Baptist church is fortunate in
MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN
having in its membership a musician |
2-Reel Western
Matinee, 2 P. M. 10c, 17c
so gifted. Mrs. Browne is a member
‘‘RIDIN’ THROUGH”
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c
of and a frequent solo singer in the
Adults, 17c, 28c. Children, 10c
Special Prices Thursday & Friday
Rubinstein Club, one of Rockland's
oldest und most ambitious musical or
FRIDAY
TODAY AND FRIDAY
ganizations. of which Mrs. Copping is
HERBERT
RAWLINSON
the president,
The Season’s Sensational Screen
—IN—
Surprise
‘‘DON’T
SHOOT”
Mrs. John O’Sullivan who under
"WHO ARE
KATHERINE McDONALD
went a serious operation at Silsby
—IN—
MY PARENTS?"
Hospital a fortnight ago, is making
“HER SOCIAL VALUE”
satisfactory recovery.
Vibrant) Dynamic!! Appealing!!!
Comedy Feature
Matinee, 28c. Evening, 28c, 35c
The S. S. Club met with Mrs. J. D.
SATURDAY
Shepherd Tuesday evening, an Italian
SATURDAY
VIVIAN MARTIN
supper. supplemented
by assorted
. —IN—
DUSTIN FARNUM
cakes and coffee comprised the menu.
Sixty-three was played until 10.30, the
champions, Mrs. J. W. Oliver and Mrs.
Charles Wade, winning every game
but one. Two of the members, Mrs.
Forrest Maker and Mrs. Maurice.
Moran, were absent on account of

WHO IS 'IHE HANDSOMEST MAN AND WOMAN

'Mewtxi ‘soiACTutvia oogwcr.
2>C
EH. O\ts ABOtX CMS 6
j-VUEVA -AeWASVt VOCA.L

770

The Country Club's winter program
had a cruel Interdiction laid upon It
hy the heavy snows which made ac
cess to the clubhouse almost impossi
ble. Since the dance of Dec. 15 the
place has practically been closed, but
now the house committee announces
resumption of social activities on Feb.
22 when ladies’ and gentlemen's sup
per and auction will take place, the
committee of which Mrs. M. E. \Votton is chairman to be in charge. There
is plenty of time for members to mako
reservations and yet it is well not to
put off that necessary piece of. busi
ness. Telephone 669-W. The enter
tainment schedule will be continued hs
originally announced and the house
committee will work in at extra inter
vals to be announced the five omitted
evenings.
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Pupils in Grade 8A are having a
neatness contest in order to make their
room more attractive. By vote of tlie
class, aisles 6 and 3 did the best work
for the week.
The February deco
rations are to be in charge of Mary
Sylvester and Madeline Buhler. Tlie
pine cone border is the good work of
Ethel Rackliffe and Marion Clark,
Helen Kirkpatrick, Evelyn Perry and
Estelle Hall did the Slate of Maine
seal.
For a month past the morning exer
cises have covered poems, songs, and
sketches over the State of Maine
Friday during the reading hour of the
room 2.30 to 3.30, the best’of these will
be given as a State of Maine program
Parents and friends are invited.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE—MORE GIFTSMORE MUSIC

PROGRAM OF EVENTS

MONDAY EVENING
ROCKLAND CQNCERT BAND, HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS
There will lie given away to the first 200 ladies entering 100
“Tall Cans” of Campbell’s Baked Beans and 100 loaves of "Star
light” Bread. In addition several “flashes” or surprise pack
ages will be presented. 1 lave your envelope promptly at the
sample booth.
.
*______

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
60 i-pound packages "Three Crow” Soda, 100 trial packages
Tost Toasties, and 100 trial packages of Instant Postum will he
given to the first 250 ladies entering. Watch envelopes for
flashes.
HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA

« • • •

» • • •

PARK THEATRE

100 loaves “Starlight” Bread and some extra special flashes
are to be given away. Ladies are urged to come early and get
envelopes. Watch out for the Black Cats today.
HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA

THURSDAY EVENING
SMOKED PEARL MINSTRELS
R. IL S. BOYS’ GLEE CLUB
ROCKLAND CONCERT BAND
ioo full size packages of Force and 200 trial packages of Scott
Co. tea and special premiums will be given out. Come early.

* » ♦ •

Arlene Chaples and Margaret Law
rence have charge of the morning ex
ercises In Grade 8C from February to
March. Short drills and sketches of
the lives of Lincoln and Washington
are to he given each morning.
• * • •
The new group captains for Grade
7A are Edward Barnard, Dorothy
Eaton, Tony Gatti, Ruth Lawrence,
Raymond Pendleton and Clifford Syl
vester.
Group E. is in charge of the morning
exercises on Tuesdays and Fridays, of
this month. "Loyalty” is the subject
of the morning talke.
Norma Hutchinson of Group D. Is the
marshal.
Through the kindness of George
Wbod. the devotional exercises last
Friday included two hymns by the
Trinity Choir. Two double Victrola
records with selections from Dickens'
Christmas Carol, were also greatly
enjoyed and afterward presented lo
Ute school.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

WEDNESDAY EVENING
R. II. S. GIRLS’ GLEE CLUR

« • • •

-

FRIDAY AFTERNOON
THIS IS POSTUM D'AY—Hundreds of packages of Instant
Postum, Post Toasties and Grape Nuts will be given away.
Novelty Dancing at 3 o’clock.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
FRIDAY EVENING
100 full pound cans of “Three Crow” Coffee and 100 full
size packages of Post Toasties will be given to the first 200 ladies
entering. Special gifts, too.—R. H. S. Chorus and Rockland
Concert Band.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
SATURDAY EVENING
Grand Confetti Carnival.—Dancing 9.30.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Community Ball, Novelty Prize Dances, 7.30-9.00, Beautiful
Balloon Dance, Contest results announced. Biggest Dance of
the season—All come.
There will be no confusion at the entrance—Envelopes will
he given at the door and awartls can be obtained at booth named
inside envelope. Season tickets from students $2.00, afternoons
15 cents; evenings 25 cents. For the Athletic Field.

Tyler School
Grade 2 has dramatized the "Three
Goats Gruff." In the grade last week
three-fourths of the pupils had 100
per cent in their written Spelling.
They have begun a new contest for
February to see which one will get the
most stars on their hatchets. They
have also cut out a border of cherrjes
for the blackboard.
The Grade 4 is using red hearts with
silver stars for this month’s arithmetic
calendars. The girls are one step
ahead of the boys on their ladder for
"Being on Time."
’
Grace Street School
Last week the kindergarten children
enjoyed a trip to a blacksmith shop,
ilt so impressed them to see for them
selves the actual work of a blacksmith
(and how essential it is to have one.
, that since then the morning talk, story
[ hour, and even play periods are filled
; with talk along that line. The kinderjgarten room was turned into a black
smith ehop and the children carried on
, the work with substitutes for the real
articles. When enthusiasm and im
agination work together results are
most satisfactory.
A group of large boys and girls could
’ not have shown more interest then the
20 small youngsters on their visit. Mr.
Smalley, the blacksmith, explained
about the different tools used! The
questions asked were many and varied,
but his answers proved satisfactory,
i The children nsked if the might then
sing their Blacksmith song which they
had already learned and Mr. Smalley
gave each one a horseshoe nail as a

A well known New York critic com
menting oil Hie William Fox special.
"Who Arc My Parents?” at the Park
today iinil Friday, characterized the
picture ns one pf the finest and most
timely films of the day. "It appeals
lo everyone,” he said. “It appeals to
children because there are a lot of chil
dren in the play, and their frolics nat
urally amuse those of their tender age.
It appeals to the grown-ups because
it deals with a very vital problem in
eur everyday life—the disposition of
a certain type of woman to give the
| lap dog the front seat in the home, carjing nothing for children. Mr. Fox is
performing a great public service and
should be congratulated and com
mended for his work."
If the fortune teller were to be called
in lo forecast whether or not Dustin
Farnum’s latest picture. "While Jus
tice Wails,” will be a success or not
when it appears at the Park Theatre
next Saturday, all he lias to do is to
h ok at the cyst. One look at this list
cf illustrious players will convince the
seer that the picture is certain to be a
success. Among the noted names in
Hie cast is that of Irene Rich, who
I lays opposite the star, and Frankie
Lee, the child actor remembered in
"The Miracle Man.”—adv.

Samples to the ladies—R. II. S. Orchestra.

Crescent Street School
Those who were not absent or tardy
from Grades 3 and 4 for this month,
were Norman Barbour, Linwood Alyward, Myra Flagg, Mary Escorsio,
Merton Haskell, Freeland Huntley,
James Huntley, Elizabeth Raekliff.
Sherwood Sprowl, Kenneth Colby.
Most stars in Grade 3 in spelling:
Elizabeth Raekliff. Doris Blackman.
Everett Aden, Angelo Escorsio, Mary
Escorsio and Marion Mullen.

PORT CLYDE

ROCKLAND CONCERT BAND
MORE BEANS—100 tall cans of Campbell’s best with tomato
sauce, also 100 trial packages of Grape Nuts.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
BAKED BEAN DAY—100 tall cans of Campliell’s Beans and
100 trial packages of H. O. Cereals to be presented.

Gee Kee, Grade 6, has brought the
class a Chinese lily which came from
his native land.
The group studying Spain and
Portugal has divided itself into two
divisions, led by Pearl Cohen, Edward
Allen and Phillip Dondis.
David Knowlton brought a hunch of
pussy willows to school last week..
The class is very grateful to Miss
Bartlett, the librarian, for the help
that she gives them in obtaining valu
able reading material.

In spite of the fact, that the day se
lected for entertaining Knox Pomona,
hade fair to finish a regular blizzard,
about 100 loyal patrons wended their
way towards Pioneer Grange hall in
East Union, where they found glowing
fires, and tlie ever welcome hand, that
is alway extended there. The degree
was conferred upon 30 candidates in
the forenoon, the usual good dinner
was served, and when the Grange was
called to order in the afternoon they
had for the first number the song serv
ice, which is so pleasing and enjoyable
to all. F. P. Washburn, Commissioner
of Agriculture*, was present with hls
pictures to illustrate an excellent lec
ture. The balance of program was
carried out as the lecturer had planned
kt. Mrs. May Robbins acted as lecturer
pro tern, the regular officer being ab
sent on account of sickness. Tlie
patrons closed the meeting feeling w’ell
paid for the time spent, and very
grateful for clear skies on the home
trip.
• • » •
Pleasant Valley Grange at the
Highlands will entertain Limeroek
Pomona next Saturday and as it is
understood hy all that the patrons who
attend will furnish a picnic supper—
the ladies in charge, request that each
one provide his or her 4>art, as quite a
delegation is expected.

The young folks are enjoying the
roller skating in the K. of P. hall
Tuesday and Friday evenings.
Mrs. Charles Brown and children ar
rived Monday from Portland and are
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Davies on Hupper's Island.
Jiarry Lowell had the misfortune to
cut his hand quite badly while work
ing in the woods.
Mrs. William Bobbins remains quite
ill.
Mrs. Leah Davis was in Portland for
the weekend.
Mrs. Alice Marshall sppnt a few
days in Itockland recently.
Tlie icp houses in this vicinity are
being filled.
Mr. Fenny, connected with the new
flsh business, lias moved his family
from l.iverpool. Nova Scotia Into Mary
Brennan’s house.

TUESDAY EVENING
R. H. S. BOYS’ GLEE CLUB
ROCKLAND CONCERT BAND
100 loaves of “Starlight" Cakes and several special gifts at
the door.

The pupils of Grade 8B are delighted
with the piano, which a friend of the
school has presented to them for use
during the remainder of the year.
Hon. O. Gardner has subscribed for
Nature Magazine” for tile Grade.
This is a wonderful publication of val
uable information regarding plant and
animal life, and is very much appreci
ated by this school.
Parker Young’s arguments were
voted'to he the best in the informal
history discussion last Friday. The
subject was a comparison of the Draft
Law of 1861 and the Draft Law of
1917. 8B holds an informal history
discussion each Friday afternoon and
visitors arp always welcome.

OUR GRANGE CORNER

SPECIAL

FEATURES

MUSEUM OF MYSTERY AND OCCULT SCIENCE
Prof. C. Braganza—Oriental American Mystic and Crystal
Gazer—One of America’s Foremost Life Readers and Advisers.
Madam M. Melbourne of Philadelphia—Trance Medium
and Clairvoyant—Has been the Mecca of Philadelphians in all
walks of life for years.
Madam Naumsuit—famous Palmist, who has read thous
ands in and around Boston.
DON’T MISS THEM
Eskimo Dogs—full northern equipment—will drive through
streets—Lecturer from MacMillan Expedition.
Wonderful Glass Blowers.
•Smoked Pearl Minstrels.
Novelty Dancing Friday afternoon and Saturday evening.

THOUSANDS OE PREMIUMS
Great Electrical display—Every available booth space taken
'—Restful IceCream Pavillion—Cake and Mrs. Thurlow’s Ices—
Confetti Carnival Saturday night.

BIG

COMMUNITY

BALL

MONDAY EVENING
Novelty Dancing 7.30-9.00.
BALLOON DANCE
FOR THE ATHLETIC FIELD

EMPIRE THEATRE
What can lhe motion picture provide
in place of stage color? That Is a
question largely answered in the spec
tacular production of "Carnival," which
will lie shown at the Empire Theatre
today. The devices employed claim
chief attention. The coippunion feat
ure brings beautiful Mildred Harris
Chaplin in an absorbing picture "Hab
it.” which is highly dramatic and en
tertaining.
Friday, Herbert Rawlinson in "Don't
Shoot,” a breezy western story and
Katherine McDonald, the American
Beauty in "Her Social Value.”
Saturday's big feature is Lionel Bar
rymore in the ever popular story, "Jim
the Penman." Vivian Martin in "The
Poverty of Riches,’ a comedy, and Tar
zan complete the program.—adv.

DONSON
Th* Reliable and Satisfactory

Psychic and Spiritual

MEDIUM
Can be consulted every Tuesday and
; Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
I APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W

lM*tt
FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS

59c

/&»«-

75c
$1.00
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
313-315 Main Street,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

IStf
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York. After a rough passage home- j
ward, 1 was glad to be back in America
• once more.
e«~e**e*«e**e~e-*e«’e~e*-e~e~v
That winter, in 1856, my brother
And Its Four Sons, Born On a Farm, Who Unaided I David and his wife, and Francis and
His wife, were living in Hoboken.
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles
Since my throat continued to be
I troublesome, I went to Florida for the
winter and up to Welaka on the
St. John River above Palatka. There
(By Benjamin F. Smifh of Warrenton Park)
; was plenty of game: ducks on the river
[Confined From Preceding Issue] I finished. That done, as I intended to and deer and wild turkey in the timmake quite a long stay in Paris I se- berland. Meeting with some other
THE PIONEERS
cured a room at No. 22 rue Mazagran, northern men,—Savery cf MasaaehuVIII.
not far from the Porte Saint Martin,
d i'.. ■. of New Hampshire,—
Taking the painting with me. I sail-I and made myself as comfortable as I hail some good hunting.
I returned to New York, and later in
ed from East Boston for Liverpool on possible, although I was far from well.
, ,,
.
...
.e ,
Paris with its novel sights appealed to the summer Joined my brother and
ihe Cunard s,de-wheel steamer Africa, I
bu( tbf Ma].ph weather w;ls verv
wi nt down to Rnekland for a visit to
on the thirteenth day of Februarj -, Inclement, so much so that during the | father and mother. That fall and win1855. The voyage across the ocean .day 1 kept much In my room, but went | ter 1 continued to canvass Boston for

A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS

Every-Other-Day

SEEING WASHINGTON
Observant Owl’s Header Finds

Thomaston Stone in Wash
ington Monument.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
really had intended 'to contribute
to your columns regularly, but have
sort of neglected for some few weeks,
I want to say first that I do’not think
1 really ever fully realized how valu
able the old “C.-G.” was until I came
away from Maine. My wife sends me
each copy and 1 enjoy reading each
aud every item. Fpon reading neighor Godfrey’s Waterman's Beach items
appears that some snow has fallen
there, not to mention Rockland.
One day recently It wus very cloudy,
as It had been fur two weeks, anil there
was a chill in the air. Everyone said
a blizzard was coming." I felt un
easy as I had left my rubber boots
hack home. However. I retired and
concluded to take what came. Next
morning I awoke and sure enough we'd
iiad a blizzard—three inches of snow.
By 3 o’clock in the afternoon it had
about all disappeared. This is the sec
ond “blizzard" I have seen so far this
wintey. The other one was about two
irches of snow.
Since writing to you last I have vis
ited several important places, one of
which is Washington monument, which
s a shaft of white marble rising to a
icight of 555 feet 5*,i inches and is
55 feet at the base and 34 feet at the
top. The-walls are 15 feet thick at the
base and 18 inches at the top of shaft.
The facing is of pure white marble,
from Maryland, the interior backing
s of gneiss and New England granite.
A stairway of 900 steps leads to the
top. where the eight port-openings or
windows, from which I obtained a
wonderful view of the city and the
Potomac River, as well as the "Blue
Ridge Mountains of Virginia."

The People’s Company
is doing ihe people's work
Central Maine Power Company.has been able
to develop 50,000 horse power—and stands ready
to develop more as needed—because Maine people'
have used the Company as an instrument for great

industrial good.
Started by a few Maine men, the Company
now has the financial backing of more than 9,000

Maine people.

These people are using their money and their
influence to make Maine one of the strong, sound,
busy industrial states of the East.
Send for a naw cir

cular

which

tella

what tha Comaany ia

doing

and

why

preferred stock

pood

inveatment

ita

it a
lor

These people continue to stand behind the
Company—they know it is an honest Maine insti
tution, owned and managed by Maine people, work
ing steadily for Maine’s good.

Maine people.
The cornerstone was laid July 4, 1848.
The topmost stone in the pyramid was
Dec. 6, 1884. An electric elevator
more developed
and
carried passengers free of charge to
the top of the shaft. I rode up in
the
of 6,800 horse
tending to walk down but upon arriv
ing at the top and learning there were
00 steps to "dear old mother earth” I
—give
an opportunity to pur
‘Last Days of Daniel Webster at Marshfield”—From the Painting Made for the Smith Brothers by Joseph Ames decided to return by elevator. Howver as I descended the shaft my eyes
And Engraved in Paris in 1856. Copies of the Engraving Arc to Be Found in Many Homes Throughout These Parts
chase some
the new
7
r/.ught
the
words:
"Thomaston.
Maine," so I decided to walk up to
was very tempestuous, seas running 'out at evening to dine in some restau- the steer-plate that was being engrav- that point, which was on the eighth
price is
a share—the
is
mountain high. The 3000-ton side- j rant, and then enjoyed the novelty of ed in London During the winter of landing, or 100 feet up. The walls or
; walking through, the different pas- 1837. the New York view was finished inside backing contains granite blocks
wheel steamer of that day seemed at
sages so brilliantly lighted, and visit- and the printing done f>y W. H. Me f:cm different States, cities and fra
times almost engulfed, but after a
ing the little shops so attractive and Queen, of London, the printed copies tei nal organizations. Stone Number 54
sixteen days’ voyage, it arrived in
so well sheltered fron| the inclement were sent over, and the following was the one I had noticed on my way
Liverpool on March 3.
spring they were delivered to the sub uown and I at last found It among al!
I at once proceeded to London, took weather outside.
Going to the French theaters in- scrihers. It proved very satisfactory the others. The inscription on this
a room at Queen’s Hotel. St. Martin’s
terested me very much. Not under-. and is today considered the best view block is "From the Home of Knox, by
le Grande, and immediately went to
standing the language. 1 engaged a ever published of New York City, as Citizens of Thomaston, Jtlaine.”
bed. my exhaustion from the voyage
Tiiis -monument is a wonderful pie-e
French
teacher, pnil
made such it looked at that time.
having irritated my throat,—a trouble
of engineering and it is said that dur
progress as 1 could, although it was 1
«...
to whioh I hod long been a victim
slow. What helped me to understand i David and Mr. Sam Parmelee, his ing all the work on the enormous shaft
After about a week. I was up and
the spoken words was to go frequently I partner in the enterprise, continued i not three-eighths of an inch deflection
about and went to see a play nt Drury
into the shops where 1 could see on j vigorous canvass for the Webster en has been foupd. However, solid as it
Lane Theater. This was at a time in
Maine
the plate-glass windows "Ici on parle | graving ail over the principal cities of is. it cannot resist the heat of the sun.
the midst of the Crimean War. in
pouring on its southern side on a
anglais:-."
Then
the
shopgirl
in
at-'.the
country,
while
I
canvassed
Boston
which England. France, arid Austria
tendance would help m out as I After many delays the engraving was midsummer’s day without a slight
were fighting Russia. When the cut tain
herding. This is rendered perceptible
dropped at the end of the first act, the stumbled along. til ing to ]>ronounc" finished and printed by McQueen. The hy means of a copper wire about 175
the French words and sentences.
I organized effort to deliver copies to
stage manager came out in front, held
• • • •
some twenty-five hundred subscribers feet long suspended in the center of
up his hand, and said. "I have to an
As {ime went on and the spring days i was begun about two weeks before the shaft. It has a plummet attached to
nounce to this audience that news has
the lower end and hangs in a vessel of
been received in London that Emperor became brighter and warmer I im- great panic of 1157, which swooped water. At noo.1 on a very hot sunny
proved in health and could enjoy much ' down over the country, causing the
Nicholas of Russia died today at one
PEG O’ MY HEART
of what I saw. Visiting the Louvre i failure of more than fifty of the promi- Cay the apex, is shifted, hy expansion
■ Rockland will be enabled to enjoy this
ROCKPORT
o'clock." The whole house was hush
with its galli-riis of paintings and , nent business houses ol Boston. Corn- ■f the stone,, a few hundredths of an
I poignant, heart-stirring, whimsical per
ed for the moment, then the orchestra
inch
to
the
north.
High
winds
and
Famous Stage Success To Be Shown On formance next week when It comes to
treasures of art gave me new pleas- j ing as it did in the midst of the destruck up “God Save the Queen."
Mrs Anna Grinnell of Camden was
delicate
vibrations
of
the
crust
of
the
Park Theatre Screen-Next Week.
ures. Then on a pleasant afternoon livery of the engraving to subscribers
1 ihe Park Theatre for Thursday and
Taking the Webster painting with
the guest of Mrs. Charles Ingraham
about four or five o’clock I would walk! the panic proved a calamity to that earth are also registered by it.
When the news was first published j Friday.
me, I went to. Mottram. the engraver,
I have also spent several hours in Monday.
up the Chami s-EIvsi s, the fashion- i enterprise, and not much more than
This story of Peg and Jerry, of Eng
that “Peg O’ My Heart,” .1. Hartley
a typical Englishman, with hair well
able promenade Thbre 1 had the first half i.f the original subscriptions were the Smithsonian Institute, the Con
Mrs. Herbert Clough w.o has been Manners' famous stage success, would land and Ireland and the O’Connels and
sprinkled with gray, looking like the
cessional Library and the oyster
be pieturized by Metro, with Laurette ; Chicheskers and Kingsworths, has had
artist he was. He was pleased with sight of the b"iutiful Empress Eu-lever received, leaving a net profit houses along the Potomac River. Las: quite ill is convalescing.
Taylor making her screen debut in the CSO8 stage performances in the United
tbe artistic appearance of tlie paint genie, riding in an open imperial car-, when alf cysts and deductions were Surday I visited Christ Church, which
Mrs. Harold Fish and infant daugh role which has endeared her to hun States. Nor has its popularity been
ri.ige with her maid of honor, out to; made, of only 51260. Tile father of
ing and said that it would make an ef
the Bois de Boulogne
Often about President emeritus Eliot of Harvard George Washington attended, and his ter Eleanor Rosalie returned Sunday dreds of thousands of theatregoers, de limited to this country. England, Au
fective engraving. After discussing
live o’clock Napoleon lil., the Emperor, | a wealthy man. owned stock in the family pew is just as it was left by from the Silsby Hospital, Rockland i light was expressed everywhere.
stralia, New Zealand. South Africa,
detailR, he agreed to put the work in
them. This church is in Alexandria, anil are at the home of Mrs. Fish's
Under the direction of King Vidor, j India. Hawaii, Italy, Czhecho-Slovakia
hand at once and explained why the would come up the avenue, riding with I jobbing house of Charles N. Mills & Va. I think the “Va.” means “very an- parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Grotton.
his aids, a distinguished looking-man. Co., which failed; he was declared by
with a supporting cast of high abilities, i anil Paris have also seen and enjoyed
engraving of the Boston view hail been
Mrs. William PhilhroOk Is confined and with Michael, the canine actress ! it. The production of the photoplay
with Ills heavy light-hrown mustache creditors to hc a general partner. It lienl," as the streets, or some at least,
delayed. I left him and went to the
are paved with cobble stones, anjl the to her home by illness.
and
the
bearing
of
a,
cavalry
general
took
every
dollar
of
his
property,
and
with the masculine name, playing her by Metro epables all these Peg fans
American Embassy. .limes Buchanan
old curbing is worn down nearly to
Mrs. Walter Carroll returned Mon accustomed part,- Laurette Taylor has to see the original Peg portray the
— The Famous Nephew of His Uncle." , he died soon thereafter
was then American Minister to Greats
the
street
level.
However,
it
is
a
very
day
from
Quincy,
Mass.,
where
she
as he was often styled. Once, while ' The chills and fever which had clung
finished her work before the camera. rjle, in addition to introducing this
Britain, and his secretary gave me a
walking near the Bourse or Stock Ex- to me for more than two years, under interesting old city, I found. I counted was a guest of relatives. She was ac The result, advance reports indicate, pictured bit of loveliness and charm to
card to visit the House of Lords, which
39
churches
and
47
eating
rooms
within
companied
home
by
Mrs.
Frederick
1 was very desirous of doing. Going change, I saw an open carriage ap- l mining my health, resulted in a con a radius of a mile and a half, and no Richards, who will be the guest of her is a photoplay even more interesting those to whom it has hitherto been
proaching, and in it was Napoleon III. gestive chill, so that one day while
than the stage play.
Residents of ; only a name.—adv.
there at the proper time. I saw Lord
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Waller Carroll,
with his un le. Jerome Bonajarte. | was walking down S’ate Streel ticed crowds in each.
Brougham, then very oil. the Duke of
James
A.
Collins,
for
an
indefinite
period.
brother of Napoleon the First.
Argyle, the Duke of Kuccleuch. Lord
932 North Carolina Aveaut, S. E.,
News has been received of the death
Panmure, and many other notable likeness to his brother, whose portraits and I was taken to my hoarding house, Washington, D. C.
of Eugeni- ^Lester, youngest son of
were in the Louvre, was very striking, and from there went to New York,
English lords.
Mrs. Emma Swmester, which occurred
In the warm spring sunshine,I en- where, I spent die winter
• • • *
in Vermont, Jan. 15. Mrs. Sylvester
joyed looking alxtut Paris and goipg! Tlie Webster engraving was finally
Quitting London. I then went to
ROCKVILLE
and family, were former residents of
into the surrounding c ,untry to Fon-i finished and printed in, London, the
Paris, and took a room nt Hotel de
Rockport and have the sympathy of
and other notable places prints sent over, and iBlivery began
Lille et d'Albkon. rue St. Honore. Paris lainebleau
At this time Napoleon 111. was at the I that summer; hut the political unrest
The McLoon Company began cut many in their sudden bereavement.
was strikingly different from London
Mr. Sylvester is survived by a wife
with brightly lighted streets; an even height of Imperial splendor and Parisi and threatened secession of the South ting ice on Chickawaukie Lake Mon and son. Besides his mother he also
hud the gayety and social attraction' made a deep cut in the number of day, Feb. 5 The Rockland Coal Co.
ing walk along the rue de la Palx, the
leaves a brother and sister.
boulevard des ltaliens, the Madeleine, for which slip was so renowned. In patrons, who would take the copies had already begun cutting the 29th
The regular meeting of Harbor Light
the rue Royale. and the rue de Rivoli June I went back to London to see h w they had subscribed for particularly and John Whalen is scraping the Chapter, O. E. 8., was held Tuesday
fronting the Tuileries. gave an impres the engravings wer ■ progressing, and ' in the Southern cities. The final snow off at the head of the lake pre evening and degrees were conferred
in August, with two othfer gentleman. ' settling all hills left about 550.000 in paratory to filling his house. The ice
sion long to be remembered.
upon two candidates. The chapter
The next morning I went to see made a tour of Scotland. Ireland, and 1 net profits, as related to m<- by David, is about 24 inches thick. Several men was organized Feb. 12, 1907 and as
the north of England, all of which I en- ! although George Warren has said that .from this place are working for the
T TAVE you ever wondered why quick fortunes are
Francois de la Rue & Cie., who were
this was their sixteenth birthday the
never made by funeral directors and why you
engraving the New York view on steel. joyed immensely. Returning to Paris. • Francis told him that they were much different companies.
Candlemas Day proved fair. The meeting was followed by a special
never hear of millionaire undertaker^?
■ I found de la Rue a typical French I remained there through October, then , less.
ground hog came out of his winter program including vocal solos by Mrs.
----business man, who gave me all pos went to London, and on November I
Public need for broader service and improved facilities
Bertha Thurston, Maynard Ingraham,
sible information about the work anil took passage on the German steamer (Continued In Next Issue—Begun Jan. quarters (presumably) and seeing his Burton Richards and L. True Spear;
have resulted in large invest mcnt« in motor cats, scientif
shadow so strong and bright, remark
30; hack numbers can be supplied.]
told me when I might expect it to be Hermann for Southampton and New
ic equipment, funeral homes and chapels. These bring
ing “Winter will take another flight,” Miss Veda McKenney and Mrs. A. F.
about a heavy and continuous operating expense.
made a bee line for his hole and shut Leigh accompaists, piano duet. Miss
Helen
Piper and
Miss Blanche
^hounding climate of the spring and building. She has rented this bunga his door tight. He must have had a Wooster; Mrs. Elizabeth Spear gave
Artother reason is that the funeral director has taken
ROSE TOURNAMENT
hard time getting through so much
summer months.
low for $85. a month.
over all the tasks formerly looked after by neighbors
an interesting history of the chapter
snow
and
crust.
It
snowed
Saturday
e a * e
Norma Talamadge and Constance
and friends. He also performs scores of additional
and remarks were made by A. H. Newthe movie stars, h’ave pur and has heen extremely cold the last bert of Rockland, father of the chapter,
services which modern conditions and modern sensi
James Reardon Tells of Pasa Mr. Jones holds a good position in Talamadge,
few days.
Perhaps this ancient
tlie Owl Drug Company, which oper- chased a lot opposite Mrs. Flint’s weather prophet is not to lose his who has always had a great interest in
bilities d^ptand.
dena Spectacle and of For ates a chain of stores in the West. He | home, where they will build a beauti- prestige.
its welfare. Other visitors were pres
In the funeral director’s bill, the cost of this^ervice and
is a department manager in both of; ful bungalow court. This will greatly
There is but little teaming on the ent from Golden Rod Chapter, Rock
overhead (often a large proportion of the total cost)
mer Rockland Folk.
the Pasadena stores. Mrs. Jones holds j increase the value ot Mrs. Flint’s proland and Seaside Chapter, Camden.
road. The travelling Is very bad.
usually is included in the charge for better under
a very good position |n a large depart- • pfcrty. The boys and I just lost out on
Sylvester Barrows Is hauling ice for Refreshments were served in the
stood items. Such charges should be judged
„ I ment store in Pasadena as floor lady ;a trip to Honolulu, but am not sorry, the McLoon Company.
banquet hall, including a birthday
. The following extracts are from a
i,
with this fact in mind.
cake made and donated by Mrs. Jessie
Mi
s.
Queer
who
lives
on
the
Judson
letter written by James M. Reardon j n,pntR
Mr, F,|nt has improved in
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
to a position that I have been Simmons place is seriously ill.
Tibbetts of Glencov. which was cut by
pany Jr^m a copyrighted message which appeared in The
former Rockland boy, to relatives in i health miraculously since coming to waiting for with the Robertson-Cole
Saturday Evening Post of May 6, 1922.
There is quite a lot of sickness all Mrs. Elizabeth Spear, the oldest past
'California.
She actually looks 10 Studios.
Remember me to all my around. Bad colds, grippe and pneu matron of the chapter. The chapter
this city.
i years younger. Mr. and Mrs. Jones friends.
wag ulso presented with a handsome
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
monla,
• are also very much pleased with this'
James M. Reardon,
Bible bookmark by one of its members
• • • •
Los Angeles, Jan. 29.
Undertakers Since 1849
part of the west. They seem to be so j 915 South Hope St.. Los Angeles, Calif,
who modestly preferred pot to have
Mrs. Nora Fores who fractured her
New Year’s Day 1 had the pleasure happy in their new home, which is a
Ni,lff Trleghene 781-W ItOCKLAXD. Day Telesktne ««.
her name mentioned. The occasion
hip by falling last fall is able to stand
of being the guest of Mrs. Edith Flint very beautiful place. Mrs. Flint has
. Mi-O-Na makes your stomach and take a few steps with assistance. was one of the most enjoyable events
French Renaissance Border. Symbol of Finality taken from Omar Kiiay v«m — ^Tnr
in the history of the chapter.
Down the EmptyGlass.” Mesioge number nine. Copyrighted 1922 C.'C. C».
and ,Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones at the just completed a new bungalow along feel fine, stops belching, heart burn
Our school is increased by two new
side cf the one she now occupies, I and all discomfort in a few minutes,
•
•
•
•
members, Stanley and Bernice Field
Flint home in Pasadena. We all went
which i.s the last word in modern home I Guaranteed by all druggists.—adv.
Allen A. Barrett
from Gardiner, who are stopping in
to the Tournament of Roses, which is
this place.
Allen A. Barrett, a former resident
famed the world over. We left the
There has been no "automobile or of Rockport, died at his home In
house at 9 a. nt., everyone carrying his
truck on the road for weeks. Grain Is Brockton, Mass., Monday morning,
own camp stool, so as to be prepared
hauled past for our store and West Feb. 5. He was born in Rockport
for a long wait. If you were not there
Rockport by two and four horse teams. April 14. 1855, the youngest son of thej
early you would not get. a chance to
Mr. K. carried out a pan full of table late Amos and Julia (Tolman) Barrett.
see anything. The drowd lined Colo
scraps and spread it on the crust in the He received his early education In the
rado street on both sides, as far as you
orchard trying to entice some of our public schools of Rockport, after which
could see. It is estimated that 300,000
small feathered friends. The crows he attended the Maine Wesleyan Sem
persons witnessed the great event.
came for it in flocks, one chickadee inary. In early years he learned the
It was the most gorgeous array of i
Be sure and use
was seen, but he flew away seeming jeweler's business and established
splendor I ever hope to see. The floats!
to be afraid of the crows and there himself in that profession in Brockton.
were marvelous. Glendale took thej
have been no other small birds seen Mass., where he has since resided.
first prize with a gigantic peacock
A mighty tasty, nu
Mr. K. makes a practice of scattering He was a man of highest integrity,
made cf all the bekutiful flowers neces
fond and cracked corn there. The crows possessing a sunny disposition, fond of
tritious and economi
sary to bring out the natural bright
do not touch the corn but gobble up his home and family, always ready to
plumage. Hollywood's float took sec
every thing else. One squirrel comes help in distress, and to promote all
cal one, too.
ond prize, this float being captained by
regularly for the craeker corn, filling good. He leaves a wife, who bestowed
May McAvoy and Baby Peggy Mont
his checks full, but doesn’t appear on him the tenderest care during his
gomery, both of movie fame. I could
Ask your dealer for
illness, a son, Roy H. of Brockton.
while there is a crow about.
not help think of the difference beOrland Barrows goes past nearly Mass., and a daughter, Mrs. phester /«
DAISY Brand Pro
One damper regulates your check draft and the direct
every day with his team but he is al Fisher of Randolph, Mass. *Also two
ways wa'king behind for exercise and brothers and a sister, Thomas T. of
draft to your fire.
ducts.
to keep warm these cold days. One Fresno, Calif., and William 8., and
This is unique. Queen Brooders are safe; gas and fire
2422
would never think he was 80 years old, Miss Maria Barrett of Rockport. Fu
proof. Ever^'body using them has only kind words to say.
he is so ei eet and active. We have neral services were held at his late
Write today (or our 180 page illustrated Catalog: free.
another buy in the place about the residence Wednesday afternoon. In
W'fiat addreu, pleattf
Rime age, Charles Porter. During the terment will be in the family lot,
KENDALL & WHITNEY ~ tfrt. 1858 .. Portland, Maine.
(u«»)
stress of shovelling snow Charles did Mountain View cemetery, Camden,
Thursday (today.)
his stunt with the other boys.
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